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165 Preface by Vasso PAPANDREOU 
Member of  the European Commission Policy-makers in Europe are becoming more aware of  the fact that the ongoing and planned 
progress  towards  greater economic,  political  and  social  integration  of the  European 
Community will have serious implications also in the field of  social protection. The Social 
affairs ministers have repeatedly stressed the need for convergence in this area in order to 
make sure that one aspect of European integration, namely the freedom of movement of 
persons, will  not be hampered by diverging trends in  social protection policies in  the 
member states. 
The Commission, in its Action programme relating to the implementation of  the Community 
Charter of Fundamental  Social  Rights for Workers, announced a  recommendation on 
convergence in the area of  social protection. The idea is to fix a common set of  fundamental 
principles and objectives, which should serve as broad guidelines for national policies, 
thereby ensuring a gradual convergence of  social protection levels throughout the Community. 
This convergence strategy focuses on the effects of social protection and leaves it to the 
Member States to decide which are the most appropriate means to achieve these goals. 
The essential prerequisite for such a convergence process is the availability of  reliable and 
up-to-date information.  So far, the Commission services have published once every two 
years the Comparative Tables of  the Social Security Schemes, a highly successful initiative. 
Apart from being updated only at too long intervals, they were also too static, being only 
a photograph of the situation at a particular point in time. 
The Commission has therefore created MISSOC, the Mutual Information System on Social 
Protection, which consists of a network of government experts on social protection who 
meet twice yearly and file regular reports on significant developments in their countries. 
The present publication is the fruit of one year's work of the system and combines the 
Comparative Tables and an  analysis of trends and developments in  the area of social 
security. Thus one essential shortcoming of  the old Comparative Tables will be overcome: 
information will not only be available on a particular point in time but also on changes and, 
most important, the direction of change. 
I hope that through this initiative the increased need for information, resulting in particular 
from the convergence strategy, can be met. 
MISSOC  should not  only  become a  valuable  source of information  to  national  and 
Community administrations but also to any person or institution interested in or dealing 
with social protection issues, be they in the academic world or the business sector. 
Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to thank all those involved in setting up this 
information system, and particularly the national correspondents, for the effort they have 
put into this venture during its first year of operations.  May there be many more years of 
fruitful and satisfying cooperation in this valuable task. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Community information system on social protection "MISSOC" is a service created 
by the Commission of the European Communities for its own use, the authorities of the 
member countries, employers and trade unions, and other users. The aim is to provide rapid, 
comparable and  up-to-date  information on  the  contents and  development  of social 
protection  systems in the Member States of the E. C. 
This information deals with social security in the larger sense, covering all risks enumerated 
in convention Nr.  I  02 ( 1952) of the I.L.O. In  the future it will also include  systems of 
assistance. National health services are also being included in so far as they represent the 
equivalent of benefits in kind in the traditional health insurance systems. The material area 
on which information is collected, corresponds to that of the existing comparative tables, 
with the exception that assistance benefits will also be included. 
The system will primarily provide information on the schemes of  social protection as such. 
Starting from a general overview of  the twelve countries (including social assistance) in the 
form of a comparative table, similar to these currently being published by the services of 
the Commission, the  system will  register and  publish all  changes of any  importance 
occurring in these schemes. The system will also have the ability to report on proposals and 
plans  for  reform  and  on  essential  statistical  data  concerning  the  national  schemes. 
Furthermore, every year the system will offer  a policy analysis of the national schemes. 
The Community information system on social protection is conceived as a service for its 
users,  meant  to  give them  the  information  they  want.  By  virtue  of its  independent 
management structure and of its regular contacts with its collaborators from the various 
countries, the system  should be able to work in a flexible way  responding to the wishes 
expressed by the services of the Commission and  various user groups. 
The results of MISSOC will be available in two ways: - as a data bank, to be consulted by users on the .. Infotex" system of  the Commission; and 
- in publications, issued by the Commission. 
The first publication of  MIS SOC is a basic report on the schemes of  social protection in the 
Member States of  the Community, containing a comparative study of  the schemes of  social 
protection in the Community, and an analysis of  the evolution over the  1980-1990 period. 
The present volume is the second publication of  MISSOC. It provides an analysis of  recent 
measures taken in the Member States, and  offers, by means of descriptive tables, a rapid 
comparison of social security schemes in the different Member States. 
A MISSOC expert has conducted the analysis, on the basis of national reports, presented 
by MIS SOC correspondents in the various countries. The analysis covers developments in 
the national systems of the Member States over the year ending on  I July,  I990, as the 
MISSOC project only started operating  in  1990. 
The comparative tables provide a picture of the situation on I July, I990.  They cover all 
schemes applicable to employees in  industry and commerce.  In certain countries these 
schemes apply to all workers and even the whole population. 
The tables  cannot claim to  provide full  details  but they  constitute a  source of rapid 
information which allows the reader to  compare easily the essentials of one country's 
legislation with another's.  For detailed comparisons, reference should be made to special 
studies. To avoid a plethora of  purely formal differences, details of  each regulation are not 
given, neither are national terminologies closely copied. 
The various tables describe each of  the risks enumerated in the I.L.O. convention Nr.  I02. 
The first  two tables give details of the organization and the  financing  methods  used. 
Countries are classified by alphabetical order. 
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EVOLUTION OF SOCIAL SECURITY POLICIES IN  1990 
1. GENERAL TRENDS 
A considerable number of modifications have been made to social security legislations 
since the beginning of  the year. At the same time, this mass of legislation lacks consistency, 
making it difficult to draw any properly founded conclusions.  This should not come as a 
surprise since the study was conducted over a relatively short period, too short in any case 
to allow for a clear view of  truly common trends.  The most positive point, on which a true 
convergence may be seen, finally appears to be the generalised restoration of  the adaptation 
ofbenefits in accordance with the evolution of  wages or  prices, which had been largely reduced 
or abandoned in the 1980's.  For the remainder, a few characteristic measures can be high-
lighted. The indemnisation of sickness was some what improved in Denmark.  In matters 
of maternity, a special insurance was created in Belgium and improvements in the actual 
payments made in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. In the UK these improvements 
also covered invalidity pensions.  An effort at rationalisation was undertaken in  several 
countries, justified also by social considerations.  In  Ireland this effort was targeted at a 
particular family situation, whereas in the Netherlands it essentially concerned the means 
of  financing.  The protection of '"helping spouses" made progress in Belgium and France. 
Ceilings on resources conditioning the entitlement to assistance benefits were markedly 
raised in the UK while programmes of fighting poverty were pursued in several countries. 
It is also worth pointing out that in  Ir~land an exemption threshold for contributions in 
respect of  employed persons was introduced. In Germany measures were taken to adapt the 
legislation to the new situation created by the economic and monetary union treaty with East 
Germany. 
This  list  of developments  runs  the  risk  of creating  a  false  impression.  The  relative 
modestness of these achievements might make one overlook the fact that a policy is also 
judged by its projects. These appear to be particularly numerous and important. Health care 
insurance reforms are due in  Denmark, Luxembourg and in  the  Netherlands.  Pension Belgium 
insurance reforms are being prepared in Belgium, Greece and Luxembourg; reforms which 
more particularly concern survivors in  the Netherlands and Portugal. The regulation of 
occupational  pension schemes(  complementary) will come into force in_ Ireland in  1991. 
Spain is preparing a reform of  family allowances. To these projects we should add various 
studies under way in several countries. As an example we might cite the wide-ranging study 
carried out in Denmark on the demographic changes of financing pension schemes. It is 
obviously impossible to judge all these projects until their final results are known. 
Another characteristic of the evolution, in so far as the examination of provisions taken in 
such a short period allow us to have an opinion, is the exclusively national logic followed 
by social security policies in the various countries. Looking at the measures decided during 
this year, it is hard to imagine that we are less than three years away from the Single Market 
in the Europe of 1993.  The fact is that only the gradual achievement of  directives on equal 
treatment of men  and  women indicates a  genuine, Community  inspiration.  Nor does 
anything indicate a change at the level of  general trends in the evolution observed over the 
1980's.  Without being too restrictive, the control of social expenditure continues to be of 
primary importance, particularly in the light of uncertain economic conditions. 
The persistence of unemployment can only reinforce the conviction that social security 
policy must contribute to  reestablishing a  more satisfactory level of employment and 
adapting to the change in working conditions.  In the systems of income maintenance one 
observes, on the other hand, a trend towards higher efficiency, either by taking into account 
the transformation of family models and of roles within couples, or by meeting the needs 
of the less well-off and promoting their social reinsertion.  Finally, the future of pensions 
is a major preoccupation, whether it concerns their financing, their calculation or the share 
of responsibilities between private and public sectors.  In this respect it is significant that 
the theme of  complementary schemes is increasingly at the heart of  debates at national and 
European level. 
2. COUNTRY BY COUNTRY EVOLUTION 
The most important changes since the beginning of the year result from the act of 22 
December 1989, some of whose provisions concern maternity and family benefits. 
This law creates, in effect, a new insurance especially dedicated to maternity.  The direct 
responsibility of the employer to compensate the worker is converted into a solidarisation 
of this burden between all employers in the form of  an employer's contribution to the new 
insurance, representing 0.12% of the salary.  The indemnity, calculated uniformly for all 
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working women, amounts to 82 % of the salary lost during the first 30 days of maternity 
leave, dropping to 75% thereafter.  It drops further to 60% for the part of the maternity 
leave exceeding 14 weeks. 
Possibilities of modulating maternity leave have also been introduced, with a view to a 
better conciliation of professional  activities  and  family  responsibilities.  As  for  self-
employed women and helpers, they have a right to a flat rate of  maternity benefit amounting 
to 30,000 francs. 
The  same  law  also  reforms  the  family  allowance  system  for  employees  towards  a 
generalisation of  the right, without reference to the hours worked, and introduces a quarterly 
calculation of the benefit. 
From  the  beginning of the  year,  the  aiding  spouse  of a  self-employed  worker  may 
voluntarily join the spouse's insurance scheme.  This only concerns health or invalidity 
insurance with regard to cash benefits. 
In addition, one should point out the raising of  minima of  pensions in all schemes. Various 
improvements of a minor nature have been made to the unemployment branch, and to the 
compensation of  occupational risks. The early retirement scheme has been extended to the 
end of the year.  · 
Two projects still need to be mentioned. One foresees the possibility for men and women 
to retire between 60 and 65, with no special reduction in the pension if it is taken after the 
age of 60.  The other aims at the  progressive replacement of the daily control of the 
unemployed by a fortnightly control. 
Denmark  Apart  from  measures  for adapting  various  benefits  to  the  cost of living,  it  is  worth 
mentioning the amendments introduced by a law of20 December 1989. The indemnisation 
of  sickness is no longer limited to 90% of  the average salary, but calculated at the same rate 
on the basis of the current salary of the worker within a maximum limit. 
On the other hand, allocation conditions have been modified and possibilities of  extending 
the indemnity have been laid down for mothers in the case of hospitalisation of children. 
Another law introduces a family allowance of Dkr 5,000 per year (for 4 years) in case of 
the birth of more than one child.  An adoption allowance has also been established at Dkr 
15,000 payable on a one-time basis. A bill has been proposed with a view to simplifying and modernising the health care service, 
a greater freedom of choice being offered to the insured and preventive measures being 
reinforced. 
The ageing of the overall  population gives rise to concern as to the consequences on 
financing  retirement pensions, as  they  are tax  financed.  A  commission set  up by  the 
government to study this problem recently presented a  report with the  result that the 
proportion of  persons aged 65 and over is expected to exceed 20% by 2025, as against 15 % 
now.  In these conditions, to avoid a considerable increase in taxation, an overall reform of 
the system is being considered. A pension funded by employers' and workers' contributions 
would complement a basic pension financed by taxation.  But no decision has yet been 
taken. 
Germany  In comparison to the very important reforms taking place in  matters of health care and 
retirement over recent years, the legislative modifications registered since the beginning of 
the year appear to be of  minor interest. It is, however, worth pointing out the improvements 
concerning war victims as well as the adaption of  social security to take into account more 
accurately the situation of those repatriated from Eastern European countries, the number 
of whom has not stopped growing over recent months. 
Very significant, on the other hand, appear to be the changes to the scheme which have been 
rendered necessary because of  the economic and monetary union treaty signed between the 
two Germanies. 
A whole set of  provisions have been introduced by a law of  25 June to adapt social security 
to the new situation. These provisions foresee taking into account the periods of  insurance 
spent in  one or the other part of Germany for entitlement and calculation of pension, 
sickness and unemployment benefits.  They also foresee the exporting of East German 
pensions and, in cases of sickness or maternity, the reimbursement of health expenses. 
Finally, a whole set of  provisions in matters of  job promotion, which would normally have 
expired at the end of 1989 were extended to the end of 1995. 
Greece  Two laws have to be mentioned. One provides for a special protection scheme for part-time 
workers. The other, invalving demographic policy, provides for a non-contributive benefit 
for mothers with more than 3 children. For each child younger than 25 years, this allowance 
equals I 1/2 times the minimum wage of  a blue collar worker. On top of  this comes a fixed 
II 12 
monthly allowance of  34.000 drachmes during a 3 year period beginning at the time of  birth 
of the third child. 
In the near future, a certain number of  proposals concerning pensions, invalidity, health care 
and survivors will be adopted, all in the general context of  diminishing social expenses and 
rationalising the system. 
Spain  The Spanish system has not seen any substantial changes since the beginning of the year. 
The progressive reform process begun with a view to correcting financial imbalances and 
ensuring the possibility of new progress in social protection.  Measures taken principally 
concern the pensions area. 
The different types of invalidity pensions were increased, whereas for total permanent 
disability a 20% increase on the basis of  calculation was decided in favour of unemployed 
workers over 55 years.  The minima and maxima of benefits were also raised for old age 
pensions. It is worth noting that beyond the maximum, the pension is no longer adapted to 
the cost of living.  Finally, with regard to  survivors'  pensions, apart from  raising the 
minimum pensions for the various categories of beneficiaries, it is worth mentioning the 
creation of  a new amount applicable to holders aged 60-64 years, a sum between the amount 
awarded to those aged 65 and over and that for those under 60. 
Legislation on employment injuries and occupational diseases was revised to take retroactive 
effect on 1 January 1986 with respect to measures taken in 1988 with a view to eliminating 
discrimination. Moreover, the possibility was given to public administrations to affiliate 
their staff, in the same way as private enterprises, to mutual benefit societies recognised by 
the state, instead of a compulsory insurance with the national social security institution. 
The provisions governing the field of application: one of these amendments concerns the 
assumption that, in family businesses, family members and spouses are not employed in the 
enterprise unless proved otherwise. A reform of  family allowances is the subject of  current 
legislative proposals. 
France  Apart from measures to adapt benefits and allowances to the cost ofliving, the main changes 
since the beginning of the year concern old age and survivors benefits. 
A  law of 31  December  1989 offers the  possibility of voluntary  affiliation to old age 
insurance for self-employed workers, to spouses who collaborate in a one-man business with limited responsibility. An act of  July 1989 had already organised voluntary affiliation 
of spouses helping members of the liberal professions in the old age insurance of those 
professions. 
The law of23 January has extended the benefit of  a flat rate pension increase for a dependent 
child, previously awarded only to the surviving spouse, to divorced ex-spouses who do not 
remarry, and to spouses of insured persons who have disappeared. 
In  the  matter of occupational  risks,  the  same law  foresees  a  removal  of ceilings  on 
contributions as of next year; at the same time it improves the compensation in the case of 
an inexcusable fault of the employer. 
We should also point out, in a general way, the concern to increase the responsibility of 
managers of institutions, and to set up a control allowing for a more rigorous assessment 
of the management. 
Ireland  The "Social Welfare Act 1990" of April makes improvements to the system, including 
increases in payment levels. These increases amount in general to 5% or 6% and range from 
8% to II %for certain groups of  beneficiaries such as the long-term unemployed, widows 
and single parents. Other provisions of this Act are inspired by the concern to rationalise 
and  to  extend protection.  A  new  single parents allowance combines various existing 
schemes (non-contributory widows pension, deserted spouses allowance, single mother 
allowance) in respect of households with children and extends this scheme to all parents 
concerned. A new allowance for carers, which is payable to any person who provides full-
time care and attention to certain categories of pensioners, replaces a scheme which was 
restricted to certain categories of  carer. Entitlement to these new allowances is based on the 
resources of the applicant. 
The concern with rationalisation is also to be found in the pre-retirement allowance which 
was introduced in March 1990. This allowance, paid also on the basis of  personal resources, 
replaces long-term unemployment payments for people aged 60 and over. Thus the elderly 
unemployed no longer have to register on a regular basis. 
On the issue of financing,  it  is  worth mentioning two measures aimed at employment 
creation. On the one hand, a threshold for contributions was introduced in  April  1990 
exempting workers, whose income is less than IR£ 60 gross per week, from payment of 
contributions. On the other hand, employers who took on extra staff  during a certain period 
are exempted from payment of the employers share of the contributions for these workers 14 
for a full year. It should also be noted that the self-employed workers contributions were 
raised to 5 %. 
An act was introduced to regulate occupational (complementary) pension schemes. It sets 
down certain standards in relation to management, solvency, guarantees, transfer of  rights, 
equal  treatment and disclosure of information.  In  addition  several  projects  aimed at 
alleviating poverty have been launched in the case of poverty arising in disadvantaged 
urban and rural areas. 
Italy  The developments in  the  1980's underline the general intention to ensure progressive 
integration of the different systems. 
Two bills can be mentioned: 
- The reform of pension schemes for independent workers in  agriculture, business and 
trade, providing for a similar means of calculating the contributions and pensions as in 
the  General Scheme, but with a lower rate of contribution ( 12 % of the  revenue of the 
enterprise). 
- The creation of a special administration in the INPS for about  I  0 pension schemes for 
employees in the banking branch.  From  January  I  1991  on, the same rules as the 
General Scheme will  be followed for these schemes, with temporary measures for the 
present benefi~iaries. 
The last innovation is situated within the General Scheme. 
The financial law for 1991 gives the opportunity to retire at the age of  62 years (for men 
as well as for women), even if one has reached the 40 years of  contribution.  Every year 
of continuing of work increases the pension amount. 
Luxembourg  Three bills are being prepared to introduce reforms for taxation, health insurance and 
pensions.  The options of these projects are the subject of discussions with all  parties 
concerned, especially trade unions. 
As for health insurance, it is significant to note that, despite the size of the deficit in this 
sector, contribution rates have been simply extended even if they are insufficient and 
awaiting structural overhaul measures to come. 
As for pension insurance, provision is made for structural improvements in the pensions 
under the contributory scheme and for selective measures on different points. 
Finally a lowering of taxation is envisaged at the same time as a better sharing out of the 
burden between the different categories of taxpayers. Netherlands  As of I January 1990 and for the first time in  I  0 years, social benefits have been adapted 
to the evolution of wage levels according to a former legal mechanism. This has meant an 
increase of 0.9 %.  This mechanism had been suspended since 1980 under special laws 
fixing less favourable rules. 
As ofthe same date, the financial participation demanded of  the beneficiaries for medecines 
and specialist care was abolished and replaced by a rise in health insurance contributions. 
This change represents a redistribution of  the burden which favours people who need these 
services more often, such as the elderly and chronically ill. 
A new regulation of maternity leave was introduced, extending the period from 12 to 16 
weeks (of which 6-4 weeks before the presumed date of  delivery). The benefit corresponds 
to I  00 % of the previous salary. 
Family allowances have been raised in favour of the first child.  These allowances were 
indexed on 16 January according to the price index, i.e. 0.8 %. On the other hand, the special 
allowance for the contributions for children to health insurance was maintained. 
The system of financing was reviewed in  the sense that henceforth taxes and national 
insurance contributions would be lumped together and calculated on the same wage base. 
This leads to various changes in the old age and survivors' pensions.  Further-more, the 
burden of  contributions to general invalidity pensions and to special health care costs was 
transferred from employers (or insurers) to the insured persons themselves (or beneficiaries). 
However this transfer is compensated for by an equivalent increase in salary (or of  benefits). 
Finally we should mention two more reform projects: one concerning a new basic insurance 
in health care matters, the other a fundamental revision of  survivors' insurance, namely to 
cover the widower as well as the widow. 
Portugal  New initiatives principally concern reform projects. One of these aims to revise protection 
in  case of decease, concerning access to the bereavement allowance (no qualification 
period), the duration of  payment of  pensions and the determination of  their amount in case 
of  competition between a spouse and exspouse. This revision is also meant to promote equal 
treatment of men and women.  Another project aims to modernise the administration of 
health care. 
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As for measures taken since the beginning of the year, they essentially concern the raising 
of  certain values and benefits of  social assistance (help to foster families, for children whose 
parents cannot look after them, help to families who need child care services). On the other 
hand in July  the holders of invalidity, old age, survival or occupational risk pensions were 
granted the right to an extra month's pension under the different social security schemes. 
We should also mention various studies under way, such as the one on social protection of 
home work and the research on the effects on employment of the Single Market. 
United Kingdom  If  one leaves aside the adjustment of  benefits to price changes, the new measures introduced 
in this period appear relatively minor. Minor changes have been made to maternity benefits, 
the main one concerning the  lump-sum allowance, "maternity payment", available to 
recipients of Income Support. This allowance was increased from a maximum of £85 to 
£I 00, subject to the claimant's income. 
Sickness benefits are paid at two rates. To obtain the higher rate (£ 52.50 per week against 
£39.25 for the lower rate) the previous earnings of the beneficiary must now be at least£ 
125 per week, as against£ 84 previously. This benefit is paid by the employer, who is then 
reimbursed by the State on a formula which was adjusted during the year. The same applies 
to maternity leave payments. Various measures were taken to help low income people who 
qualify for invalidity and related benefits, by increasing the amount of  other income which 
they can receive without reduction in Income Support. The allowance for persons unable 
to move around unaided (Mobility Allowance) has been extended to blind and deaf  persons, 
including war victims. 
Other improvements concern the "capital limits" for social assistance. For example the 
levels of capital above which a person is ineligible for Income Support and Family Credit 
have been raised from£ 6,000 to£ 8,000 and from£ 8,000 to£ 16,000 for Housing Benefits. 
Finally, further regulations were introduced to govern the information which insurance 
companies and other providers of personal pension schemes must give to their customers. z
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 Table  1-1 
Sickness,  maternity 
and  invalidity 
National Institute for Sickness and 
Invalidity  Insurance 
(separate management for medical 
care and cash benefits) (INAMI) 
National associations of  Federations 
of recognized mutual benefit 
societies 
or 
Auxiliary  Sickness  and  Invalidity 
Insurance Fund 
Mutual  benefit  societies or offices of 
the Auxiliary  Fund 
18 
Organization  in  Belgium 
Ministry  of  Social  Security 
For  unemployment:  Ministry  of  Employment  and  Labour 
Old-age and  survivors  Employment  injuries 
and occupational diseases 
National Social Security Office 
Family allowances 
(collection  and  distribution  of  contributions  except  for  industrial  injuries) 
National Pension Office 
(ONPTS) 
National Fund for Retirement and 
Survivors'  Pensions 
(paying-out  body) 
Occupational Diseases Fund 
(FMP) 
Industrial  Injuries  Fund 
(FAT) 
Registered  communal private 
insurance funds  or  societies 
(for  employment  injuries) 
National Family Allowances Offices 
for  Non-industrial  Staff 
(Onafts) 
Compensation funds  for family 
allowances 
or 
Regional offices of the Onafts 
or 
Special funds 
(for some occupations) 
Unemployment 
National Employment Office (ONEM) 
Union funds 
or 
Auxiliary  Fund  for  Payment  of 
Unemployment Benefit 
or 
Auxiliary  Fund  offices Table  1-2 
Organization  in  Denmark 
Ministry  of  Social  Affairs 
For  unemployment  and  supplementary  pensions:  Ministry  of  Labour 
For  hospitals  and  national  health  insurance:  Ministry  of  Social  Affairs 
Sickness  and  maternity 
Other benefits in kind 
Hospitals 
National Health Office 
Regional  authorities 
(1)  After 1.1.1991:  Ministry of Social Affairs 
Cash benefits 
Invalidity,  old-age, 
survivors,  child  allowances 
National  Social  Affairs  Office 
(1 )(2) 
Local  municipalities 
Employment Injuries and Occupational 
Diseases 
National Office for 
Insurance against 
Employment Injuries and 
Occupational Diseases 
Registered  private insurance companies 
Unemployment 
Labour  Directorate 
Unemployment funds 
(2}  The  Labour Market  Supplementary Pension  Scheme  (ATP}  is administered centrally by an  independant  body managed  jointly by the two  sides of labour. 
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Table  1-3 
Sickness  and maternity 
(Confederation  of  Sickness funds) 
Local funds 
or 
Funds operated by the firms 
or 
Funds operated by trades 
or 
LiCensed  mutual health insurance funds 
or 
Funds  for the  agricul-
tural  sector 
or 
Funds for the seamen 
or 
Funds  for the  coal-miners 
Organization  in  the  Federal  Republic  of  Germany 
Ministry  of  Labour  and  Social  Affairs  {1) 
Federal  Insurance  Office  (2) 
Labour  ministers  of  the  Linder  (2) 
Invalidity,  old-age  and  survivors  Employment  injuries 
and occupational diseases 
Federal  Insurance  Institute for  Non-industrial 
staff 
Trade  cooperative  associations 
or 
or 
Land  insurance  institutes  for  industrial  staff 
Federal, Land or local bodies (public 
employees) 
Family allowances and  unemployment 
Federal Labour Office 
Land  labour offices 
Local  labour offices 
(1)  For family allowances,  responsibility is divided between the Ministry for Families,  Youth,  Women  and Health  (legislation)  and the Ministry of Labour and Social 
Affairs  (implementation). 
(2)  Bundesversicherungsamt:  Supervisory body  for  insurance organs whose  authority exceeds the geaographical bounderies of a  Land;  in all other cases supervision is 
carried out  by the  ~nder, under the authority of the Labour Ministers. Table  1-4 
Organization  in  Greece 
Ministry  of  Social  Welfare,  Health  and  Social  _Security 
For  unemployment  and  family  benefits:  Ministry  of  Labour 
Sickness,  maternity,  invalidity,  old  age,  survivors,  employment  injuries  and  occupational  Unemployment,  family  benefits 
diseases 
Institute for Social  Insurance (IKA)  also  responsible  for  contribution  collection  for  all  Office for Employment and Manpower (OAED) 
branches,  including unemployment  and  family benefits 
Local  Offices  Offices in  large towns.  IKA offices elsewhere 
21 Table  1-5 
Organization  in  Spain  (1) 
Ministry  of  Labour  and  Social  Security,  Ministry  of  Health  and  Consumer  Affairs  (2) 
Ministry  of  Social  Affairs  (4) 
Health care 
Sickness,  maternity,  invalidity,  old  age, 
survivors,  family  benefits 
Employment  injuries and  occupational diseaseE 
Unemployment 
National Health Office 
(lnsalud)  (3) 
National Social  Security Office (INSS) 
Firms:  may  opt  for  voluntary paricipation  in 
the administration  of  the health care scheme 
for  cover  against  temporary  incapacity  for 
work  (IL  T)  as a result  of  non-occupational 
injuries and  diseases  or payment to their 
workers  on  behalf  of the  relevant  social 
security  institutions  of  sickness  benefit, 
family  benefits  and 
National  Social  Security Office (INSS)  National Employment Office (INEM) 
Mutual benefit  associations for employment 
Firms:  may  opt  for  voluntary  participation  In 
administration  of  the health  care  scheme 
injury and  occupational diseases of  social 
security 
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such  other benefits as 
may be determined by regulation 
Firms:  may pay (and  fund) sickness benefit  in 
respect  of  employment  injuries and 
occupational 
diseases,  together  with  the cost of associated 
health  care,  occupational  rehabilitation  and 
allowances 
(1)  The  three specialist institutions administering,  respectively,  cash benefits  (INSS),  health care(Insalud),  and social welfare and  services  (Inserso),  are served by  two 
joint bodies:  the Treasury-General  and the Data  Processing Service.  Unemployment  benefits are administered by  a  specialized institution falling outside the  scope of the 
social security administration system though collaborating closely with it- the  INEM  (National  Employment  Office). 
(2)  The  state is responsible for the regulation and  supervision of the social security system. 
Insalud falls under the tutelage of the Ministry of Health and  Consumer  Affairs,  whilst the INSS  and the employment  injury mutual  benefit societies are subject to the 
control of the Ministry of Labour  and  Social Security,  as in the  INEM  - though the latter enjoys the status of an autonomous  State body. 
(3)  Insalud provides health care in the home,  out-patient care and  residential  hospital care. 
It both administers establishments of its own  and operates via agreements with a  variety of establishments in the public and  private sectors. 
(4)  In charge of  INSERSO. Table  1-6 
Organization  in  France 
Ministry  of  Solidarity,  Health  and  Social  Protection 
Unemployment  :  Mininstry  of  Labour  and  professional  education 
Sickness,  maternity,  invalidity  ,survivors  and 
occupational  risks  Old-age 
Central Agency of Social Security Organs 
(responsible for the  overall  management  of  financial  assets; 
the collection  of contributions  is  carried  out  by associations  for  this  purpose) 
Family allowances 
National Sickness Insurance Fund  National Old-age Insurance Fund ( 1)  National Family Allowances Fund 
Regional funds  Family allowances fund 
Primary  funds 
(1)  There is a  regional  fund  for the Haut-Rhin,  Bas-Rhin  and Moselle departments. 
Unemployment 
National  Inter-occupational Union for 
Employment in  Industry and Commerce 
(Unedic) 
Association for Employment in Industry and 
Commerce  (Assedic) 
23 Table  1-7 
Organization  in  Ireland 
Department  of  Social  Welfare 
Department  of  Health 
All  cash  benefits  (sickness,  maternity,  invalidity,  old-age, 
survivors,  employment  injuries  and  occupational  diseases, 
Health  services  family allowances)  except  for  unemployment,  supplementary 
welfare allowance and  those  mentioned  under 'Health Services' 
Eight  regional  heahh boards  under the general supervision of  Centrally  administered  by  the  Department  of  Social  Welfare 
the Department of  Health.  These  also administer certain 
allowances 
(e.g.  disabled persons maintenance allowance, blind welfare 
allowances,  maternity  grant,  supplementary  welfare 
.allowance). 
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Unemployment 
Administered  by  local  offices of the  Department  of  Social 
Welfare Table  1-8 
Sickness  and  maternity 
Regions 
Local  health units (USL) 
National  Institute  for Social  WeHare  (provisional  responsibility 
for cash  benefits  and  contribution  collection) 
Organization  in  Italy 
Ministry  of  Labour  and  Social  Security 
Ministry  of  Health 
Invalidity,  old-age,  survivors,  family  allowances, 
unemployment 
National  Institute for Social  Welfare  (INPS)  (1) 
INPS  regional  inspectorates 
NPS provincial, urban and suburban offices (also authorized to 
collect  contributions) 
Local  offices and  information  centres 
(1)  For social security pensions there is a  'social  fund'  managed  by  INPS. 
Also managed  by the INPS,  a  family allowances  fund  and  one  for suplementary benefits  (partial unemployed) • 
Employment  injuries and  occupational diseases 
National  Institute  for  Insurance  againt  Industrial  Injuries 
(I nail) 
lnail  regional  inspectorates 
lnail provincial  offices (also authorized  to collect 
contributions) 
(some  local  offices) 
25 Table  1-9 
Sickness  and  maternity 
Sickness  Fund  for  Private  Non-industrial  Stat 
or 
National Sickness Insurance Fund  for lndustrie 
Staff 
or 
Funds  operated by firms 
Organization  in  Luxembourg 
Ministry  of  Social  Security  (1) 
General  Inspectorate  for  Social  Security 
Invalidity,  old  age,  survivors,  employment 
injuries and  occupational diseases,family 
benefits 
Social  Insurance Office comprising: 
Association  for  Insurance against Accidents 
(industrial  and  non-industrial  staff)  and 
Establishment for Insurance against Old-age 
and  Invalidity 
(industrial  staff) 
Pension  Fund  for  Private  Non-industrial  staff 
(invalidity,  old-age,  survivors,  for 
non-industrial  staff) 
Unemployment 
Employment  Administration 
Local agencies for the  Employment 
Administration 
S1d 
Secretariats  in  the  local  authorities 
(1)  The  Ministry  for the Family and  Solidarity is responsible for  family  allowances. 
The  Ministry of Labour  is responsible for unemployment  benefits. 
(2)  The  Fund  also pays birth and  maternity grants. 
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Family  allowances 
National Fund  for Family benefits  (2) Table  1-10 
Organization  in  the  Netherlands  (1) 
Ministry  of  Social  Affairs  and  Employment 
Benefits  in  kind:  Ministry  of  Welfare,  Public  Health  and  Culture 
Old-age,  survivors,  family  allowances 
- Sickness  and  maternity  Invalidity  Unemployment 
Benefits in  kind 
Council of Sickness 
Mms 
Compensation Fund 
ald 
General Sickness 
Insurance Fund 
(serious  risks) 
Sickness funds 
Cash benefits 
Two  incapacity  funds: 
(i)Salary  Earners  Insurance 
(ii)National  Insurance 
Occupational associations (some managed by a Joint 
Administrative  Office),  which  manage  the  supplementary 
benefits funds and  are also responsible for colleding sickness, 
unemployment and  incapacity insurance contributions  of 
employees 
Local  authorities  (Public Assistance) 
Council of Social  Insurance 
General Unemployment Fund  Social Insurance Bank, which also manages the 
old-age,  survivors'  and  family  allowances 
fund 
Regional Offices 
(1)  There is no  special  insurance scheme  for accidents at  work  or industrial diseases- these risks are covered by  sickness  insurance schemes  (benefits in cash or kind), 
invalidity schemes  and  survivors'  insurance. 
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Table  1-11 
Organization  in  Portugal 
Ministry  of  Health 
Ministry  of  Labour  and  Social  Security 
State  Secretariat  for  Social  Security 
Unemployment:  State  Secretariat  for  Employment  and  Vocational  Training  and  State  Secretariat  for  Social  Security 
Health care 
National Health Service 
Regional  health authorities 
Cash  benefits:  sickness,  maternity, 
invalidity,  old-age,  death,  survivors,  family 
allowances 
National bodies for technical  coordination 
Regional  social  security offices 
National Pensions Fund 
Employment injuries and occupational  disease 
Unemployment 
Private insurance companies  supervised  by  National bodies for technical coordination 
Finance  Ministry as  regards  employment 
injuries  Regional  employment offices and  regional 
security  offices 
National Occupational Diseases Fund Table  1-12 
Organization  in  the  United  Kingdom 
Department  of  Health  (DH) 
Department  of  Social  Security  (DSS) 
Administration  of  unemployment:  Department  of  Employment 
Also  the  Welsh  Office,  Scottish  Office  and  Northern  Ireland  Administration  (1) 
,  Medical care 
National Heahh  Service 
Regional  and area authorities 
(under DH  supervision) 
All  cash  benefits  (sickness,  maternity,  invalidity,  old-age, 
survivors,  employment  injuries  and  occupational  diseases, 
child benefit)  except  unemployment benefit 
Regional and local offices of the OSS 
Unemployment 
Regional and local offices of the Department of  Employment 
(1)  The  structure of this table relates to England  and Wales;  the Scottish Office and the Northern  Ireland Administration operate different structures. 
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 Table  11-1 
Belgium 
(a) Sickness and  Rate%  Ceiling 
maternity 
6,35 (a) 
;l,47(b) 
Ee:(a) 2,55 
(b) 1,15 
Er: (a) 3,80 
(b)2,32 
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Financing 
Contributions : rates and ceiling (annual ceiling unless otherwise stated) 
(See Table 1-2 for non-industrial staff in Italy and Luxembourg) 
Denmark  FR of Germany  Greece 
National health insurance:  Rale%  .  Ceililg  Rate%  .Ceiing  Rale% 
Tax financed: No fixed percentage 
of revenue  Average:  DM56700  5.55(a)  (a) DR  CMirall:  28.8 
12.8  1.20 (b)  169825  Ee:  4.8 
Ee:  6.40  Ee:  1.85  (b) per month  Er:  24.0 
Er:  6.40  +0.4 
Er:  3.70 
+0.8 
Spain  France 
.Cellng  Rate%  •  CeiHng 
PTA  18.50 
291540  Ee:  5.90 
per month  Er:  12.60 Ireland 
(a) Sickness and  Rate%  Celing 
maternity 
!)Health Service: 
Seii-Ef11)1oyed:  1Rl16700 
1,25% 
Ee(1)  :  1Rl16700 
1,25% 
IOCash Benefits: 
Ee  :5,5%(a)  IRL 17300 
Er  :12.2%(b)  1Rl18600 
(1 )Paid by Er for persons with 
full eligblllty to health ser-
vices-See Table Ill 
Financing 
Contributions : rates and ceiling (annual ceiling unless otherwise stated) 
(See Table 1-2 for non-industrial staff in Italy and Luxembourg) 
Italy  Luxembourg  Netherlands 
Rate%  Ceilng  Rate%  Celilg  Rate%  Cellng 
15,96  LIT 40 000 000  4.70(a)  LFR 1883364  7,9  (a)  (a) HFL 43 326 
I*  )'&II'  4.00(b)  5.40(b)  or 
Ee:0,90  Ee:  2.35  5,40(C)  HFL166 
Er:15,06  +2.00  per day 
Er:  2.35  Ee:  3,05  (b) HFL 42 123 
+2.00  +1.3> 
Er:  4.85  (c) HFL 68 900 
+5,40  or 
+5.35  HFL265 
per day 
Portugal 
Rate%  Cellng 
Oleral rate: 35 
Ee:  11 
Er:  24 
Table  11-1 
United Kingdom 
A*% 
·----
Weekly  Ee  (1)  Er 
salary  :  (-46£) (+46)  (all 
(UKL) 
-46 
46-79.99  2%  9% 
80-124,99  2%  9% 
125-174,99  2%  9% 
175-350  2%  9% 
+350  2%  9% 
up  to 
£350 
If  member of approved 
occupational  scheme  : 
Weekly  Ee (1) 
Salary  (-46) 
·46  None 
46-79,99  2% 
80-124,99  2% 
125-174,99  2% 
175-350  2% 
+350  2% 
Weekly  Er (UKL) 
Salary  (·46)  (1) 
-46  None 
46-79,99  5% 
80-124,99  7% 
125-174,99  9% 
175-350  10,45"' 
+350  10,45% 
earn.) 
5% 
7% 
9% 
10.45 
10,45 
on  ful 
% 
% 
amou  nt 
Ee (1) 
(+  46) 
7% 
7% 
7% 
7% 
7% 
up to 
£350 
Er (UK  L) 
1)  (+46)  ( 
1,2% 
3.2% 
5,2% 
6,65% 
6,65~ 
up  to 
then  10 
£350 
,45% 
minga 
350 
on ea 
over£ 
- -
(1)  - 46 - on the_ first  £46  of  the  e  ar-
nings 
+ 46 •  on earnings over £46 
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Belgium 
(b) Invalidity  Rate%  Ceiling 
6,35(a) 
3,47(b) 
Ee: (a) 2,55 
(b) 1,15 
Er: (a) 3,80 
(b)2,32 
Old-age, survivors  Rate%  Ceilng 
16.36 
Ee:  7.50 
Er:  8.86 
Employment injuries  Insurance premiums or contrbu-
and occupational  tions to employers' joint funds 
diseases  are fixed by contract for indus-
trial Injuries. Contribution to 
the Employment Injury Fund: 
Er: 0.3 %and to the Diseases 
Fund: Er: 0,65 % + 0,45 % (special 
premium) 
Unemployment  Rate%  Celing 
2,20 
Ee:  0,87 
Er:  1,33 
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Financing 
Contributions : rates and ceiling (annual ceiling unless otherwise stated) 
(See Table 1-2 for non-industrial staff in Italy and Luxembourg) 
Denmark  FR of Germany  Greece  Spain 
Social pension  Rate%  Celilg  Rate%  Ceilng  Rate%  Cellilg 
Tax financed: No fixed percentage 
of revenue  18.7  DM75SX>  14.25  DR 169825  Overall:  28.8  PTA 
Ee:  9.35  per month  Ee:  4.8  291540 
Er:  9.35  Ee:  4.75  Er:  24.0  per month 
Er:  9.50 
(i)  National pension:  Rate%  Celilg  Rate%  Cellng  Rate%  Ceililg 
Tax financed. No fixed per-
centage ol revenue  18.7  DM75SX>  14.25  DR 169825  CNerall: 28.8  PTA 
(ii) Supplementary pension  Ee:  9.35  perrrordl  Ee:  4.8  291540 
DKR 194,40permonth  Er:  9.35  Ee:  4.75  Er:  24.0  per month 
(Ee 1/3;Er 213)  Er:  9.50 
Insurance contribution varies  Collective rates according to  see 'sickness' and 'old age'  Scale laid down by government de-
according to the risk, paid by  degree of risks in the various  cree, taking account of the levels 
employer  occupational branches. Contri- ol risk associated with each 
bution fixed by the association  activity,  Industry and job 
and calculated on the basis of the  Contribution paid by the employer 
total gross earnings.  alone 
Contribution ceiling: varying  Ceiling: PTA 291.540 per month 
between OM 60 000 and OM 120 000 
according to the different pro-
fessional associations 
Flat-rate contributions fixed  Rate%  Ceiling  Rate%  Ceiling  Rate%  Ceililg 
every year based on legal maximum 
rate of daily payment.  At the  4.3  DM75600  320  DR 169825  6,3  PTA 
present time: 8 times this rate  Ee:  2.15  per month  Ee:  1,1  291.540 
per year.  Er: Flat-rate contri- Er:  2.15  Ee:  1.20  Er:  5,5  per month 
bution fixed as a fraction (pro- Er:  2.0  Wage Guarantee Fund: 
mille) of the base of taxation for  Er:  0,8 
VAT ol the entreprise.  Vocational training: 
Ee:  0.6 
Er:  0,1 
France 
Rate%.  CeiHng 
18.50 
Ee:  5.90 
Er:  12.60 
Rate%  Ceilng 
14.1K)  FF 121320 
Ee:  6.50 
(Including 0.1 
for widows 
and widowers) 
Er:  82 
Collective individual or mixed 
rates according to nuf'11)er employed 
In the concern and degree of risk. 
Contribution assessed on total of 
gross earnings with a ceiling of 
FF 121  320 
Rate%  Ceilng 
7.40 
Ee:  2.47  FF485280 
+0.50  between 
FF121320 
Er:  4.43  and 
FF455040 Ireland 
(b) Invalidity  Rate%  Cellng 
Ee:  5.50  (a)IRL17 300 
Er:  12.20  (b)IRL 18 600 
Old-age, survivors  Rate%  Ceilng 
Ee:  5.50  (a)IRL17300 
Er:  12.20  (b)IRL 18 600 
Self-
EI'Jl)loyed:5.00  (c)IRL17 300 
Employment injuries  Rate%  Ceilng 
and occupational 
diseases 
Ee:  5.50  (a)IRL17300 
Er:  12.20  (b)IRL 18 600 
Unemployment  Rate%  Ceilng 
E~:  5.50  (a)IRL17300 
Er:  12.20  (b)IRL18 600 
Financing 
Contributions : rates and ceiling (annual ceiling unless otherwise stated) 
(See Table 1-2 for non-industrial staff in Italy and Luxembourg) 
Italy  Luxembourg  Netherlands 
Rart%  Celilg  Rate%  Ceilng  Rate%  Ceilng 
26,82 (industry)  24.0  LFR 1506696  12,15 (a)  (a) HFL68 900 
26,22 (commerce)  Ee:  8.0  1,15(b)  or 
Ee: 7,29  Er:  8.0  Ee:  12,15  HFL265 
Er:  Stale:  8.0  per day 
19,53 (industry) 
18,53 (commerce)  + 1,15  (b) HFL42 123 
Rate%  CMng  Rate%  Ceilng  Rale%  Celing 
26,82 (industry)  24.0  LFR 1506696  15,55(a)  HFL42123 
26,22 (commerce)  Ee:  8.0  Ee:  14,30 
Ee:7,29  Er:  8.0  (old age) 
Er:  Stale:  8.0  +1.25 
19,53 (industry)  (survivors) 
18,53 (commerce) 
Collective rates according to the  CoUective rates based on the  See 'Invalidity' 
degree of risk in the various  scale of risk. 
occupational branches.  The rate,  Contrbution fixed by the 
varying between 5 and 16 % Ia cal- insurance association and 
culated on the total wage base.  calculated on gross total earnings, 
with a minimum equal to the 
minimum earnings of an aduh 
manual woriwr and a maximum of 
LFR 1 506 696 per year 
Rate%  Celilg  Rate%  Ceilng  Rate%  Celilg 
Er:  On average:  HFL68900or 
4.11  (industry)  3,18  HFL265per 
1.61 (commerce)  day 
Ee:  1,19 
Er:  1,99 
Table  11-1 
Portugal  United Kingdom 
Rate%  Celi!11  Rart% 
CM3rall rate: 35  See Tablell-1 (Sickness and mater-
Ee:  11  nity) 
Er:  24 
Rate%  Celi!11  A-.% 
CM3rall rate: 35  See Tablell-1 (Sickness and mater-
Ee:  11  nity) 
Er:  24 
Rate%  CellflJ  Rart% 
E!Tl)loyment injuries  See Table 11-1  (Sickness and mater-
Insurance premiums varying  nlty) 
according to risk, payed by 
Er Occupational diseases 
0.5 
Ee: 
Er:  0.5 
(no ceiling) 
Rate%  Ceii!11  Rart% 
see"overall rate"  See Tablell-1 (Sickness and mater-
above  nhy) 
35 Table  11-1 
Belgium 
Family allowances  Rate%  Celing 
Er:7.0 
Notes:  Sickness - invalidity: 
Ee: .. employee  In addition a 5 % (in some cases 
Er: - employer  10 %) contribution is levied on 
car insurance premiums. 
A 10%  contrbution is levied l4)00 
premiums for extra-legal hosplta-
zation insurance. 
Pharmaceutical firms pay a fixed 
sum per year (BFR eo 000 for 1990) 
per product presented on the 
market: moreover they pay in 1990 
on their turnover of 1988 a contri-
bution of 1.25 %for not reim-
bursable products, and of 2,50 % 
on reirmursable products. 
Uneff1)1oyment: 
(i)  Er contributes 1,60 % of em-
ployee's remuneralion to the 
unel'll>loyment branch; 
(I~ are ex8f'Tl)t of this contri-
butlon. those employers who 
on 30 June of preceding year 
employed less than 10 persons. 
A contribution of 'Wage mo-
deration' was Introduced on 
1st January 1988,represen-
ting the product of three not 
applied index-adjustments 
after 1984.  It Is paid to 
the Fund for the financial 
balance of social security; 
and it serves mainly to fund 
the unerrpioyment insurance. 
The basic rate Is 5.67 %of 
wages, increased by 5,67 % of 
the errployer's contributions. 
From 1st January 1989 a new 
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Financing 
Contributions : rates and ceiling (annual ceiling unless otherwise stated) 
(See Table 1-2 for non-industrial staff in Italy and Luxembourg) 
Denmark  FR of Germany  Greece  Spain 
-Tax financed  Rate%  Ceilng  Rate%  Ceilng  Rate%  ~ 
2.0  DR 189825  see •overall" above 
Ee:  1.0  per month 
Er:  1.0 
Sickness: The rate varies accor- Sickness:  Contrbution ceiHng: This is the 
ding to regulations of the fund  (a)-benefits in kind  ceiling for the occupational cate-
concerned: the ceiling  represents  (b) - cash benefits  gory cor11)rising the largest number 
75 % of the pension celing for  Old-age: The rate is increased for  of ~loyees.  There are 8 other 
manual workers  difficult or Insalubrious work by  occupational categories with dif-
3.6% (Ee: 2.2%, Er: 1.4 % and  ferent ceilings. The highest is 
for enterprises where a risk of  PTA 267 780 per month 
employment injury is great, by 1 % 
(Er) 
France 
Rate%  Ceilng 
Er:9.0  FF 121320 
Sickness: 1 % contribution from 
un~ioyment  benefit higher than 
legal minimum wage and from statutory 
pensions. 
A further contrbution of 15 % is 
levied on car insurance prerriums Ireland 
Family allowances 
Notes:  (a)Surcharge: An efTl)loyment and 
Ee: - employee  training levy of 1% of all ear-
Er: - employer  nlngs Is payable by efTl)loyees In 
addition to these rates 
(b)Efll)loyer's contribution In-
eludes 0,4% for efTl)loyee redun-
dancy and 0,5% for occupatio-
nallnjurles 
(c)Surcharge: An errployrnent and 
training levy of 1% of all ear-
nlngs Is payable by the self-
efr1)1oyed In addition to this rate 
Financing 
Contributions : rates and ceiling (annual ceiling unless otherwise stated) 
(See Table 1-2 for non-industrial staff in Italy and Luxembourg) 
Italy  Luxembourg  Netherlands 
Rate%  Celilg  RID%  Celng  Rate%  Celing 
Er6,3)  Er:1,70  LFR 1.506.696 
Sickness: Including maternity  Sickness:  Sickness: 
(1.23% Industry, 1.01% commerce);  (a) • benefits In kind  (a) - benefits In kind; ITIOI'80\'8I'. 
2.01  % tuberculosis; cash  (b)-cashbeneflts  a norrinal contribution of HFL 186 
Indemnities (2.22% Industry,  Unel'l"ployment: financing by a fund  per adult and of HFL 93 per child 
2.44% conmerce.  for efTl)loyrnent which Is subsidized  per year (for 2 chUdren  maximum) 
Self-efll)loyed workers pay a  by soHdarlty taxes paid by  (b) •  general insurance against 
contrbutlon up to a oeiHng of  Individuals and various bodies  serious risks 
LIT 40 000 000; for Incomes aver  together with local authority  (c) •  cash benefits (average rate) 
this ceiling, but lower than LIT  contributions  Invalidity: 
100 000 000 there Is a solidarity  (a) •  8r'J1)1oyees insurance (HFL 91 
contribution of 4 %.  The same  per day free of contrbutlon) 
rates apply to Income received by  (b) • general insurance sickness 
ef11)1oyed workers or pensioners  (general insurance serious risks), 
apart from their wages or pensions.  Invalidity (general insurance), 
Old-age: Including 0,50  old-age, survivors.  Amount free 
supplementary contrbution: 0,60%  of contribution according to tax 
supplementary contribution for  scales, but at least 1-FL 4 568 per 
early retirement: 0,1 0 %for  year. 
crtches: 0,20% for health 
Insurance of retired workers. 
Unef11)1oyrnent: including 0.3% 
supplementary contrbution and 
2.2 % (industry) for topping up 
earnings (partial unefll)loyrnent) 
Family benefits: lower contrbu-
tiona for certain types of 
el'l"ployer 
Table  11-1 
Portugal  United Kingdom 
Rate%  ~  -
see "owral ral.fl'  -
abcwe 
Sickness: Benetlls In kind are 
almost entirely financed under the 
National Health Service (NHS) 
NHS : Sources of funds (financial 
year 1988-89) 
78% : consolidated funds (taxation) 
16% : Nallonal Insurance Contrlbu-
tlons 
6% : other miscellaneous taxes 
(eg. chalge on land sales) 
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Belgium 
special contribution was 
crealed: 3,5 o/o on payments of 
8f11)1oyers towards the cre-
ation of extra-legal pension 
entitlements for their per-
sonnel or their beneficiaries 
of extra-legal advantages 
concerning retirement or ear-
ly death. 
Denmark 
Financing 
Contribution: Notes on Table 11-1 
FA of Germany  Greece  Spain  France Ireland  Italy 
Financing 
Contribution: Notes on Table 11-1 
Luxembourg  Netherlands 
Table  11-1 
Portugal  United Kingdom 
39 Belgium 
Sickness and maternity 
Invalidity, 
old-age, 
survivors 
Employment injuries 
and occupational 
diseases 
) 
Unemployment 
Family allowances 
40 
Financing 
Percentages and ceilings applicable to non-industrial staff 
in Italy and Luxembourg 
Otherwise the percentages and ceilings in Table 11-1 applied 
Denmark  FR of Germany  Greece 
Flat-rate contribution, fixed eve-
ry year based on legal maximum 
rate of dally payment.  At the pre-
sent time: 8 times this rate per 
year.  Er: Flat-rate contribution 
fixed as a fradion (promille) of 
the base of taxation for VAT of 
the enterprise. 
Financed out of general taxation. 
Spain  France Ireland 
Sickness and maternity 
Invalidity, 
old-age, 
survivors 
-
Employment injuries 
and occupational 
diseases 
Unemployment 
Family allowances 
Financing 
Percentages and ceilings applicable to non-industrial staff 
in Italy and Luxembourg 
Otherwise the percentages and ceilings in Table 11-1 applied 
Italy  Luxembourg  Netherlands 
Rate%  Ceiling  Rate%  Celing 
not applicable  ----
(Industry)  13,74  (1)  4.70(a)  LFR 1655580 
(commerce)  15,96  (2)  0.15 (b) (4) 
Ee: 0,90  Ee: 2.35 + 0.075 
Er  : 12,84 (1)  Er:  2.35 + 0.075 
15,06 (2) 
(4) (a)-benefits in kind, 
(  1)  including  maternity  1,23  %.  (b)-cash benefits 
tuberculosis 2,0 1 % 
(2)  Commerce  : as for  industry 
except  maternity  contribu· 
tion: 1,01% 
Rate%  Ceiling  Rare%  Ceilng 
not applicable 
See Table 11-1  See Table 11-1  See Table  11-1 
Rate%  Ceilng  Rate%  Ceilng 
not appHcable 
See Table 11-1  See Tablell-1 
Rate%  Ceilllg  Rate%  Ceilng  not applicable 
Er:1,91 (industry)(3)  See Table 11-1  See Table 11-1 
1,61 (commerce) 
(3) No contrbutions for funds 
topping up earnings 
(partial unerr.,loyment) 
Rate%  Ceilllg  Rare%  Ceiing 
See Table 11-1  See Table 11-1  See Table 11-1 
Table  11-2 
Portugal  United Kingdom 
-
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Table  11-3  Public authorities' contributions 
Belgium  Denmark  FR of Germany  Greece  Spain  France 
SicknesS/maternity:  80 % of medical expenses provided  Financed by local and central  Annual subsidy to cover any  Progressive State contributions 
benefits in kind  to widows, widowers, orphans,  government except for a amaH  deficit  charged on a pemw18nt basis to 
pensioners, recipients of  part left to the charge of the  the general budget and oorres-
invalidity benefits and their  Insured person (copayment by the  ponding to special social needs 
dependants.  Insured).  or necessitated by economic 
circumstances. 
SicknesS/maternity:  -Private 8f11)1oyers cover the costs  The Federal government refunds a  Annual subsidy to cover any  Progressive State contributions 
cash benefits  for the first 2 weeks of the sick- lurf1) sum of OM 400 for each  deficit.  charged on a permanent basis to 
ness period  maternity grant paid.  the general budget and oorres-
-The oorrmmities, reirrbursed by  pondlng to special social needs or 
the State for 75% of the oosts,co- necessitated by economic 
ver the costs of the sickness  circumstances. 
period exceeding the 2 weeks as-
well as the maternity allowances 
Invalidity  50 % of expenses paid In 2nd year  Basic pensions: State covers all  Annual Federal subsidies fixed  Annual subsidy to cover any dell- Progressive State contributions 
of incapacity, 75 %for 3d and 95  costs  according to variations In the  cit  charged on a permanent basis to 
%from 4th year of incapacity;  tOO  general basic earnings  the general budget and oorres-
% of funeral expenses.  Financing ol periods of children's  ponding to special social needs 
education  or necessitated by economic 
circumstances. 
Old-age, survivors  20 % of total expenditure on all  Basic pensions: State covers all  Annual Federal subsidies fixed  Annual subsidy to cover any dell- Progressive State contributions 
benefits  costs.  according to variations In the  cit.  charged on a permanent basis to 
Supplementary pensions:  general basic earnings.  the general budget and oorres-
No government participation.  Financing ol periods of children's  ponding to special social needs 
education.  or necessitated by economic 
circumstances. 
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Public authorities' contributions  Table  11-3 
Ireland  Italy  Luxembourg  Netherlands  Portugal  United Kingdom 
Sickness/maternity:  State contrbutes 94 % for bene- As well as contributions for  50 % of administrative and staff  Fixed annual slbsidy (indexed) fOf  Financed by the public autoritles  Services provided free of charge 
benefits in kind  fits in kind.  sickness insurance, the National  costs (excepting funds operated  general insurance (serious risks)  under the National Health Service 
(workers'/ernployers' contributions  Health Fund collec:IS from regions,  by firms). The State finances 
represent only 6 % of cost)  provinces, communes and other  certain benefits prescribed by law 
public institutions as well as  (e.g. maternity, certain accidents, 
from the surplus of tuberculosis  mental and  congenital Illness, 
insurance.  tuberculosis,  cancer, 
poliomyelitis etc.) 
The State covers the deficits of 
the sickness insurance of 
pensioners. 
Sickness/maternity:  State contribution  : difference  50 % of administrative and staff  No contribution by public 
cash benefits  between amount of contribution and  costs (excepting funds operated  authorities 
cost of benefit  by firms). The State finances 
certain benefits prescribed by law 
(e.g. maternity, certain accidents, 
mental and  congenital Illness, 
tuberculosis,  cancer, 
poliomyelitis etc.) 
The National Solidarity Fund 
intervenes for pensioners. 
Invalidity  State contribution: difference  Financed by the State:  State and local authorities: 1/3  Annual subsidy to cover expen- No contribution by public  Full cost d  Attendance Allowance, 
between amount of contribution and  part of the total amount of  of total contribution rate fixed  diture on handicapped youth.  authorities  Mobility Alowance, Non-Contribu-
cost of benefits  pensions paid by the general sys- at24%  tory Retirement Pension and Severe 
tem; fOf year 1990 this amount is  Disablement Allowance. 
LIT 1 208 billion 
Old-age, survivors  State contribution: difference  The following are cofTl)letely  State and local authorities: 1/3  No contribution by public  Full Cost d  Attendance Allowance, 
between amount of contribution and  financed by the State:  of total contribution rate fixed  authorities  Mobility AHowance, Non-Contribu-
cost of benefits  - social pensions  at24%  tory Retirement Pension and Severe 
- early retirement  Disablement Allowance. 
- topping up of pensions to 
rrinirnum 
- part of the total amount of 
pensions paid by the general 
system 
For year 1990, this amount is LIT 
1 206 billion 
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Table  11-3  Public authorities' contributions 
Belgium  Denmark  FA of Germany  Greece  Spain  France 
Employment injuries  - Annual subsidy to cover any defi- -
and ocaJpational  cit 
diseases 
Unemployment  Cover for any deficit  The State pays expenditure  The Federal government covers any  Annual subsidy to cover any defi- The cost of une01)1oyment  Flat-rate subsidy by State. 
Erfl)loyers pay a contribution to  Insurance deficit and the cost of  cit.  assistance benefits is borne 
reduce the expenditure for the  unerfl)loyment assistance.  entirely by the State. 
state. 
Family allowances  Financed by the government.  Financed by Federal budget  Annual subsidy to cover any defi- State contributions. 
cit. 
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Public authorities' conbibutions  Table  11-3 
Ireland  Italy  Luxembourg  Netherlands  Portugal  United Kingdom 
Employment injuries  State contribution: dHference  113 of cost of adapting and  - No contrbution by public  Full Cost al Attendance Allowance, 
and occupational  between amount of contribution and  adjusting pensions; 50 %of  authorities  Mobility Allowance, Non-Contrbu-
diseases  cost of benefits  administrative costs  tory Retirement Pension and Severe 
Disablement ADowance. 
Unemployment  State contribution: dHference  Annual State subsidies  Financing by a lund lor errployment,  - No contribution by public  Full Cost al Attendance Allowance, 
between amount of contribution and  enhanced a.o. by contributions of  authorities  Mobility Allowance, Non-Contrbu-
cost of benefits  local authorities.  tory Retirement Pension and Severe 
Disablement Allowance. 
Family allowances  Financed fully by the State  Part of the benefits Is financed  The State finances:  Financed by the govemement  No contribution by public  Financed by the government 
by the State.  - birth grants and maternity  authorities 
grants 
- administrative costs 
The State also pays a contribution 
of an amount equal to that of the 
contributions. 
) 
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Table  11-4  Financing systems applicable to long-term benefits 
Belgium  Denmark  FR of Germany  Greece  Spain  France 
Invalidity  'Pay as you go'  'Pay as you go'  Special 'pay as you go' procedure.  'Pay as you go'  'Pay as you go'; constitution of a  'Pay as you go' 
Formation of reserve  single stabilization fund for the 
whole social security system 
Old-age, survivors  'Pay as you go'  National pensions: 'Pay as you go'.  Special 'pay as you go' procedure  'Pay as you go'  'Pay as you go'; constitution of a  'Pay as you go' 
Constitution of a ful')d for special  Formation of a reserve  single stabilization fund for the 
purposes  whole social security system 
Supplementary old-age and survi-
vors pensions : mixed system fpay 
as you go' and capital cover) 
Employment injuries  Employment injuries:  Mixed system ('Pay as you go' and  'Pay as you go'. Formation of a  'Pay as you go'  Erfl)loyment injuries: Funding in  'Pay as you go' 
and occupational  C8pitalization~inancing systems  capital cover)  reserve  respect of permanent invalidhy 
diseases  of commercial insurance companies  pensions and survivors pensions 
Occupational diseases:  administered by the employment 
'Pay as you go'  injuries mutual benefit societies 
rather than the National Social 
Security Office 
Occupational diseases: 
)  'Pay as you go' 
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Financing systems applicable to long-term benefits  Table  11-4 
Ireland  Italy  Luxembourg  Netherlands  Portugal  United Kingdom 
Invalidity  'Pay as you go' plus exchequer  'Pay as you go'  Invalidity, old-age, survivors:  'pay as you go'  'pay as you go' (  1)  'Pay as you go' 
supplement  System of corrmon funding for 
contributory pension schemes,  (1) To S14JP0rt the 'pay as you go' 
founded on a spreaiing of charges  system a consolidation 
over periods of seven years and  lund for social security has 
the creation of a reserve fund,  been created by Decree-Act 
the size of which is between 1.5  259189 of 14 Aug.  1989. 
and 2.5 times the amount of annual 
benefits charged to the four 
systems 
Old-age, survivors  'Pay as you go' plus exchequer  'Pay as you go'  Invalidity, old-age, survivors:  'Pay as you go'  'Pay as you go' (1)  'Pay as you go' 
supplement  System ol common funding for 
contributory pension schemes,  (1) To SI4JPOrt the 'pay as you go' 
founded on a sprea:ling of charges  system a consolidation 
over periods of seven years and  fund lor social security has 
the creation of a reserve fund,  been created by Decree-Act 
the size of which is between 1.5  259189 of  14 Aug.  1989. 
and 2.5 times the amount of annual 
benefits charged to the four 
systems 
Employment injuries  'Pay as you go'  Mixed system fpay as you go' and  (i)  capital cover for pensions  'Pay as you go'  'Employment injuries:  'Pay as you go' 
and occupational  capital cover system)  granted during a financial  Mixed system fpay as you go' and 
diseases  Formation of mathematical reserves  year;  capital cover system) 
representing the current values ol  (ii) Adjustment of pensions to  Occupational diseases: 
permanent pensions  cost-of-living and wage level  'Pay as you go' 
made annually through con-
trbutions 
47 HEALTH  CARE Table  Ill  Health care 
Belgium  Denmark  FR of Germany  Greece  Spain  France 
Legislation 
1. First law  28 Dec:ermar 1944  1892  15 June 1883 'Relchsverslcherungs- 1934  14 Oeoerrtler 1942  5 and 30 April1930 
2. Basic legislation  Law of 9th August 1963,  National health: 9 June 1971,  ordnung' (Social lnsurartce Code)  law  of 14 June 1951, modified  General law  on Social Security In  Social Security Code • Book Ill 
supplemented and amended  amended  of 19  July 1911, ITI08t recently  the version of Decree No 2065 of  Decree of 29 Decerrber 1945, 
law  on hospitals,  Hos~s:19June1974,amended  changed by Act of 18 Dec. 1989.  30May 1974  amended 
coordinated on 7 August 1987  Social Code: General Part of  Decree n" 2766 of 16 Noverrber 1967 
law of 29 June 1981  11 Decel'l"ber 1975: most recently  Decree n" 1088 of 8 ~errber  1989 
changed by Act of 20 Decerrber 1988 
Fifth section: legal social 
Insurance of 20 December 1988.  ( 
Beneficiaries:  1. All workers bound by a contrad  All residents  1. All persons in paid 8fl1)1oyment  1. Efll)loyees and persons assimila- 1. All efll)loyees in industry and  1. All employees or persons 
Field of application  of service and categories  and those receiving vocational  ted thereto  th8 services  assimilated thereto 
assimilated thereto  training  2. Pensioners  2. Pensioners and persons in  2. Pensioners 
2. Pensioners (including widows,  2. Unemployed, receiving benefits  3. Unemployed  receipt of regular cash bene- 3. Unemployed persons 
widowers, disabled persons, and  of unemployment insurance  fits under the general scheme 
orphans)  3.  Farmers, and cooperating mem- 3. Unemployed persons in receipt 
3. Un8fl1)1oyed persons  bers of their family  of assistance benefit and 
4. Handicapped persons  4. Artists, and writers  persons registered with 
5. Higher education students  5. Trainees in vocational rehab!- efll)loyment offices with incomes 
6. Persons otherwise unprotected  Illation  below the minimum wage 
6. Handicapped persons in  4. All residents with insufficient 
sheltered efll)loyment  means of existence. 
7. Students of recognised higher 
education 
8. StaglaJres 
9. Pensioners with a sufficient 
period of insurance 
10. Voluntary Insured persons 
Beneficiaries:  .  For 8Rllloyed workers: OM 56 700 
Membership ceiling  p.y. 
Beneficiaries:  Dependants, subject to certain  AI residents  Spouse and children, (monthly  Dependent members of the Insured's  Persons HYing with a"td dependent  Dependent mel'l"bers of family (also 
Dependants  conditions  Income lower than OM 470), pro- tamly  on the Insured person: spouse,  certain relatives) 
vided they are not Insured in  children, brothers and sisters, 
their own right, or active as seH- relatives In the ascending Hne 
employed.  Age limit for chUdren,  and their  spouses and, 
and some other exclusions.  exceptionaHy, de facto dependants. 
(2) 
50 Health care  Table  Ill 
Ireland  Italy  Luxembourg  Netherlands  Portugal  United Kingdom 
Legislation 
1. First law  1911  20 May 1928 Nr. 1132  31  July 1901  1 Novarmer 1941  1936  1911 
2. Basic legislation  1970 Healh kt  LIM of 23 December 1978, Nr. 833,  Books I and IV of Social Insurance  15 October 1984  Decree No 45286 of 23 September  National Health Service Act 1948, 
Instituting the National Health  Code, consequert upon the Law of 2  14 Decerrber 19671ntroducing  1963, as since amended on sewral  amended 
Service  May 1974 (modified)  general insurance for serious  oocaalons 
rlska  kt  No 56179 of 15 Sept. 1979. 
Beneficiaries:  Full eHgblllty: needy persons  All residents Including foreign  1. All persona In paid employment  1. AH persona under 65 in paid  All insured persona  AH realdeniS 
Field of application  whose incomes are below a certain  residents.  2. Pensioners  employmtnt 
threshold  3. Unei'Jl)loyed persona  2. Pensioners 
Limited eligibHity for remainder  4. Persona whose sole  3. Unerrployed persons 
of population  remunerallon Is their keep  For general insurance: au 
5. Beneficiaries cl a supplement  residents 
to the guaranteed minimum 
Income. 
Beneficiaries:  - HFL 50 900 p.y. 
Membership ceiling 
Beneficiaries:  The insured person and his  See "field of application"  Dependent mermers of family living  Persons fiving with and dependent  All residents  AH reak:leniS 
Dependants  dependent family  In the insured's household  on the Insured person, up to age 
a; 
51 Table  Ill  Health care 
Belgium  Denmark  FA of Germany  Greece  Spain  France 
(continued)  (2) Divorce does not forfeit 
entitlement to health care of 
spouse and descendants 
Beneficiaries:  Pensioners: Reduction of 2,55 % In  Same rules aa for the rest of the  Same entitlement for themselvea  Same rules as tor other Insured  Do aot pay contributions. Are not  Holders of an lnvaldlty pension 
Special rules for  benefits aa long aa payment not  population  and their dependants.  liable to  required to contrbute towards the  and rrerrtlers of their fanilles: 
pensioners  reduced belaev BFA ~  319 per month  COfi'1)Uisory contributions, at  coat of pharmaceutical products  (I)  1 % of obligatory con· 
(BFA 31 489 If no dependaniS)  present 6,4 'Yo.  trbution, 
(IQ benefits In kind with lui 
refund for the pensioner 
himself 
Those receiving an old-age pension 
or non-contrbutory old-age 
allowance 1¥1d merrbers d  their 
families: 
(i)  benefits In kind with 
stl¥1dard refund, 
(H)  1 % of obligatory 
contrbution 
Conditions: 
Conditions for grant  Except for special cases where a  6 weeks for new residents  Period of work and merrberahip  50 days of work subject to contri·  Period ol ~M>rk  and membership 
of benefits qualifying  qualifying period is still  required: none  bution over the preceding year, or  required: 1 200 hours during the 
period  required, it Is the payment of  In the 12 first months preceding  year or 600 per hall year or 
contrbutions to a minimum amount  the iHness  200 per quarter 
In the past year (for the first 
time those of 1989) which opens 
entitlement to benefits for the 
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Ireland  Italy  Luxembourg  Netherlands  Portugal  United Kingdom 
Beneficiaries:  There are higher Income guidelines  Same rules as for the rest of the  Pensioners: cor'fl)Uisory  Beneficiarlea of incapacity pen- Same rule •  for the rest of the 
Special rules for  for persons aged 66 or rNfJff  population  contribution of 4.7% of the  s~  If the Incapacity Is owr  population except thar when 
pensioners  pension, half being paid by the  45% and beneficiaries of widows'  pensioners are In hospllalthelr 
body granting the pension (3)  or orphans' pensions.  pension Is reduced after the first 
Benefits In kind for themselves  Conditions for beneficiaries of  8 weeks, and further reduced at-
and their families  old-age pensions :  ter 52 weeks. 
If the beneficiary carries on an  COI'J'4)ulsory Insurance only If they  < 
occupational activity, merrbershlp  were merrbers of the COI'J'4)Uisory 
Is required by reason of those  scheme for at least three years 
actlvlties.ln this case, the base  after the age of 80 
for calculation of contribution 
for the benefits In kind Is 
constltued by the whole of pension 
and wage earnings, but for the 
contribution for benefits In cash 
it is constituted of only the 
wages. 
(3) The maximum contribution Is 
the same •  for 8fT1)Ioyed in-
sured persons. 
Minimum contrbution: payable 
on the minimum social salary 
plus30%. 
If the pension Is below the 
minimum. the pensioner pays 
the contribution In pro-
portion to the pension he Is 
actually receiving and the 
body granting the pension 
pays the difference. 
Conditions: 
Conditions for grant  Period of work and mermershlp  Period of work and membership 
of benefits qualifying  required: none except for volun- required: none, subject to 
period  tary ensurance.  enrolment with a sickness fund In 
time 
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Belgium  Denmark  FA of Germany  Greece  Spain  France 
(Continued)  Insured person and his dependants, 
for the period from 1st June (the 
first time: 1st July 1990 to 30th 
June 1991) (4) 
To justify a condition covered by 
the Insurance 
(4) Special conditions for part 
time and seasonal employees 
Conditions:  From beginning of illness, or  From beginning ol illness  From beginning of illness  From the start of the sickness  From beginning ol illness  From beginning of illness 
Commencement of  exceptionally from end of 
benefits  qualifying period. 
Conditions:  Unlimited as long as conditions  Unlimited  Unlimted (when an employee  Unlimited  Unlimted. In the event of  Unlimited (or until12 months 
Duration of benefits  for entitlement are fulfilled.  withdraws from the insurance  cessation of contributing  after termination of membership) 
scheme, benefits cease to be paid  membership, benefits will be 
basically at the end of membership;  continued - subject to condition 
for compulsory· members entitlement  ol duration ol membership in 
to benefits continues for maximum  relation to semority- for: 
one month after end of membership.)  (a) if care commenced prior to 
cessation of membership, 52 
weeks for insured person 
and 39 weeks for dependants; 
(b) H  care commenced after 
cessation of membership, 39 
weeks for insured person and 
26 weeks for dependants 
Organisation:  All doctors registered with the  All doctors qualified to practise  Doctors approved by the funds are  Doctors employed by the insurance  National Health Office appoints  All doctors qualilied to practice 
1. Doctors  Order of Doctors  (numbers limited by district  formed into 'associations of  institute (IKA)  doctors to vacancies on the basis 
a. Approval  according to number of inhabitants)  sickness fund doctors'. at regional  ol competitive examinations 
and national level. In certain 
cases, hospital doctors 
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Ireland  Italy  Luxembourg  Netherlands  Portugal  United Kingdom 
Conditions:  From beginning of illness  From beginning of llness  From beginning of Uiness  From beginning of iMness  From beginning of Ulness  From beginning of Illness 
Commencement of  -
benefits 
Conditions:  Unlimted  Unlimited  Unlimited  UnHmlted  UnHmited  UnlirTited 
Duration of benefits 
) 
Organisation:  Doctors participate in the general  Doctors 81'\'l)loyed either by the  All the doctors approved by the  'Approval by the sickness funds'by  Doctors  e~loyed  either by  Doctors under contract with the 
1. Doctors  medical services on the basis of  regional health administrations,  State  contract with the doctor  regional health authorities or by hospitals  Local Family Health Services Au-
a. Approval  agreement reached by the  or by the hospitals: general  Righ1s and obligations and fees  General practitioners and  thority (FHSA) 
Department of Health with the  practitioners and specialists  for assisting persons insured by  specialists approved under 
Irish Medical Organization  approved under special contracts.  sickness fund are fixed by  agreement balween the Order of 
agreement  Medical Practitioners and the 
Ministry of Health for the purpose 
of consultations for persons 
unable to reach an official cOnic 
within a specified time 
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Organization:  Scales of fees fixed by ag1'881T18nt  Fees are fixed by agreement be- Payment in full to the association  Doctors are paid by the insurance  General practitioners and  Scales of fees fixed by a national 
1. Doctors  between the insuring bodies and  tween the Doctors' Organization  by the fund:  institute  specialists working outside  agreement or by interministerlal 
b. Payment  doctors' organizations or, faiHng  and the public health insurance.  (0  lump sum, or fixed 1n01.1nt  hosplals are, in general, paid on  decree 
this, laid down officially.  Fees are calculated according to  per medical act;  the basis of IUI'J1) sum determined  These scales may be exceeded: 
Otherwise, fees fixed freely by  the nurmer of patients registered  (ii)  fixed amount per head;  by the nurmer of insured persons  • for agreed physicians working in 
doctors and the Insurance refund  and of the medical services  (iii) fixed amount per sick case;  ·  enteied on their list, thereby  the ao-called ,ree  fee" sector, 
is laid down by decree  performed.  (iv)  combination of above  guaranteeing a minimum level cl  or having acquired a special 
Specialists are paid a flat-rate  The association of sickness fund  earnings  qualification before 1980, 
sum for each medical action  doctors distributes the comprehen- Hospital doctors are, in general,  -for mldwHes, nurses and 
sive payment between the sickness  paid on the basis of a monthly  orthopticians, In  the case of 
fund doctors on the basis cl a  salary plus certain supplementary  not prescribed calls, 
scale agreed with the sickness  payments  • for all health professions, In 
fund federations  the case of patient's special 
requirements. 
Organization:  Hospitals: establishments approved  Public hospitals established by  The sickness funds conclude  Public hospitals and registered  Nalional health hospitals  1. Public hospitals: rates fixed 
2. Hospitals  by the Minister cl Health, scales  regional health authorities  agreements with certain hospitals  private clinics and hospitals of  Public or private hospitals  by the pubic authorities; 
of fees fixed by agreements or,  Prlvale hospitals: the regional  IKA  qMM"aling under agreement with the  2. Prlvale establishments: 
failing this, by the public  health authorities conclude  Nallonal Health Office  (0  after apprcwal by the 
authorities  ag1'881T18nt with some of the private  regional committee, 
hospitals  (II) partially by agreement on 
fees concluded with the 
sickness funds 
Benefits: 
Choice and payment of  Free choice cl doctor  Category 1  : A once a year free  Free choice among sickness fund  The insured goes to the local  Free choice of general  Free choice of doctor 
doctor  Advance on fees by insured person,  choice of a registered GP  doctors  insurance institute doctor  practitioner, paediatrician and  Advance on fees by insured person 
or paying third party (direct payment of  No fees payable  No fees paid by insured (fees are  No fees  obstetrician within area, provided  Refund based upon agreed or 
provider of care by the  .  Category 2: Free choice but  paid by the association of  choice would not bring number on  official rate 
insurance fund, if beneficiary is  insured person advances the fees  sickness fund doctors)  doctor's list above maximum 
hospitalized.)  permitted. No fees are due 
Refund at the agreed or official 
rate. 
Benefits: 
Patienrs contributions  Insured person's share must not  Category 1  : No charges  No share borne by insured person  Nopart~ion  No share borne by Insured person  Share borne by insured person 
towards medical  exceed 25 % for general medical  Category 2: Partial reimbursement  (statutory): 25 %but: 
expenses  care  of that part of expenses which  (I)  reduced to 20 %for treatment 
No share borne for assistance by  exceeds the amount fixed by the  given during hospitalization 
specialists or for treatment of  public scheme for Category 1  or consultations given in 
'social diseases'  hospilals; 
Preferential treatment for the  (iO not required for certain 
disabled, pensioners, widows and  COI'f1)1aints and for those 
orphans whose incomes are less  corJ1)1alnts only 
than BFA 3n  907 per year (benefi-
ciary) +BFA 69 961 per dependant) 
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Organization:  Doctors are paid on a fee per •em  EI'J1)1oyed doctors: variable monthly  Fees  Direct payment of fees by the  EI'J1)1oyed doctors:  GPs remuneration consists of net 
1. Doctors  basis in accordance with a scale  wages, detemined by the govern- (I)  pursuant to collective  sickneaa fund : flat rate per  monthly salary set by govemment,  income and expenses, both direct 
b. Paymem  agreed with the Irish Medical  ment according to professional  agreemanls.  insured person according to the  varying according to professional  (eg. staff, premises) and Indirect 
Organization  categories  (U) following arbitration by the  system of registration on list of  category  (medical equipment, heating, ligh-
Approved doctors: flat-rate amount  Conciliation and Atbltratlon  GPs in the area  Approved doctors: flat-rate  ting, telephone costs).  GP's net 
per capita.  Commillee subject to  payment per Item of service.  income is made 14) of a number of 
ministerial confirmation  fees and allowances, depending on 
Scales of fees are linked to the  the age and nurrber of their pa-
trend of reckonable COI'J1)8nsation  tienta, whether the patients live 
of 8fT1lloyee8  in a deprived area and provision 
of particular services (eg. health 
promotion clinics, minor surgery, 
contraceptive services, maternity 
medical services, etc.). 
Organization:  Most hospitals in the country  Hospitals are adninistered on a  Agreements with association of  Special agreements between  Public hospitals. Admission to  AH the hospitals adninistered by 
2. Hospitals  regional basis, both public  hospitals  hospitals and regional sickness  private hospitals and clinics  the National Health Service (most 
hospitals and approved private  funds  where public hospitals cannot  hospitals in the country) 
clinics  provide treatment required within 
a period of three months 
Benefits: 
Choice and payment of  Full eligbility: free choice of a  Free choice of doctor among those  Free choice of doctor (treatment  Free choice of doctor (twice a  Free choice of general  Free cholcle for all persona 'aged 
doctor  GP from a list of doctors in the  approvad for the region.  abroad subject to approval of  year) by registering with a  practitionerlapecialist working  16 years or over; parents or  -
Fees are flat-rate amounts per  sickness fund)  sickness fund doctor. No fees  either in health centres or under  guardians choose for children 
Doctors fees are paid by local  capita.  Fees refunded to Insured person by  Direct payment (fiat rate per  agreement  under 16 
Health Board  sickness funds  Insured person) by the sickness  No fees to be paid (National  No fees (National Health S81'\1ioe) 
Persons with United eligibility  fund  Health Service) 
choose their own GP as they wish 
Benefits: 
Patient's contributions  -General medical care :  Insured person's contribution:  Share borne by insured person: 20  No share bome by insured person,  Variable insured person's share  No charge 
towards medical  Persons with full eligbillty: no  (a) LIT 15 COO for each visit of  % of the ordinary tariff for  but under the general insurance  a8l by government 
expenses  charge  specialist  visits for the first medical visit  scheme (aerioua risks) a share  Exemption for certain groupe, e.g. 
Others pay the whole cost of  (b) between LIT 1 000 and LIT  in any 28 day period; 5%  for  must be borne by Insured persons  pregnant women Met babies under 
servlcee except In cases of  30 coo for eadllaboraiOry  other visits or consultations  aver18  one year of age, pensioners, 
certain serious or iong-term  examination and for aH other  No charge in cases of  persona responsble for certain 
diseas• and disabilities  aervlcee not Included under (a)  hospitalization  handicapped young people. the 
-Specialists:  socially and economically 
No charge for persons with fuR  disadvantaged 
elglbHity 
Others pay full cost, except those 
with incomes under IRL 16 700 per 
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Benefits:  Free choice among ho&pilals  Public hospitals: No charge.  Free choice among ~als  having  The insured has the right to hos- Surgery: entirely free of charge  Free choice among public and 
Hospitalization  approved by the minister  Approved private hospitals:  a contract with the sickness fund  pitallzation In a public hospital  For other reasons:  private (approved) hospitals, 20% 
Normal cost per day: variable  Costs exceeding the public tariff  Free hospitalization In a shared.  or In a registered clinic deslgna- Authorized by administering body  of c:Osts borne by the Insured 
according to class of hospital.  are payable by the Insured  room but OM 5 per calend• day  ted by the Insurance Institute or  either automatically or on medical  person, but not In the case af 
Coi'J1)Iete refund (public ward) save  during a maxi11'1Jm of 14 days  In an IKA hospital  application where:  certain 00f11)1aints. Flat rate FF 
for a partlcfla.tion of BFR 225 per  Duration of benefit: unlimited, in  (~  necessitated by diagnosis;  31 per day 
day (BFR 90 for dependants. inva- principle  (ii)  patient suffering from a  Duration of benefit: unlimited in 
lids, widowers, widows, orphans  communicable disease;  principle 
and pensioners).  (ii~ conduct or behaviour of the 
Participation increased after 91st  patient is such as to 
day in general hospital or after  require constant attention 
366 days in psychiatric hospitals. 
Nursing homes: fixed contribution 
by the insurance of BFR 1 153 per 
day. 
Homes for the aged: fixed 
conrtbution by the Insurance of 
BFR 480 per day (lor nursing care+ 
help with activities af daily 
life), or af BFR 90 per day (only 
nursing care). 
Home care for old persons: fixed 
contrbution of the insurance of 
BFR 68 per day (nursing care). 
Benefits:  See Benefits "Hospitalization"  See hospitalization  Free If necessary  See Hospitalization  See Hospitalization  Subject to sickness fund's prior 
Sanatoriums  Participation of Insured: OM 10  approval: no share borne by 
per calendar day  Insured person 
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Benefits:  -Public ho&pltals:  Direct assistance: free choice of  Free choice of ho&pital (hospital  Free choice among ho&pitals or  Free choice among National Health  No charge, except where the 
Hospitalization  Cha!sJe of IRL 10 per day In a  pubHc or private hospital among  abroad subject to approval of  psychiatric Institutions which  Service hospitals approved by the  patient asks for special amenities 
ptbllc W8'd up to a maximum of IRL  those registered under the scheme  sickness fund)  have an agreement with the  Ministry of Health.  or for extra treatment which is 
100 In any consecutive 12 month  with free treatment (sharing a  Participation in maintenance costs:  sickness Insurance fund and are  Free hoapitaHzatlon in public  not clinically neceaaary 
period (introduced in 1987)  raorn)  LFR 185 per day of hospitalization  located near the place of  warda (or In private rooms where 
.Private hospitals and homes:  residence  recommended by doctor) 
Patient Ia Hable for all costs  Heahh care is entirely free for  Fun cost of care in private 
except that in some nursing homes  injured persons and ll'l8r1i>ers of  hospitals and clinics to be borne 
financial aid is given towards the  their famlli• in the lowest  by beneficiary, H  In private ward, 
cost of maintenance  category of room  with free choice by beneficiary. 
r 
-Infections diseases treatment:  Duration of benefit: unlimited 
Free of charge to all persons  (after 1 year taken over by the 
irrespective of income; unlimited  general insurance scheme) 
duration 
Benefits:  ·Public hospitals:  Direct assistance: free choice of  TB sanatorium: refund of costs  Free choice among National Health  No charge, except where the 
Sanatoriums  Charge of IRL 10 per day In a  public or private hoapltaJ among  corresponding to the lower  Service hospitals approved by the  patient asks for special amenities 
public W8'd up to a maximum of IRL  those registered under the scheme  category of 'approved' sanatorium  Ministry of Health.  or for extra treatment which is 
100 In any consecutive 12 month  with free treatment (sharing a  Duration: unlimited (after 1 yeat ·  Free hoaplallzation in public  not clinicaHy necessary 
period (Introduced in 1987)  room)  taken over by general insurance  warda (or In private rooms where 
-Private hospitals and homes:  scheme)  recommended by doctor) 
Patient Ia liable for all costs  Full cost of care in private 
except that in some nursing homes  hoapilaia and clinics to be borne 
financial aid Ia given towards the  by beneficiary, H  in private ward, 
cost of maintenance  with free choice by beneficiary. 
-Infections diseases treatment: 
Free of charge to all persons 
irrespective of Income; unlimited 
duration 
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Benefits:  Preventive health centres and  See hospitalization  Payment d  medical services for  Partial contrbution by the insu- Subject to sickness fund's prior 
Courses of treatment  centres for underdeveloped chH- arrbulatory preventive or rehab!- red  approval: 
dren: daily contribution of lnsu- ltatiYe courses; contrbutlon to  refund of medical fees and cost of 
ranee calculated on real cost.  the other costs (accomodatlon,  treatment in a thermal centre 
Flal-rale sum from insurance for  nursing, transportation) 14) to OM  No daily allowances in principle 
thermal cure In approved lnstitu- 15 per day.  (except for the more needy) 
tion: BFR 1 510 per day; nui'Tberof  Ful compensation or contribution 
days Hmited.  ol Sicknees Funds for preventiYe 
and curatiYe ccuses for mothers. 
Ful compensation for lnstltutic> 
nat preventive or rehabilltatiYe 
courses, except for copayment of 
insll'ed person ol OM 1  0 per day 
(exception for cases of hardship). 
Benefits:  CorJ1)rlslng:  Cost to Insured:  Ful compensation ol cost of con- As for health care but charge of  Comprising extractions and certain  ~ing: 
Dental treatment  (I)  preventive treatment,  Category 1  : 65 ""  ol cost of  servatlve dental treatment, inclu- 25 %for dental prostheses  types of treatment  (I)  prewntive treatment, 
(II)  conservative treatment  treatments on list  ding dental prophylaxill.  For den- (II)  extractions, 
(IH)  extractions  For young persons (between 18 and  tal prostheses reimbursement ol  (II~ dertal prostheses 
(lv)  dental prostheses  25): 45% or 50% of cost of  50 ""  of medlcaly neceuary tech- (lv)  orthodontic treatment 
(v)  orthodontic treatment  trMment  nical services and dental treat- Refund: according to fixed rate as 
Refund:  Category 2: That part d cost  ment, untH diflerentlal rates of  for medical care 
(I)  of cost ol treatment, see  which exceeds the amount fixed for  reirrbursement according to the  The 25 %share bome by the 
medical care  Category 1  cost of chosen type of treatment  Insured person Is abolished in 
(II) of cost ol dental plates,  wll be  fixed.  certain cases, determined by the 
etc., subject to sickness  regulations. 
fund doctor's approval, up 
to 100 % I patient ill over 
50, or I younger, affected 
by specific corJl)laints 
justifying the intervention 
of the insurance 
Benefits:  Insured person's share:  Cost to insured:  Insured persons: for pharrnaceuti- Charge of 20 % for medicaments  Beneficiaries pay 40 % ol the  insured person's share: 
Pharmaceutical  (i)  Cat. A (serious illness):- Two lists d products: 50% of  cal products with fixed amounts :  prescribed by doctor  price of medicaments  30 %, or 60 %for drugs mainly 
products  (i~  Cat. B (useful drugs): 25%,  cost  compensation to the fixed amount  No charge whatsoever for:  meant for troubles or affections 
cellng BFR 300, WPO (5) 15  Len important products: 75 % of  without  co-payment~  for products  (~  pensioners;  normaly without gravity. 
%, ceRing BFR 200  cost  without fixed amounts: co-payment  (ii)  persons accorded provisional  No sh ..  required from long-term 
(Iii)  Cat. C (less useful drugs):  Own risk for insured of OKR 800  d  OM 3 for each medicament pres- Invalid status;  patient, only for the Hlness 
50% ceiling BFR 500, WIPO  per year.  Introduced 1989, to be  cribed, except children and ape- (ii~  patients undergoing reslden- concemed 
BFR:m  abo6shed 1991.  cial cases.  tial hospital care 
(lv)  Cat. Cs:(ease drugs):60%  Members of family: as for insured  (lv)  residents with Insufficient 
(v)  Cat. Cx:(f.e. the pim:75""  person 'Comfort drugs should no  means of existence. 
Partients In hospital: BFR 25 per  longer be prescribed~ 
day  According to regulation of 21/21 
Refund d  cost of preparations by  1990 of the federal ministry of 
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Benefits:  Thermal cures: subject to prior  Subject to approval  Reirmursement of cost of treatment  No charge, except where the 
Courses of treatment  approval of the local hedh unit  In thermal centres In line with  patient aaka for special amenities 
Participation: 30 % of fixed rates,  prevailing official scale, after  or for extra treatment which is 
with a maxirrum of LIT 30 000 for  receiving pernission.  not clinically necessary 
each course of treatment. 
r 
Benefits:  No charge for persons with M  Co,rising:  Comprising:  Colfl)l'lsing:  AB for medical treatment in health  NHS dental check-up £3.45. 
Dental treatment  eligbllity, children under 6 and  Standard benefits: free treatment  Standard benefits:  (~  preventive treatment,  centres  75 % of cost of a course of treat-
primary school pupils  in the centres of the national  (~  preventive treatment,  (il)  extractions,  Reimbursement by health service In  ment up to a maximum of UKL 150. 
No charge for Insured persons who  health sa'VIce and from registered  (I~  extractions,  (II~  dental prostheses,  Hne with scale laid down by  No charge for expectant mothers, 
satisfy certain contribution  doctors  (iii) orthodontic treatment  (iv)  orthodontic treatment  government, In the event of  mothers who have borne a child 
conditions for fiiHngs, scallngs  Refund according to coUectlve  eon,,etely free treatment,  recourse to private health  within the preceding 12 I'I'IOnths, 
and extractions (fimlted charge  agreements  conditional upon COJT1)ulsory hal- services.  persons racelvlng Income Support 
for other services)  Contributions towards costs of  yearly examination  or Famly c::redll  No charge for 
prostheses cannot exceed 20 %  Fund's contrbution towards costs  those In full-time education un-
Share of consultations: 5 % of  dental plates, etc.  tU age 19 (others untH 18. ex-
tariff  Chage of 3 x HFL 20 for dental  cept that dentures must be paid 
surgeon per farrily and per 12  for after 16).  Persons on low In-
months  comes pay no charges or get he~ 
with paying. 
.Benefits:  No charge for persons with ful  Share of LIT 3 000 per presc~  Classification of drugs:  Registration with a chemist under  Depending on type of condition,  Charge of UKL 3.05 per prescribed 
Pharmaceutical  eHglbillty and refund of expensee  tion (maximum 2 drugs) and of 30%  (~  non-refundable drugs and  contract chosen by the insured  Insured person's share of between  medicine except for children under 
products  over IRL 28 per month for those  of price of drugs when higher than  products,  person:  50 a1d 80 %for medicaments on the  16, people aged 16-19 and stllln 
with limited Uablllty  LIT 5 000, with a maximum of LIT  (10  drugs subject to preferen- - direct settlement between  official list. No Insured person's  fuD-tlme education, men aged 65 
No charge for persons suffering  30 000 per prescription.  tlal relrrbursernent, I.e. at  chemist and fund  share In the case of medicaments  or OY8f' and women aged eo or owr, 
from mental diseases and handicaps  Sh ..  diminished In inverse rela- 100%  prescribed for certain specified  pregnant women and mothers d  a 
(for persons under 16 years only)  tion to the yearly farrily income  (HO drugs subject to normal  conditions  child under one year of age, cer-
and from specified long-term HI- and in direct relation to the nu~  reimbursement, I.e. at 80 %  tain war pensioners in certain 
nesses In respect of drugs  ber of famHy members.  (but" hospitalized: 100 %)  circumstances, persons receiving 
prescribed for treatment  No share for the severely invall- Income Sl4lPOrt or Family Credit, 
ded, serious illnesses or child-birth  some other people on low Incomes, 
and persons suffering from certain 
chronic diseases Including the 
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(Continued)  pharmacist: maximum share of  labour and social affairs, cer-
Insured person BFR 50 (for some  tain uneconorricai drugs wiD not 
products BFR 70) per prescription  be paid for on prescrl>tion t7t 
(WIPO 100% refund)  the funds, from the 1st of july 1991 on. 
(5) WIPO wldows,wldawers, Invalids, 
pensioners, orphans 
Benefits:  Full refund of fees fixed by  Partial reimbursement  For appliances: co-payment of 10%  Charge Hrmed to 25 % maxirrum  Provision and normal replacement  Subject to sickness lund's prior 
Prostheses,  agreement  of the cost.  of prostheses, orthopaedic  approval: 
spectacles,  For spectacles: contribution to  apparatus and invalid vehicles  refund of established lees (70 o/o) 
hearing-aids  the cost of frame: OM 20.  free of charge  and lor major fittings (100 %) 
Full payment for correcting  Grants may be made towards dental 
glasses, correcting hearing aids,  prostheses, spectacles,  hearing-
prostheses and other aids.  aids and other special types of 
If fixed amounts have been esta- prostheses 
blished up to the rate of that 
amount. 
Benefits:  As laid down in by-laws ol insu- Free assistance and treatment gi- -Home care: basic nursing and  Various benefits, such as cost of  Other types of benefit available  Other benefits may also be granted, 
Other benefits  ranee fund.  ven by nurse at home if recommen- treatment as well as household  travelling for the sick living in  either to all beneficiaries or to  if funds are available, with the 
Flat-rate contrbution from a  ded by a doctor.  assistance, In the eases  distant regions, subject to  certain categories of beneficiary:  approval of the sickness insurance 
special 'solidarity fund' created  Free transport to doctor or hospi- detemined t7t law or by the  certain conditions  (~ home help tor retired people,  fund 
in the National Institute, lor  tal for pensioners, who are insu- statutes of the Fund  invalids, the mentally 
certain expensive treatments not  red in Category 1, and in certain  - Household aid, I.e. replacement  handicapped, etc. 
provided under the official list  other cases and circumstances.  In the household, or payment of  (ii) transport to hospital for 
of reimbursable services.  For both categories, part ol cost  cost of household assistant, In  sick people, In emergencies 
met for treatment by chiropractor  cases determined by the law or  and under other special 
the statutes of the Fund  circumstances 
• Benefits in cases of severe need 
of assistance: assistant tor 
care at home when carer takes 
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(Continued)  housebound (6) 
(6) An annual season ticket can be 
bought entitling the holder to 
an unlltTited nurrber of pres-
a1bed Items without charge 
throughout the year.  The cost 
of the ticket Is UKL 37.50  · 
Benefits:  No charge for persons with fuH  Subject to sickness fund's prior  (Excepting spectacles) subject to  80 '% charge for prostheses on the  Spectacles: No sPectacles supplied 
Prostheses,  eligbility and for children under  approval: refunds at the tarHf  prior approval: cover of 70-1 00 '%  official list.  free. Vouchers available to help 
spectacles,  6 years of age and primary school  rates fixed by agreements  Spectacles and dental prostheses  with purchase of spectacles, 
hearing-aids  pupils  under health service prescription:  to children under 16 or under 
Limited charges only levied on  75 '%charge for spectacle& (con- 19, still In fuU-tlme education, 
Insured persons who satisfy  tact lenses I  certified necessary  or people receiving Income support 
certain contribution conditions  by doctor) or dental prostheses in  or Farrily Credit or sometil'l'a H 
Hne with official scale.  on low if'ICOITI86 or requiring com-
Spectacles and dental prostheses  plex lenses, and certain war pri-
prescribed by specialists In  soners. No charge for sight tests 
private practise: paid for by  for the above categorlea, plus 
patient subject to 75 relrri>urse- blind, partially sighted, diabetic 
ment on prices according to  or glaucoma ~lent,  or aged 40 or 
official scale.  over and the brother, sister, pa-
rent or chid of a glaucomed pa-
tlent.  Others pay privately - ave-
rage price £ 10 - £ 15. 
Prostheses and hearing-aids: No 
charge for provision and fitting 
of National Health Service appli-
ances 
Benefits:  Hospital in-patient and out- Transportation cost reimbursable  Transport for the sick  Payment of travel costs for  Various additional benefits pro-
Other benefits  patient services are provided free  under certain conditions.  Within the general Insurance  patients living in remote areas,  vlded under the National Health 
of charge for children suffering  framework:  subject to certain conditions  Service and by local authorities, 
from certain long-term diseases  (n  treatment In Institutions  e.g. free transport to hospital, 
and disabilities  for the mentally sick and  Hessentlal 
Free home help service, slbject to  tor the handicapped; 
certain conditions  (In  stay In a home; 
Free transport to hospllal,subject  (HI) certain kinds of preventive 
to certain conditions  medicines for children 
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holidays or 18 unable to perform 
also from 1.1.1991 assistant for 
care at home for ~.p to 25 days 
per month, or payment of cash 
benefit of OM 400 per month 
Instead 
- Individual or group prophylaxis 
for certain groups, for 
pr911ention of dental disease 
- Preventive medical services 
- Examination of children for 
early discovery of diseases 
- Medical exanination of insured 
persons after the age of 35 for 
early discovery of heart-, 
circulation- or kidney diseases 
and of diabetes 
- Examinations for early discovery 
of cancer 
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65 SICKNESS 
CASH  BENEFITS Table  IV  Sickness -cash benefits 
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Legislation: 
1. First law  See Table m·HeaJth care·  1892  See Table Ill (Health care)  1934  Law of 14 Decen1:ler 1942  5 and 30 April1 sm 
2. Basic legislation  Law of 20 Decermer 1989  Law of 14 June 1961, modified  General Law on Social Security ol  Social Security Code - Book Ill 
30 May 1974. Decree No 3158 of 23  Decree of 29 Dec:errl»r 1945, 
Decerrber 1966 and other provisions  amended 
Beneficiaries: 
Field of application  AI workers bound by a contract ol  AH persona on the labour market  AI persons in paid~  and  EfT1)1oyees and assimilated  All errployees in industry and the  All eff1)1oyeee or persons 
service and categories assinilated  (errployees and self-en1)1oyed, in- assimilated groupe.  services  assimilated thereto 
thereto  eluding spouse I helping) 
Beneficiaries: 
Membership ceiling  OM 56 700 per year 
Conditions:  Period of work and IT18f1'"berahlp  El'!l)loyed workers: period ol work  Incapacity for work  Incapacity for work certified by  Membersh_, of social security  Incapacity for work: 
required: six months, in which 120  of at least 120 hours in 13 weeks  the Institute's doctor  scheme  (i)  for the first 6 months, 200 
days of work or assimilated  immediately preceding IUness, or  (a) 100 days of work subject 11o  Active contrbution or equivalent  hours of el'!l)loyed work in the 
periods (unefT1)1oyment, hoHdays,  accomplishment of vocalional  contributions during the pr•  status  calend• quarter of the 3 
etc.) (10)  training or studies.  vious year or the 12 first  Contributions paid for 180 days  months preceding the date of 
Proof of payment ol minimum amount  SeH-employed workers:occupational  months of the 15 preceding the  during 5 years immediately pr•  inte~ion  of work, or an 
ol contrbutions.  activity during 6 months, in the  Yiness (duration of benefit:  ceding illness  .oount of contributions over 
To have ceased ali aaivitles  last 12 month period,of which one  182days)  Unfit for work  6 months equal to the amount 
because of reduction of earning  at least immediately preceding the  (b) 300 days subject to contribu- Receiving health care paid for by  due on a wage of 1040 hourly 
capacity of at least 66 %.  itlesa.  tiona during the 2 years, or  social security scheme  ninirnum wages during the 3 
To have provided the sickness fund  27 months of the 30, preceding  Doctor's certificate to be sent to  months prior to the date of 
doctor with a 'notice of cessation  the ilnesa (duration of ben.  employing firm. and received  treatment; 
of work' within 2 days.  fit: 360 days)  within 5 days of ita dispatch  (10 for subsequent period, must 
(c) 1500 days of ensurance during  Doctor's certificate confirming  have been registered for 12 
(10) Special conditions for part·  the last 5 years preceding the  unfitness for work to be sent on  months Md  be able 11o prcMt 
time, seasonal and occasional  incapacity for work due to the  4th day of absence and received by  having worked 800 hours 
workers.  same ilnesa.  employing firm within 2 days  during those 12 months, of 
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Legislation: 
1. First law  1911  Law at 11 J.,uary 1943, Nr. 138  31 July 1901  1913  Law 4/84 of Aprl, 5th  1911 
2. Basic legislation  Social Welare (Consolidation) Ac:t  Law of 23 Decerrber 1978, lnstltu- Books I and IV of Social Insurance  Law of 5 June 1913 on slcknelaln- Decre.Law 154188 of Apri~ 29th  Ac:t of 1975 and regulations; Act 
1981, amended  tlng the National Health Service  Code, consequent upon the Law of 2  surance, amended and supplemented  of 1982 and regulations 
May 1974 (modified) 
Beneficiaries: 
Field of application  Flat-rate benefit: with some  Industrial staff (2) or persona  All persona in paid el'll)loyment  AI persona under 85 In paid  AI insured ef11)1oy888 (5)  Al8f11)1oyad and aelf-errployed 
exceptions, all persona aged 18  assimilated thereto  8f1"Pioyment  persona (3) 
years and over~  under a  For TB: 1'1"181'Tber at insured person's  (5) Except for beneflclarlei of  Statutory Sick Pay: 8fl1)loy888 only 
contract of service or appren·  family  the Calxa de Abono dos Ef11)r8- (SSP) 
tlceahlp  gadoa Bardrioa, Calxa de 
Pay-related benefit: Idem  (2) In Italy non-Industrial staff  Prevldancla do Peaaoal da Qml.  (3) Except married women who q)ted 
do net receive cash benefits  panla Portugeaa RAdio Marconi  before April 19n net to be 
In the event of slckneaa but  and football profeaslonals.  inaurad 
ef11)ioyera ITList by Jaw continue 
to pay their salaries for at 
least three months 
Beneficiaries: 
Membership ceiling  . 
Conditions:  Flat-rate benefit:  Incapacity for work  Incapacity for work  Incapacity for work  8 months' membership and 12 days  Incapacity for work: 
(I)  Incapacity for work;  For TB: TB In active phase  with registered remuneration  1) Enough contr!Wiona paid In 
(IQ  39 weekly contributions paid;  during the 4 months preceding the  any one taxyear to giYe a total 
(lh) mlnlroom of 39 weekly contri- month In which a certlicate of  at at least 25 times the con-
butlon8 paid or creclted  Incapacity for work was Issued by  trbutlona payable on earnings 
during the contm.lon year  a doctor  at the lower earnings limit 
preceding the benefl year(4)  for that year, or 28 flal-rate 
• 1888 than 48 contrbu- contrbutlona paid before 6 
tiona are paid or credited,  Aprll1975, 
a reduc:ad benefl Ia payable  2) Must have paid or been credited 
Pay-related benefit: benefic:lary  with enough contriblalona to 
roost have right to flat-rate  ghl8 a 1o1a1 of at least 50 ti-
benefit and have had reckonable  mea the contrbutlona payable 
earnings over IRL 72.00 per week  on earnings •  the lower ear-
In the relevant tax year  nlnga Mmlln both of the 2 
relevant tax years. 
(4) The benefit y ..  begins on the 
69 Table  IV  Sickness-cash benefits 
Belgium  Denmark  FR of Germany  Greece  Spain  France 
(continued)  (duration of benefit : 720  following its dispatch  which 200 working hours 
days)  during the first of the 4 
quarters preceding the 
cessation of work, or to have 
paid contributions for 12 
ITI)n!hs on a wage equal to 
2080 hourly minimum wages, 
ol which 1040 hourly wages in 
the first 6 months. 
Conditions:  1 working day  Wage earners: No waiting period  1 day  3days  3days  3days 
Waiting period  No waiting period:  Self-err.,loyed persons: 3 weeks  No waiting period H  Incapacity to  r 
(I)  If the insured person has  (voluntary Insurance may cover the  statutory sick pay under labour 
been u~ed  for at least  first 3 weeks)  law, or II incapacity is the 
9 days within the 21 days  r88ult of an e!Tf)loyment injury or 
prior to the incapacity for  occupational disease. 
work; 
(10  H  incapacity is due to 
pregnancy or confinement; 
(110 for un8111)1oyed persons in 
the~  o1 the ptbllc 
aulhor11188; 
(iv)  H  the worker has been In 
contact with someone suffe-
ring from an Infectious 
dis4Nu 
Benefits:  Maximum ol 1  'f88l (• period of  52 weeks In 18 ITI)nthS  For the same llln88S,Iimlted to  (a) 182 days (then, possibly,  12 months with possibility ol  Normally 12 months (360 days) per 
Duration of benefi1S  'primary Incapacity for work')  Pensioners not more than 13 weeks  78 weeks Otlfll a 3-year period  Invalidity)  extension for a further 6 months  period of 3 consecutive years, but 
In a 12-month period  (b) 360 days In the case of the  whf/18 there is deemed to be a  until end of 36th month for 'pro-
sameilln888  chance of the beneficiary once  tracted  sickness' 
(c) The cash sickness benefit Is  again being fit for work following  Exception: until end of 48th ITI)nth 
also paid: Up to 720 days for  treatment  when insured person undergoes 
the same illness If the bene- course of rehabilitation or 
flclary has CO!ll>leted 1 500  vocational retraining 
days of Insurance, during the 
last five years preceding 
disability. 
Benefits:  Without hospitalization: 60 %of  Wage earners: Calculated upon the  80 % of the normal salary but not  (a)SO%ofE  From 4th to 20th day of sick leave  Without hospitalization: 50% of 
Amount of the benefits  earnings (maximum eamlngs taken  basis of the hourly wage of the  exceeding the net salary  E • average earnings In one of  Inclusive, 60 % of reference wage.  eamings with 3 children, 66.86 % 
as basis: BFA 3156,28 per day)  worker, with a maximum of DKR  Normal salary: wag• and income  the 22 classes of Insurance to  Frornthe21stday, 75%of  from 31st day (Maximum earnings 
For Industrial staff account must  2 457 per week or DKR 65,52 per  from work, normally received  which the real eamings corres- reference wage  taken as basis: earnings on which 
also be taken of the law on the  hour,and upon the number ol hours  (during last 3 months), Insofar as  pond. 10 % Increase for every  Calculation basis: dally salary  social security contribution Is 
minimum wage for 14 days (80 %) (6)  of work.  Period to be covered by  subject to contribution.  dependent (maximum 4)  (c:ontrbutlon basis) for month  assessed). Minimum for protracted 
and for non-Industrial staff the  the e!Tf)loyer: two weeks.  Continued payment of wages by the  Ovfllall maximum for benefits:  preceding commencement of unfit·  complaint after 7th month: 11365th 
70 Sickness -cash benefits  Table  IV 
Ireland  Italy  Luxembourg  Netherlands  Portugal  United Kingdom 
(continued)  first Monday of January and 
the contrbution year Is the 
last tax year preceding that 
dale. 
Conditions:  Flat-rate benefits: 3 days  3days  None  2daya  3 days per period or absence owing  3daya 
Waiting period  Pay-related benefits: 18 days  forTB:None  No walling period If the~  to incapacity 
person's occupational association  None in 1he event of hospltaH-
has such a provision in its  zatlon or tuberculosis 
regulations 
Benefits:  Flat-rate benefits:  Maximum or 6 months (180 days) per  52 weeks  12 months (52 weeks)  Maximum 1 095 days (then, possbly,  Statutory Sick Pay: paid by Er In 
Duration of benefits  (I)  UnHrrited If the claimant has  year  invalidity)  case of IUness: 28 weeks for 
paid 260 weekly contributions,  For TB: no limit during treatment  In the event of tuberculosis:  period of Inability to work, or 
(H) limited to 52 weeks If be- Maximum of 2 years for post- unlimited  Sickness Benefit: 168 days maximum 
tween 39 and 260 weekly con- sanalorium allowance; 2 years for  in a period or Interruption of 
trlbutions paid  the treatment alowance  employment, then replaced by 
Pay-related benefits: Limited to  (renewable every 2 years)  Invalidity Benefit 
375days 
Benefits:  Flat-rate benefits: IRL 48.00 per  Without hospitalization: Sickness:  The gross salary which the insured  10 %of the dally wage (maximum  Dally benefit: 66 % of average  Statutory Sick Pay (SSP): 
Amount of the benefits  week (standard rate)  50%; from 21st day 86.86%  person would have earned I he had  dally wage considered: HFL 270.80).  daHy wage for 6 months preceding  Weekly earnings or:  Aale: 
Family Supplements:  (earnings taken •  basis: real  continued to work  With the minister's approval this  1he 2 months in which the ilness  UKL 125  or more:  UKL52.50 
1adult  IAL31.00  eamings)  percentage can be Increased by the  began. 70 % or this average wage  UKL48 -124.99:  UKl39.25 
1st and 2nd child  IRL 11.40 each  TB:  occupational associations  after a period of incapacity of  less than UKL 46.00:  -
3rd and subsequent IRL 11.00 each  (~  daily allowance during treal- more than 365 days withoiA inter- No additions for dependants 
children  rnent: Insured person:  ruption.  Sickness Benefit: 
71 Table  IV  Sickness-cash benefits 
Belgium  Denmark  FR of Germany  Greece  Spain  France 
(continued)  law on contracts of 8f11)loyment  Self-et'\1)1oyed workers: calculated  8l'11)loyer for 6 weeks. Aft• 1 year  DR 3 529 par day  ness for work, increased by  of mnimum Invalidity pension 
(100% for 1 month)  upon the profits from the occupa·  adjustment as for pensions  Minimum amount.~  depen- average daily value of salary  Wllh hospitalization: 
Wllh hoepltalzation: Idem  tlonal activity of the worker,  dents: DR 642per day  aupplements during previous year  (Q without dependants: 20 % 
with the same maximum aa mentioned  (b) for the first 15 days: 25 %of  (i) with 2 chldren:  50 % 
(6) The ooleetlve agreements ex·  above.  E, overall maximum for bene-
tend th ..  to a 30 days' m- fils: DR 1891 perday 
rim.lm -cJ8  and to 100%  Mlnlnun amount without depen· 
dent fanily: DR 321 per day 
( 
Benefits:  O..h  grant: BFR 6 000 (unlndexed)  Death grant: see Table VIII  • Sickness benefit for maxln~~m  5  Death  grant: at least 8 times the  Death grant: PTA 5 000  When Incapacity exceeds 3 months: 
Other benefits  'Survivors' (other benefits)  days per year In case of  rec:konable earnings of the lowest  revision of slckneas benefit to 
sic~  of a chid under 8  group, I.e. DR 75 275  bring II In line with the general 
Y811S of age, needing super- Inc,...  in wages 
vision, ca'e or aaslstance of  Alowance for handicapped adults: 
the Insured person  FF 2 782.50 per month (~ 
·as  a transitory measure: ~h  tested) 
benefit for persons iniiM'ed 
under the legalslc:kras 
Insurance on 1st J ..  uary 1988 
(rnef'l1)ers: OM 2100; dependants: 
OM 1  050). 
72 Sickness -cash benefits  Table  IV 
Ireland  Italy  Luxembourg  Netherlands  Portugal  United Kingdom 
(continued)  Pay-related benefits:  as the sickness benefit for  In the event of tuberculosis: 80%  UKL 35.70 per weak (ar £45 I over 
375 days at 12 % of reckonable  180 days, then LIT 13 256,  of average wage or 100 %during  pension age) 
weekly earnings between IRL 72 and  rrerrbers of the famly: LIT  holpbliZidion If Insured has  Additions: 
IRLZ!O  6628  dependants.  1 dependent ad'*: UKL 22.10, 
The combined sickness benefl and  (I~  dally post-sanatorium  Mmun amount:  or I claimant ewer pension age : 
pay-related benefit may not exceed  allovwme:(7) Insured person:  30 ""of  1he mimlm  .age  1 dependent adult : UKL 'Z7.00  • 
75 % of reckonabla weekly earnings  LIT 22 091, rnarrt»rs of 1he  1 dependent child : UKL 9.65 
family: LIT 11 046 
(iR) allowance for a cure: (8) 
LIT 88 130 per month 
With hospitalization: Sickness: 
allowances reduced to 215ths for 
Insured person without dependants 
TB: as the dally allowance during 
treatment 
(7) Provided that the treatment in 
sanatorium has lasted at least 
2months 
(8) The allowance is granted after 
the post-sanatorium treatment 
is ~where  earnings 
capacity is reduced bV at 
least half. 
Benefits:  Death grant: see Table VIII 'Sur- Oealh grant: LIT 20 000  Death grant: LFR 32 313  Death gr.-rt: dally wage multiplied  Death grant: ...  Table X 'Family 
Other benefits  vivors' (other benefits)  TB: special Christmas grant of LIT  Far children under 8: 50 %  by the nlnlber of days between~  benefits' (other allowances) 
25 000 +LIT 3 000 per dependent  Far children dead at birth: 20%  of death and the last day of  Sk:kneGa alowanoes for single 
person, If the beneficiary 18 the  aecond following month  parents payable In the event of 
l,.urad worker; LIT 15 000 If the  If 70 ""of the dally wage Ia - 1,_  of a child under age 10 
beneficiary Ia a I'TI8ITtJer of the  than the IOCial mlnlmm. a  (.,..,.  lelted) 
family of the insured worker.  s~  can be claimed under  Amount equivalent to alckneu 
the Supplementary Benefits Act.  benefit (maxil'l'll.m 30 dap) 
(means teeted). The maximum supple-
rnentary benefit amot.ms to 30 ""  of 
the rrimwmwagefar ~.  21% 
of the minimum wage for alngle-
parent famlles and 21 ""  of the 
minimum wage for single persons. 
Lower l'at8l apply for lingle per-
aona under 23 
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 Table  V  Maternity 
Belgium  Denmark  FA of Germany  Greece  Spain  France 
Field of application:  Benefits In kind:  Benefits in kind: all residents  Benefits In cash and In kind:  Benefits in kind:  Benefits In kind:  Benef~s in kind: 
(~ Insured women,  Cash benefits: allef11)1oyed and  (~  Insured women,  (I)  insured women,  (~  err1)1oyees in industry and  (~  Insured women, 
(ii) merrbers of the family  self-e~loyed persons, including  (II) wife and daughters of insured  (II) spouse or dependent of insu- the services;  (I~ wife and daughters of insured 
Cash  benef~s: insured women  spouse helping  person  red man  (II)  pensioners and persons  person 
Cash benefi1S: insured women  drawing other regular bene- Cash benefits: insured women 
fits; 
(ii~ dependants of insured person 
entitled to health care. In 
cases of separation or di-
vorce entitlement continues 
irrespective ol whether in-
sured person has a main-
tenance obligation in re--
spect of beneficiary 
Cash benefits: employees in 
Industry and the services 
Conditions:  Cash benefits: contributions paid  Benefits In kind: 6 weeks of resi- 1. Maternity benefit:  Benefits In kind: 50 days in- Benefits in kind:  Benefits in kind: see Table Ill 
for6months  dence  - merrbership for 12 weeks be- surance, as for health benefits  (i)  employees;  'Health care' 
Cash benefits: See table IV  tween 10th and 4th month  Cash benefits: 200 days work  (ii) beneficiaries dependent on  Cash benefits: employment in an 
(sickness - cash benefits)  before confinement  resulting in contributions during  Insured person entitled to  employed occupation for 200 hours 
- In case of incapacity to work:  the last 2 years  health care:  during the calendar quarter or the 
entitlement to sickness  (a) must live with or be  3 months preceding the 9th month 
benefit  supported by insured  before the probable date of con-
2. Confinement grant: insured  person,  finement, or the starting date of 
wltholj entitlement to matemi- (b) ITI.Ist neither undertake  maternity leave, or having paid 
tybenefit  paid work nor draw a  contrbutlons during preceding 6 
pension or annuity  months on wages equal to •  least 
exceeding twice the  1040 hourly minimum wages. 
mirirnum wage.  Registration under Insurance 
(c) must not be entitled to  scheme for at least 10 months at 
national health cover on  the expected date of confinement 
any other count 
Cash benefits: 
(~  affHiated employees with 
active contrbutor or equi-
valent status; 
(ii)  at least nine months' 
merrbership preceding birth; 
(il~ contribution paid for at 
least 180 days in the year 
immediately preceding the 
period of ~ulsory  or 
voluntary leave, as 
apprapriale; 
{lv)  presentation of a doctor's 
76 Maternity  Table  V 
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Field of application:  Benefits in kind: all residents  Benefi1s in kind: d  women  Benefits in kind:  Benefits in kind:  Benefit in kind: 188 Table Ill  Benefits in kind: all women 
Cash benefits:  residents  (~ insured woman  (I)  insured woman  'Health care'  residents 
(I)  maternity allowance: insured  Cash benefits: insured women or  (II) wife of insured person  (H) wives and daughters d  Cash benefits: all insured persons  Cash benefits: 
WDITW'I  alternatively fathers  Cash benefits:  insured person  (See also: 'Cash benefits - Kind  (I)  Maternity Alowance: 
(I~ materrity grant: paid by  (~ allowance: insured women  Cash benefi1B: insured women  ~  duratlon')(1)  efT1JioY8d or self~ 
health 118f'Vice to persons  (II) general allowance: All women  insured woman 
with tuft eligblllly '  residents  (II) Statutory Maternity Pay: 
(See Table  II~  (1) Exception: Beneficiaries of  (SMP) 8fY1)Ioyees only 
the two institutions mentioned 
in Table IV-1, footn<lte. 
( 
Conditions:  Maternity allowance:  None  Cash benefits:  None  Benefits in kind: 188 Table Ill  Maternity allowance: contributions 
(~ scheme tor woman in ~y- (~  allowance: must have been  'Health care'  paid in respect d  at least 26 
ment: 39 contrbutions paid  affiliated tor 6 months in  Cash benefits: 6 months' member- weeks in the 52 week period en-
in the 12 months before  the year preceding the birth,  sh.,, with registered remuneration  ding in the 15th week before the 
the first day of a period d  (II) general allowance: 1 year's  expected week of the confinement. 
malernlty leave;  residence and not having  Statutory Maternity Pay : paid by 
(I~ general scheme: 39 contribu- entitlement ID insured women  Er to Ee who h•  been 8f1'1)loy8d by 
tlons paid since entering  alownle  the same Er tor 2 ,.,a  or more 
insurance and 39 contrbu- or tor at least 5 years part time, 
tiona paid or credited in the  tor higher rate. H  el'll)ioyed by 
last contrbution year before  same Er tor at least 6 months, lo-
the benefit year in which the  wer rate payable.  Must also have 
allowance is due to commence  average earnings of at least £46 
(2)  per week in the eight weeks ending 
in the qualitying week. 
(2) See Table IV-1 'Sickll888-
Cash-benefits', footnote. 
77 Table  V  Maternity 
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(Continued) 
certificate giving the 
forecast date of birth for 
the oommenoement of the 
period of voluntary or 
corrpulsory maternity leave 
and presentation of the 
notification of birth for 
the purpose of calculating 
the period of post-natal 
leave 
Benefits: 
Benefits in kind  See Table Ill 'Health care'  Free maternity services and  See Table Ill 'Health care'  For birth expenses: at least 30 x  Medical checks during pregnancy  See Table Ill 'Health care' 
hospital care  Medical care and midwife care,  the minimum wages of an unskilled  Optional care during birth and  Midwife or doctor 
maternity hospital, home care,  worker • DR 63 180  post-natal confinement and in the  Maternity hospital (free for 12 
household assistance.  event of associated CO!ll>lications  days) 
Drugs and appliances, etc.  Hospitalization in national health  Private clinic (flat-rate alto-
hospitals  or hospitals operating  wance covering stay of 12 days) 
under agreement with the national  Free drugs in a public hospital, 
health authorities (see also Table  lu!Tl> sum if the confinement takes 
111  'Health care')  place at horne or in private clinic 
Benefits: 
Cash benefits  1. Maternity allowance (4): ape- ForerrpioyedorHif~!Tl>ioyed  1. Maternity aiowance (4): 6 weeks  Maternity allowance payable to  Maternity allowance for a maximum  1. Daily allowance:(4) 16 weeks 
Kind and duration of  rlod of 14 weeks (of which 8  women: weekly payments for 4  prior to and 8 weeks after con- insured women 49 days before and  of16 weeks  (of which 6 before confinement), 
benefit  after confinement) possibly pro- weeks before expected confinement  flnement (12 weeks in cases of  49 days after confinement  If employee In ~of  benefit  26 weeks (of which 8 before 
ionged by period between pre- and for 24 weeks after (also 24  premature or multiple birth)  continues to require medical care  confinement) for 3rd child in 
sumed and actual date of con- weeks in adoption cases) (8)  2. One-time confinement grant  beyond this 16-week period, she  the hoUHhold. 1  o  weeks for an 
linemen!.  Male wage earners or self~mployed:  will be treated as temporarily  adoption (6), 18 weeks for an 
2. Birth grant  weekly payments for 2 weeks after  (4) Only If wage Is discontinued  unfit for work  adoption bringing the nurmer of 
the birth  Special allowance payable in the  children in the household up to 
(4) Only If wage is discontinued  event of  mult~le  births  three. 
(8) 10 of the 24 weeks may be in  (4) Only if wage Is discontinued 
favour of the father  (6) Payments may be made to father 
in the event of death of mo-
ther during confinement 
78 Maternity  Table  V 
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Benefits: 
Benefits in kind  Maternity services and hospital  See Table Ill 'Health care'  See Table Ill 'Health carf/  See Table Ill 'Health care'  See Table Ill 'Health care'  Free health care under the 
care for infants under 6 weeks are  Midwife and medical assistance  Midwife; in the event of corf1)1i- National Health Service 
free except that those whose  Stay in maternity hospital, drugs  cations, doctor and  hospitals 
income is IRL 16 700 or more are  and baby foods (3)  Maternity hospital or payment for 
liable for doctors' fees  care at home for maximum 10 days 
(3) These benefits are covered by  (with share In cost) 
a lump sum payment 
Benefits: 
Cash benefits  -Maternity allowance:  Maternity allowance: (10) 2 months  Maternity benefit (10): 8 weeks  Confinement allowance: (10) 16  (a) Maternity benefit: per con- Maternity Allowance: (10) (payable 
Kind and duration of  Scheme  (~:14 weeks - at least 4  before the presumed confinement  before presumed date of  weeks  finemenl: 90 days (60 of which  only under the insurance rights of 
benefit  weeks must be tai!Bn before and 4  date and 3 months after  confinement; 8 weeks after  have to be after confinement)  the women): weekly payrnen1S for 18 
weeks after confinement  (optionally, 8 supplementary  effective date of confinement; 4  (10) Only II wage is discontinued  10 to 30 days after  weeks begiming 11 weeks before 
Scheme (H): 12 weeks, 6 before  months) (11)  weeks supplement for nursing  miscarriage or dellverey of a  the expected confinement. May be 
and 6 after confinement  mothers and in case of premature  stllbom chUd, on medical  extended H  the confinement occurs 
-Maternity grant:  birth or multiple births  certificate  later than expected, or 
l  Health services: lump sum (9)  (10) Only I wage is discontinued  Maternity aliowance(12): 16 weeks  10 days after the death of a  StatU1ory Maternity Pay (SMP): 
(  11) The optional supplementary  Birth grant: see Table X 'Family  child, with a guarantee of 30  Weekly payments for 18 weeks 
(9)  In addition, maternity grants  leave may be requested by the  benefits'  days after confinement  beginning 11 weeks before expected 
for multiple births (see Table  falher II the mother does not  (b) Paternity benefit: Due to  confinement. Higher rate payable 
X 'Fanily benefits')  claim, or if the father has  (10) Only If wage is discontinued  physical or mental incapacity  for first 8 weeks, followed by 12 
sole charge  (12) Non-cumulative with similar  of the l'l'lCther: 30 days on  weeks at the lower rate.  H  not 
benefits or with earnings.  medical certificate (not  entitled to higher rate, lower 
immediately after confinement)  rate payable for the full18 weeks 
Due to the mother's dealh: for 
the time she would have been  (10) Only if wage is discontinued 
entitled (at least 10 days) 
(c) Benefit in case of adoption: 
60days 
79 Table  V  Maternity 
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Benefits: 
Amount  1.a. Active workers: 82% of wages  See Table IV 'Sickness- cash  1. Maternity benefit: average  50% d  earnings (see Table IV  75 % of reference wage  1. 84 % of basic salary 
(Without ceiling) in first 30  benefits' (90% of av•age  weekly  daily net wage d  lnslnd  'Sickness- cash benefits'):  Base of calculation: daily salary  Maximum: 302,40 F per day 
days, and 75% or 60%  of  earnings, not more than DKR 2 457  person, reduced with legal  Maximum (no dependants): DR 3 397  (oontrbution basis) for preceding  Minimum: 40,50 F per day 
wages up to ceiHng raspeo- per week) or DKR 65,52 per hour.  contributions, with maximum of  per day  month increased by average dally 
tively, for period from 31st  OM 25 per day (dlff«ence  Maxim.lm (4 dependants): DR 4 756  value of salary supplements during 
day, and for period exceeding  covered by cofYl)lement paid  per day  the 12 months prior to the 
the 14weeks;  by «npioyer) (5)  Minimum (no dependants): DR 978  commencement of maternity leave 
b. Unerrployed workers (in first  2. Confinement grant: fixed sum  per day 
4 months of incapacity to  payment of OM  150 
work): 60 % of lost wages up 
to ceiMng but not more than  (5) Women errpioyees who are not 
unefYl)loyment benefH, for  coi'J1)ulsorily insured receive 
period exceeding the 14 weeks;  a maximum of OM 400 
moreover: 
- supplement of 19,5 % of 
wages up to ceiling. for 
first 30 days; 
- supplement of 15 %of  wages 
up to ceiling from 31st day 
on; 
c. Invalids: 79,5%, 75 %and 
60 % of wages up to ceUing, 
reepec:tlvely, for first 30 
days, for period after 30 
days, Md  for period 
811Cceeding 14 weeks. 
2. See Table X (Fanily benefits) 
80 Maternity  Table  V 
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Benefits: 
Amount  -Maternity allowance:  80% of earnings for the  Insured woman allowMCe: same  100 "'of  the dally wage  Daily allowancea:  Maternity Alowance: UKL 35.70 per 
Scheme (I): 70% of average weekly  c:orJ1)Uisory period, and 30 % for  amount as the sickness cash  Maximum dally wage considered: HFL  100 % of the average dally wages  waek (lna88181 for dependants: 
earnings in the relevant tax , ..  the supplementary period  benefit  270.80  on same conditions as for lickneea  one adult dapandn UKL 22.10 per 
(mlnlrrum IRL 76.00 per week)  General alowance: LFR 3 893 per  benefit (lee Table IV)  week), or 
Scheme (H): IRL48.00perweek  week  MinirTun M'IOUI'It:  Statutory Mat~Jty  Pay (SMP): 
-Maternity grant:  Birth grant: see Table X 'Famly  50% of the average daUy wages  higher rate: 90 % of average 
Health services: IRL 8 per child  benefits'  weekly ..  nlngs 
Birth grant  lower rate: UKL 39.25 
Allowance for nursing mothers: 
See table X 'Family benefits' 
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-Table  VI  Invalidity 
Belgium  Denmark  FR of Germany  Greece  Spain  France 
legislation: 
1. First law  28 Decermer 1944  1921  22 june 1889  1934  Decree al18 April1947  5Aprll1930 
2. Basic legislation  See Table Ill 'Health care'  Law al16 May 1984, amended  Manual workers:  law  of 14 June 1951, modified  General law on Social Security of  RAP al29 Oeoerrber 1945 - Social 
"Relchsversicherungsotdnung•.  30 May 1974;  Security Code; Decree of 12 
Code of Social Insurance al 19  law  No 13 of 7 April1982; law No  September 1960; Decree al 28 March 
July 1911, most recently amended  26 al31 July 1985; Decree No 3158  1961 
by Act of 18 Deoermer 1989.  al 23 December 1966. Ministry of 
Office workers:  Labour Order of 15 Aprll1969; 
•  Angestelltenversicherungsgesetz".  Royal Decree No 1799 of 2 Odober 
Act on Insurance for office  1985 
workers al 20 Decerrber 1911' most 
recently amended by Act of 18 
Decerrber 1989. 
Social Code: general part of 11 
DecerTOer 1975; conmon rules of 23 
Deoermer 1976, most recently 
amended 20 December 1988. 
Risks covered:  A worker who as a result of  Is considered as invalid, a person  1. A worker who as a result ol  1. A person is considered to be an  Provisional invalidity: situation  A worker who as a result of sick-
sickness or infirmity cannot earn  between 18 and 67 years whose  sickness or infirmity cannot  invalid when, •  a result al  al a worker who has exhausted his/  ness or infirrrity can no longer in 
more than one third al the normal  capacity to work is permanently  earn more than half the normal  iHness or physical or mental  her entitlement to sickness  any occupation whatsoever earn 
earnings of a worker in the same  reduced for at least half, because  earnings al a healthy insured  disabHity which appeared or  benefit, continues to require  more than one third al the normal 
category and with the same  of a mental or physical Incapacity  person with simlar training  worsened after affiliation, he  medical treatment and is unfit to  earnings al a worker in the same 
training  - a person between 50 and 67 years  and equlvalert skills in  or she cannot earn more than  return to work, but Is not  category, with the same training 
may enjoy an early pension if  ef1'1)1oyment corresponding to his  one third of the normalea-- expected to remain permanently  and In the same region. The worker 
this is necessary for health  occupational position and  nings of a worker in the same  unfit for work  is claslfied under Group 1 if he 
reasons or social reasons.  sklls (Occupational invalidity  category or training during at  Permanent invalidity: situation ol  is none the less stiR considered 
- Berufsunflhlgkeit')  least 6 months  a worker who, after having  capable of being  gainfully em-
2. A worker who as a result al  2. However, those who can no ion- undergone prescribed treatment,  ployed, and under Group 2 if he 
sickness or Infirmity  is no  ger earn more than half the  suffers from physical or  is not. 
longer able to work regularly  normal earnings obtain 75 % al  functional disabilities, capable  He is classified under Group 3 if 
or cannot earn more than a  the benefit and thO&e who can  al objective assessment and  he requires the help of another 
minimal income (General invali- no longer earn more than two  probably definitive in character,  person. 
dity - 'Erwerbsunflhigkelt')  thirds obtain 50% ol the ben.  which render him/her partially or 
fit, provided they are over 55  totally incapable of work 
Field of application:  Industrial and non-industrial  All resident nationals  Industrial and non-industrial  Ef1'1)1oyees and aslmilated  EI'Jl)loyees in industry and the  Industrial and non-industrial 
staff  staff  services  staff 
General invalid  Ail ei'Jl)loyees 
Handicapped persons 
84 Invalidity  Table  VI 
Ireland  Italy  Luxembourg  Netherlands  Portugal  United Kingdom 
Legislation: 
1. First law  1911  21  Aprll1919  6May1911  5June 1913  1935  1911 
2. Basic legislation  Social WeHare (Consoldation) Act,  Lawai 12June1984  Social Insurance Code, Book Ill,  (a) Law of 18 February 1968  Decree No 45266 of 23 Septerriler  Act of 1975 and regulations 
1981; amended  In the terms following the Law of  (b) Law of 11 Decarrber 1975  1963, as since amended on several  thereunder 
27 July 1987 as amended.  Introducing a general  occasions 
insurance 
' 
Risks covered:  All insured persons who haw been  A worker whose earning ability, in  An insured person who as a result  (a) and (b)  Any worker who, before reaching  Incapacity for work by reason of 
Incapable of working for 12 months  occupations suited to his capacity,  of prolonged sickness or infirmity,  A person considered co~ely  or  retirement age. becomes unable, as  physical or mentaiiUness or 
and whose Incapacity is Hkely to  is permanently reduced to less  has lost his working capacity to  partially Incapable of working  a result of an Ulness or accident  disability In a period of 
continue for at least a further 12  than one third as a result of  such a degree that he is unable to  when as a result of sickness or  not covered by the specific  Interruption of erJl)loyment ... 
months  sickness or Infirmity (physical or  carry on the occupation which he  infirmity he cannot earn the same  legislation on 8fTllioyment injuries  there has been entitlement to 
mental) is considered an invalid  had carried on In his last post or  as healhy workers with slrrilar  and occupational diseases, to earn  sickness benefit for 168 days 
for the purpose of Invalidity  another occupation suited to his  training and equivalent sklls  more than one third of a normal  (excluding Sundays) 
allowance  capacity  normally earn •  thelocallon  wage 
The Incapacity pension is payable  where he worlcl or most pr&Yiously 
to the insured person who is  worked, or In the vicinity 
absolutely and permanently  No distinction is made as regards 
Incapable of any occupational  the cause of the Incapacity 
activity, as a result of sickness  (Invalidity or 8fT1)1oyment injury) 
or Infirmity (physical or mental) 
Field of application:  With some exceptions, all persons  An wage earners of the prtv•e  All persons in paid ef'l1)1oyment  (a) An ef'l1)1oyeaa under 66  All Insured ef11)1oyees  Ef'l1)1oyed and seH-81'11)1oyed persons 
aged 16 years and over, ~Joyed  sector, below pension age.  (b) AU residents under 65 without  (2) 
under a contract of service or  considering Income or 
apprenticeship  nationality  (2) Except married women who chose 
before April1977 not to be 
Insured. 
85 Table  VI  Invalidity 
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Conditions: 
Minimum period of  6 months, with 120 days worked  At least 3 years of residence  Industrial and non-industrial  4 050 working days  Provisional invaHdity: to have  12 months, with 800 hours worked, 
membership giving  between the ages of 15 and 67  staff: 60 months, of which 36  1 500 working days (300 of which  exhausted periods of entitlement  of which 200 during the quarter 
entitlement to benefits  contribution months immediately  in the 5 years preceding the  specified In relation to sickness  prior to ceasing work 
before onset of COJ11)1aint.  invalidity) except if errployment  benefit; to have paid contri-
Requirement considered to be  injury (1)  butions for a period of at least 
fulfilled when the insured person  1 500 working days during the 12  180 days irrmediately preceding 
has become Incapable of working as  years preceding the Invalidity  commencement of Incapacity for 
a result of certain occurrences  300 working days If below 21  years  work. 
(e.g. errployment Injury) or under  of age  Permanent invaHdity: qualifying 
certain  circumstances  400 working days if below 22 years  period: where claimant enjoys 
Handicapped persons: 240 months of  of age  active contribution or equivalent 
insurance  1 500 working days if below 33  status and is under 26 years of 
years of age  age, half time between date on 
which helshe reached aged 16 and 
(  1) If injury not due to elll>loY·  date of onset of condition giving 
ment: 750 working days (150 of  rise to Invalidity; where clairrBnt 
which during the 5 preceding  is over 26, a quarter of the time 
years); (b) 2 025 working days.  between the date on which hetshe 
reached age 20 and event giving 
rise to invalidity, subject to a 
ITinlmum of 5 years. One fifth of 
contribution period must fall 
within the 10 years prior to the 
causal event. Larger qualifying 
period If not regularly insured. 
No qualifying period of Invalidity 
results from non-e111>loyment related 
injury 
Conditions:  66.66%  50%  Occupational invalidity:  50 %  33.33%  33%  66.66% 
Minimum level of  General Invalidity:  100% 
incapacity for work 
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Conditions: 
Minimum period of  At least 260 contribution weeks of  General Invalidity: 5 contribution  12 months cllnsuranoe (5) In the  Contributions paid or credited for  Must have been entitled to Sick-
membership giving  trisurable efTl)loyment for which the  years with at least 3 during the  three years prior to the  81 least 60 months (exceptionally,  ness Benefit payments for 168 days 
entitlement to benefits  appropriate contributions have  last 5 years  Invalidity  after 1 095 days of sickness  In the period cllnterruptlon of 
been paid.  Occupational lnvalidity:(4) No  benefit and subject to endorsement  elllJioyment.  EfTl)loyees who are 
At least 48 weekly contributions  conditions  by the Medical Board)  entitled, for a period of 28 weeks, 
paid or credited during the con- (5) No qualifying period I inva- to Statutory Sick Pay from emplo-
tributlon year (3) preceding the  (4) Invalidity caused by circum- lidity is caused by an injury  yer, are deemed to have fulfilled 
claim.  stances of ~loyment  other  of any kind or occupational  contribution conditions for Sick-
than industrial Injury.  disease.  ness Benefit duong this period. 
(3) See Table IV-1  'Sickness - Those employees entitled to such 
cash benefits', footnote 3.  payments for less than 28 weeks 
wiN receive sickness payments for 
the remainder of the 28 weeks, 
then become eligible for lnvalidi-
ty  Benefit. 
Conditions:  Invalidity allowance:  66%  (a) 15%  No level specified, since  -
Minimum level of  Incapacity pensions:  100%  (b)25%  eligibility Is dependent on 
incapacity for work  daimant being definitively 
Incapacitated for habitual 
occupation. This is deemed to be 
the case where he/she does not. 
within a period of 3 years, 
recover to the extent of being 
able to earn more than 50 % of 
normal earnings 
87 Table  VI  Invalidity 
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Conditions:  The day alter the end of the  From the 1st d the month  From the end of the month In which  From the date when Invalidity is  Provisional invalidity: from day  From the date when the state of 
Period for whidl cover  primary period of incapacity untU  following the application  the conditions are fulfilled. At  deemed to exist and without limit  folowing end of entitlement to  invalidity Is deemed to exist. 
is given  retirement age  Maximum age: 66 years  the age d 65 at the earliest pen- on duration, except If person Is  sickness benefit. Ceases when  The pension Is discontinued at the 
slon Is converted Into old-age  ellgble for an old-age pension  claimant Is declared by doctor to  age of 60 and replaced by the old-
pension prcwlded th• the rrinlmum  be fit for work or permanently  age pension 
period of membership has been  incapacitated, when claimant 
CO!Tl)leted.  becomes entitled to draw a 
retirement pension, or at the end 
d a period of 6 years 
Permanent Invalidity: from c:tate on 
which the responsible body 
declares claimant to be per-
manently Incapacitated 
Benefits: 
Amount of pension  Allowance:  Pension:  Pension fomlula:  See Table VII 'Old-age'  Permanent partial Incapacity for  Pension: 
- 65 % of the lost earnings (sub- Incapacity level:  (a) for occupational Invalidity  If 50 % Incapacity, amount of  habitual occupation: lu!Tl) sum  (a) Gro~  1 (those stUI able to 
ject to ceiling) If there are  (~  at least 50 % anticipatory  1%xnxExc  pension reduced by 25 %  equal to 24 times monthly ref•  work): 30 % X E 
dependants;  pension (9) • basic amount,  (b) for general Invalidity 1.5 % x  If 100% incapacity, pension Is  renee wage used for calculation of  (b) Group 2: 50%  x E 
- 45 or 40% of lost earnings (sub- (I~  67 to 99 %: Invalidity  nxExc  Increased by 50 %; for care by a  sickness (see Table IV)  (c) Gro~  3 (those requiring he_, 
ject to oeiHng) without  pension • basic amount +  n •  Number of years d  lnsurMCe  third person the maximum increase  Permanent total Incapacity for  from another person): Class 2 
dependants, according to  Invalidity amourt  (contribution periods, equi- Is DR 58 220 per month  habitual occupation: 55 %of  pension + 40 % supplement (mi-
whether considered 88 single or  (II~ 100%: Invalidity pension •  valent, credited (7) and  If 33,33% incapacity, amount of  reference wage. (10)  nimum~ment:FF51561.84 
88 cohabiting (with or without  basic amount + invalidity  supplementary periods).  pension reduced by 50 %  Increased by 20 % If over age 56  per year) 
loss of only Income of household)  amount + url8l1l)loyment  SIJR)Iamentary periods •  number  and out of work (pension of 75 %).  E •  Average annual earnings for 
With effect from 1 July 1984  amount  d  years to run UniH age of  Pension may, at request of  the 10 years of Insurance 
amount of invalidity pension for  Basic amount: DKR 44.508 (6) per  55. These ..  added when the  beneficiary, be commuted to a  prior to Interruption of work 
thoee whose Incapacity commenced  year  worker qudfles for Invalid  lump-sum paymert equal to 84 times  or, where applicable, a 
after 1 October 19841imhed to  Married persons: DKR 42.408 per  Insurance before reaching that  monthly pension (leas 12 months  short• period 
lu!Tl) sum equal to 60 % (with  year for each spouse In a married  age, provided that the  for fNery year by which claimant's 
dependants) or 40 % (without  couple.  tollowing are covered by  age exceeds 55, subject to a 
dependants) of the lost wages  Invalidity amount: DKR 19.860 per  contributions:  minimum of 12 months). Minimum 
Minimum for regularly eiJllloyed:  year  (i)  either for at least 36  pension for persons over 65: PTA 
(~ with dependants: BFR 1106  M&rried persons: DKR 16.896 per  months during' the  47 01 0 per month (with dependent 
per day,  year for each spouse, If both  80 months prior to the  spouse) 
(I~ without dependants: BFR 885  qualify for this supplement or the  risk incurred,  Permanent total incapacity for 
per day (single); BFR 801 per  invalidity allowance  (I~ or for at least half the  work: 100% of reference wage. 
day (cohabitant)  Unemployment amount: DKR 28.728  period cA  merrbers~  (rri- Minimum pension PTA 39 950 per 
Minimum for non-regularly eiJllloyed:  per year  nimum 80 months) (11)  month (PTA 4  7 010 per month for 
(~  with dependants: BFR 887 per  Married persons: DKR 20.784 per  E •  General basic earnings, fixed  beneficiaries with dependent 
day  year for each spouse, if both qua- for 1990 at DM 31 661 p.y.  spouse) 
(I~ without dependants: BFR 865  llfy for this supplement  c •  Individual coefficient - Severe disablement: amount payable 
per day  Supplement payable to pension•s:  av•age ratio for each year cA  for permanent total incapacity for 
If Incapacity commenced, at the  DKR 11 448 per year(&)  the gross earnings of the  work plus 50 %. 
earliest 1 July 1983, minimum  Early retirement amount: DKR  person concerned to average  Minimum pension: PTA 59 925 per 
dally amount cannot exceed 75 % of  1  0 356 per year(9)  gross earnings of all those in- month. For beneficiaries with 
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Conditions:  From the date when the state of  From the month following the  For permanent Incapacity:  (a) From the end or the period for  From first day of month In which  For the pension: the day after the 
Period tor which cover  permanent Invalidity Ia deemed to  application by the party concerned  Immediately  which slckneaa benefit Ia paid  claim was submlted or day det•·  end of the primary period of In· 
is given  exist (normaly after alckneaa  Maximum age: retirement age  For terJ1)0fal')' Incapacity: on  urtl  the age of 66  mned by medical board urtl  capacity until retirement age (  12) 
~It  period of at least 12  expiry of entitlement to slckneaa  (b) After 52 weeks of Incapacity  retirement age  For the alowance: aa above, but 
mortha).  UnAmlled duration.  benefits or, falling such  urtl  the age or 66  to qualify the Incapacity muat 
Maximum age :none.  ·  entitlement on expiry of an  begin at least 5 years before 
Invalidity period of 8 months  retirement age 
without interruption 
N. 65, takes form of old-age 
pension  (12) Deferment posable; maximum 5 
years 
( 
Benefits: 
Amount of pension  Invalidity pension : IR£54.1 0 per  Invalidity allowance formula:  Pension: ~rises  lump sum  (a)  Monthly pension:  Invalidity Pension: UKL 48.90 per 
week (aged 66 or over: IR£55.10)  2%xnxE  supplements or 1/40 per year of  Daily allowance (13) for incapacl- for each calendar year covered by  week. reduced where recipient is 
n • number of years of insurance  insurance (max. 40 years) and of  ty level between :  contributions, 2.2 % of average  in-patient in hospital for more 
(maximum 40)  proportional supplements  15-25%:  14  %of 1001108E  monthly wage for the 5 years with  than &weeks 
E • average annual reckonable  Lul'!l) sum s!4lPiements: LFR 78 718  25-35%:  21  %of 1001108E  the highest remuneration of the  In addition, Invalidity Allowance: 
earnings for the l•t  5 years  p.y. for 40 years' Insurance  35-45%:  28  %of 1001108E  last 1  o  years  3 rates, varying according to the 
(Indexed according to RPI of  Proportional supplements: 1.8%  of  45-55%:  35  %of 10011 08E  Maximum 80%  and minimum 30% of  age when total disability arose: 
first 4 years)  total earnings; earnings adjusted  55-66%:  42  %of 100'108E  this average wage, In any case  persons under 40 years: UKL 10.00 
The allowance is made up to the  according to Index and trend In  85-80%:  50.75"" of 1001108E  ESC 17 000 per month  persona aged 40 • 48 : UKL 8.20 
minimum gu•anteed pension by an  earnings level  80% and ov•:  70  ""of 1  0011 08E  persons aged 50 - 59 : (50-54 
amount equal to the social pension  For Invalidity before age of 55:  E • dally wages  for women) : UKL 3.10 per  week 
(State pension for citizens over  apeclallurl1) sum supplements of  (b)  Additional CCJr'll)OI18nt: an addi· 
85 in need) when the annual  1140 tor each year between  Dally allowance ( 13) tor  lncapaci- tlonal earnings-related pension 
taxable income Ia leaa than twice  commencement of entitlement to  ty level between  baled on 1 1"'%  of earnings 
the social pension (see also Table  pension and age 85 (max. -40 years);  25-35%:  21  %ofM  from 6 Aprll1978 belween the 
VII 'Old-age')  special proportional supplements  35-45%:  28  %ofM  ~and  lower earning limits, 
Incapacity pension formula: see  tor years remaining from  45-55%:  35  %ofM  amounts revalued annually 
above tor 'Invalidity allowance'  commencement of entitlement untU  55-66%:  42  %ofM 
As well as actual Insurance years,  age 55; rate of &14lPiement is 1,6  85-75%:  50,75%ofM 
the years between the date of  % of average salary gained between  80%and ov.: 70  %of M 
liquidation of the pension and  age 25 and year of ceaaatlon of  M • the basic amount • HFL 
retirement age •e  also taken into  risk  92,20 tor persons aged 23 and over 
account  Minimum pension: LFR 329 892 p.y.  Lower rates apply to persona 
The part of salary above the  In case of 40 years. H  thla  u00.23 
ceiling (LIT 44 848 000) Ia  condition not tullled but at 
calculated as folows: 1.5%  per  least 20 years Insurance, minimum  (13) In addition holiday allowance 
year of contribution tor the first  reduced by 1/40 tor each mlaalng  of 8 %, payable in May 
section of one-third of the  year. Number of years from 
ceiling (LIT 14 949 300);  beginning of pension entitlement 
125 % tor the second section of  to age 85 taken into aocourt in 
one-third of the ceiHng and 1 %  cof'11)utlng lenght of time required 
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(continued)  lost wages  sured (max. 2) (8)  dependent spouse: PTA 70 515 per 
rra1th 
(6) H  income is not above a cer- All pensioners receive 14 times 
certain level  (7) Credited periods •  periods of  monthly pension payment each year 
(9) H  the early pension is given  sickness (minimum 4 weeks),  and monthly pension must in no 
to a person under 60, a •pre- rehabilitation, unerrptoyment,  case exceed PTA 207 152 
retirement amounr is paid as  studies (over 16 years of age,  Reference wage obtained by 
a supplement to the basic  up to 5 years) which are taken  dividing by 112 the sum d the 
amount  into account provided that at  contrbution assessment figures 
least haH d the period of  for 96 months Immediately prece-
merrbership (minimum 60 months)  ding event giving rise to invali-
is covered by contrbutions  dity 
(8)  H  exceeded, possibility of 
obtaining increases 
(11) For mothers and fathers born  (10) For workers over 55 years d 
1921 or after, period devoted  age who are unerrployed and 
to the education of children  having little prospect of 
is considered as insured pe- finding work in the short 
rlod, with 12 calendar months  term: increase d  20 % in the 
foUowing the end of the  reference wage 
month the child w•  bom (Law 
of 11.  7.1985, entered into 
force on 1. 1. 1986, concerning 
survivors and education pe-
riods). 
Benefits:  BFR984 759  DM75600  DR 222 675 per month  PTA 3 498 4fK>  FF 121 320 
Annual earnings ceiling 
Benefits: 
Supplements for 
dependants: 
(i)  spouse  (~- (~- (~- (i)See Table VII'Oid-age'  (~See  Table X 'Farrily benefits'  (~-
(ii) children  (i~See  'pensioners' in Table X  <mSee 'pensioners' in Table X  (H)See 'pensioners' in Table X  (ii)See Table VII 'Old-age'  (H)See Table X 'Family benefits'.  (H)See 'Pensioners' in Table X 
'Family benefits'  'Family benefits'  'Family benefits'  Beneficiaries whose pension does  'Family benefits' 
not exceed the minimum retirement 
pension for persons over 65 are 
entitled to a family income 
supplement of PTA 1 050 per month 
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(Continued)  for the section exceeding two- to qualify for minimum pension 
thirds of the ceilng 
( 
Benefits:  LIT ~848000(19)  LFR 1 506 6196  HFL 70,356 p.y. (HFL 270.60 per 
Annual earnings ceiling  day) 
(19) The part of the wages above 
the ceiling Is taken into 
oonsideration according to 
the percentages Indicated un-
der •Amount d pension•. 
Benefits: 
Supplements for 
dependants: 
(i)  spouse  (I) Aduh Dependant : IR£35.80 per  (~- (~- (~- (~Dependent spouse: ESC 2 750 per  (i)UKL 28.20 a week in respect of 
week  month  one aduh dependant 
(ii) children  (ii)See 'pensioners' in Table X  ~~- (ii)See 'pensioners' in Table X  ~~- (IQEac:h child tor whom child 
(I~ 1st & 2nd child : IR£12.50  'Family benefits'  'Family benefits'  benefit Is received: UKL 9.65 a 
per week each  week 
3rd & slbsequent children : 
IR£11.00 per week each 
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(continued)  for each dependent child 
Benefits:  - Outside assistance allowance:  (a) Totaly blind persons, having 
Other benefits  given for the personal aid of a  aoco~ished  4 050 days d 
third person and in cases of  contrlb~lon. receive a pen-
blindness or acute shortsighted- sion amounting to DR 58 220 
ness: DKR 20 724 p.y.  regardleu their age. 
This allowance can be replaced by:  This amooot incr88888 aocor-
Constant attendance allowance:  ding to the periods of work (L 
when the claimant needs constant  612177). 
surveillance or care by a third  (b) Insured persona or IT18f'Tt)era of 
person: DKR 41 364 p.y.  their family, suffering from 
lnvaHdiry allowance: given when  quadriplegia-paraplegia. are 
earnings are too high for a  inlitled to a special benefit 
pension, but when Invalidity is  under the following conditions. 
medically certified, and In cases  - 350 days of contribution In 
of deafness resulting In serious  the 4 calendar years pre-
problema d  communlcallon:  ceding the disabllty of 
DKR 19 428 p.y. (If the spouse re- which 50 days In the last 12 
ceives the same Invalidity allo- 0115 months, 011000 days 
wance In Invalidity pension :  whenever. 
DKR 15 756 p.y.)  -no age lirrit (I. 1140181). 
General pensions supplement and  (c) Persons, Insured under any 
personal allowance: see Table VII  social security scheme and 
'Old-age'  siAferlng from quadriplegia-
paraplegia. or dependants with 
the same deaease, are entitled 
to a special pension regard-
leu  of their age, provided 
thai they have corrpleted 20 
years in work. 
Adjustment:  Automatic adjustment of allowances  On 1st d July 1990 social pen- Twofold adjustment to economic  See Table VII 'Old-age'  Pensions are adjusted at the  Annual adjustment on 1 January and 
by 2 % when the Index d  consumer  sions, and other transfer Incomes  situation  beginning d  each year In Hne  1 July by statutory instrument 
prices varies by 1.02 % in re- will be Increased by 2 %..  The  (i)  by automatic Incidence of  with forecast changes in the  fixing the coefficient of increase 
lation to the preceding index  rate d  adjustment is fixed once a  general basic earnings (see  consumer price Index for the year 
Rates of allowances are adapted In  year, on the basis d  the  above) Mien the amount of  in question. Adjustment is 
Hne with the evolution d  the  evolution of wages two years  the pension to be paid is  automatic 
general standard of living by  previously.  fixed; 
fixing .,  annual adjustment  (H) by adjustment of the pension 
coefficient or flat-rate charge  according to a coefficient 
via benefit grant  which is fixed once a year by 
1M 
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Benefits:  Living alone allowance : paid to  Invalids who need help to move  Death allowance:  Christm. bonus: amount equal to  Severe Disablement Allowance can 
Other benefits  pensioner aged 66 or 01181' Uvlng  around or who need permanent  (a) 1~108%ofdallywages,  pension for Deceni:)er  be paid to those not qualifying 
alone.  attendance to acc:orJl)lish dally  (b) 1  00 % of basic amount from the  Supplement paid to invaHds  for Invalidity Benefit. 
AITI)unt : IR£4. 10 per week  taslal are entitled to a ITI)nthly  day of death until the last  definitely incapacitated tor all  Rate: UKL 28.20 a week plus 
allowance equal to that paid under  day of the second ITI)nth which  form~ of gainful employment  increases tor dependants. 
the errployrnent Injury scheme  follows this (15);  and requiring constant attendance:  (Adult - 16.85, child - 9.65) 
(a) and (b) If Invalidity benefits,  ESC 6 250 per month  Attendance allowance: given when 
together with any unemployment  the nature of the invalidity 
benefits, are lower than the  necessitates frequent attention or 
social rrinimum, a supplement can  constant supervision. 
be claimed under the supplementary  ~nt:  UKL 37.55 per week for a 
Benefits Ad (means tested).  person who requires attendance or 
The maximum amount of this  supervision by day and night, or 
supplement is 30 %of the minimum  UKL 25.05 a week for a person who 
wage for a couple, 27 % for single- needs the attendance by day or by 
parent families and 21  % of this  night (16) 
wage for single persons. Lower  Mobility Allowance can be claimed 
rates apply for single persons  by persons who are unable or 
under age 23.  virtually unable to walk. 
Rate: UKL 2625 a week 
(  15) As long as incapacity rate 18 
fixed at 80%  or over.  (16) People who care tor a severe-
ly disabled relative recei-
ving an Attendance Allowance 
may qualify for Invalid care 
Allowance at the rated UKL 
28.20 a week, plus £ 16.85 
for an adult dependent and 
£ 9.65 for a child dependent 
Adjustment:  Invalidity pensions are normally  Every 6 months adjustment to cost  1. Automatic adjustment d  (a) and (b)  Normaly Increased once a year by  Adjustment by legislation at least 
increased once a year  of living  pensions wherever the Index  Corf1)ulsory adjustment on 1 January  government decision  annually in Nne with movements in 
For pensions above the minimum,  varies by 2.5 % In relation to  and 1 July in accordance with the  the general level of prices 
this adjustment is partial:  the preceding Index  wage-index on 31 October and 30 
(i)  up to twice the minimum:100%  2. Adjustment of pensions to  AprH respectively. 
(I~ from twice to 3 times: 90 %  earnings level.  In particular cases additional 
(H~ tor the part exceeding 3  adaptations can be made between 
tit'ra the minimum: 75 %  these dates. 
Annual adjustment on 1 January 
equal to average increase in 
average earnings of workers In 
private and public sector 
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Accumulation with  Accumulation with employment  I c:orrblned with an 8fT1)1oyment  Accumulation posable with widow's  Invalidity pensions may not be  Accumulations with an errployi'TBilt 
other social security  Injuries' or occupational diseases'  Injury pension, the lnvaHdlly  pension  drawn concurrently with any other  Injuries' or occupallonal diseases' 
benefits (17):  pension Is possible up to a  pension Is suspended when the  pension under the general schema  pension lrTited to the normal 
variable maxii'I'UTI  total exceeds 80 % of the highest  except a widow's pension. They are  earnings of a worker In the same 
(17) In any case, invali- basic earnings  also lncol'l1l8tlble with lui\1HIM'TI  category 
dty pensions and  payments In respect of lesions, 
old-age pensions  mrtllatlons and defornities, 
are mutually exclu- except where the latter are 
sive.  entirely unconnected with the 
factors giving rise to Invalidity 
Prevention and  Functional and occupalional  Measures to lessen the consequen- Rehabilitation: medical benefits  Rehabilitation measures:  Vocational rutralnlng In specla-
rehabilitation:  r&tralnlng, In accordance with  ces of Invalidity by:  and occupational training as wall  (Q  medical treatment  lized vocational retraining 
decision of panel of doctors, in  (Q  assistance for special  as other measures,lncludlng tran- (functional rehabilitation);  centres or establishments, subject 
specialized establishments  medical care;  sltional benefits  (ii)  vocational guidance;  to a psycho-technical examination, 
(iQ  maintenance allowances  (iii) vocational training  with the social security funds 
during vocational rehabUi- (rehabilitation for habitual  contributing to the costs; the 
tallon;  occupation or retraining for  pensions or part of the pensions 
(IIQ applances and aids supplied  another occupation)  are continued 
by local authorties under  Rehabilitation aHowance paid to 
the Social Assistance Act of  persons not in receipt of periodic 
1974  cash benefits 
Preferential access to el'11lloyrnent 
in certain situations 
) 
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Accumulation with  Not payable with any pension under  Accumulation of gen«al Invalidity  In case of other earnings, r•  (a) and (b)  Subjec:t to certain Units, payable  Attendance Alowance can be paid 
other social security  the Social WeHare Acts  pension with an flnl)loyrnant in- duction of pension If earnings and  Reduction of the Invalidity  In addition to~  Injury  in addition to any other benefit 
benefits (17):  juries' or occupational diseases'  pension exceed a ceRing  pension where cormlned with a  and occupational disease pensions  except other allowances paid tor 
pension (within the limt of  equivalent to the average of the  benefit granted by foreign legis- and survivors' pensions  the same purpose 
(17) In any case, invali- annual earnings and subject to the  five highest subecription years  lation tor the same Incapacity tor 
dity pensions and  ceHing, when the pensions are  during insured period;  Mlrk 
old-age pensions  granted for the same Invalidity)  in case of receipl of ~ment  (a) Deduction of amount of general 
are mutually exclu- injury pension, reduction of  lnsurMCe indemnity 
sive.  invalidity pension I both 
pensions exceed prescribed ceHing 
or if more favourable, the 
c 
earnings on which erJl)loyment 
injury pension was based 
Prevention and  The INPS is able to grant medical  Insured person ITIJSt, until age 50,  (a)- Preventive medical care and 
rehabilitation:  care etc. to prevent or reduce  COI'll>iY with such rehabilitation or  (b) PossibUity for the person  medical rehabilitation are 
Invalidity and to restore capacity  retraining measures as may be laid  concerned of measures to  provided by the National Health 
for work  down by the pension fund;  maintain, restore or i111>rove  Service 
Hospitalization is free and  otherwise pension may be suspended  his capacity tor work, such as  Industrial rehabilitation and 
charged to the region  rehabilitation, training or  vocational training, sheltered 
retraining. Measures may also  employment and a specialized 
be taken to~  his living  placement service are provided by 
conditions  the disabled persons legislation 
of 1944 a"'d 1958. 
Allowances are payable during 
training 
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 Table  VII  Old-age 
Belgium  Denmark  FR of Germany  Greece  Spain  France 
legislation 
1. First law  10May 1900  1. National pension: 1891  22 june 1889  1934  Royal Decreed 11  March 1919  5April1910 
2. Supplementary pension: 1964 
2. Basic legislation  Royal Decree No 50 d 24 October 1967  1. Law d  16 May 1984, amended  Manual workers: "Reichsversiche- 14 June 1951, amended  General Law on Social Security, as  Law d 5 April1928; Social 
2. Law of 7 March 1964, amended  rungsordnung•.  prorn.tlgated by decree No 2065 d  Security Code, Books  1-111; Decree 
Code of Social Insurance d  19  30 May 1974; Decree No 3158 d 23  of 29 December 1945, amended; Law 
July 1911, JTK)St recently amended  Oecei'T'ber 1966;  of 31  Oecei'T'ber 1971; Law d 3 
by Act of 18 December 1989.  Ministry of Labour Order of 18  January 1975; Law of 30 Oecell"ber 
Office workers:  January 1967 and Law No 26185;  1975; Regulation of 26 March 1982 
•  Angestelhenversicheru ngsgesetz•,  Royal Decree No 1799 of 2 October  (1) 
Act on insurance for office  1985 
workers d  20 Decell"ber 1911, most  (1)  In addition to the statutory 
recently amended by Act of  old-age insurance scheme there 
18 Oecerrber 1989.  are the supplementary retlr&-
Social Code: general part of 11  ment schemes which, pursuan to 
Oecerrber 1975;  the agreement of 8 Decell"ber 
oommon rules d 23 Oecei'T'ber 1976,  1961 between the French Natio-
JTK)St recently amended 20 December  nal EfTl)loyers' Council (CNPF) 
1988.  and the trade union organiza-
tlons, tnJSt be set up In all 
occupational sectors covered 
bytheCNPF 
Field of application:  Industrial and non-industrial  1. National pension: all resident  industrial and non-industrial  Employees and assimilated  EfTl)loyees in industry and the  Industrial and non-Industrial 
staff  nationals  staff  service  staff 
All employees  2. Supplementary pension: all  AU employees 
efTl)loyees aged 18-66 working 1  0  (1) 
hours or more per week 
(1)  In addition to the statutory 
)  old-age insurance scheme there 
are the supplementary retire-
ment schemes which, pursuan to 
the agreement of 8 Decell"ber 
1961 between the French Natio-
nal EfTl)loyers' Council (CNPF) 
and the trade union organiza-
lions, tnJst be set up in all 
occupational sectors covered 
bytheCNPF 
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Legislation 
1. First law  1908  21 April1919  &May 1911  5June 1913  See Table Vl'lnvalldity'  1908 
2. Basic legislation  Social Welfare (Consolidation) Act,  Decrees ci 4 October 1935 and 14  Social Insurance Code, Book Ill,  General old-age Insurance: Law of  Ad of 1975 and the regulations 
1981, amended  April1939;  in form resulting from Law of 27  31 May 1956  thereunder 
Decree of 27 Aprll1968; Law of 30  July 1987 as amended. 
April1969; 
Laws ci 11 August 1972 and 3 June 
1975 
Laws ci 29 May 1982, Nr.297 
11 Noverrber 1983 Nr.638 
27 Deoerrber 1983 Nr.730 
15Aprii1985Nr.140 
29 Deoerrber 1988 Nr 544 
9 March 1989 Nr 88 
Field of application:  With some exceptions, all persons  AU wage earners of the private  All persons in paid empoyment  All residents under 65 whatever  AH insured eff1)1oyeea  1. Flat-rate pension: all persona 
aged 16 years and over ef11)1oyed  sector  their income or nationality  over school age, resident in 
under a contrad of service or  theUK(2) 
apprenticeship.  Since 6 April  2. Graduated pension: all.,.,ioyed 
1988 aelf-ef'T1)1oyed people aged  persons in the scheme who 
16andover  earned more than UKL 9.00 a 
week between 6 Aprll1961 and 5 
Aprl1975 
3. State Earnings Related Pension 
(SERPS) 
(2) Except married women who q>ted 
before April 1977 not to be 
insured 
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Conditions: 
Minimum period of  None  1. National pension: At least 3  60 months of insurance  4 050 working days which have  Entitlement dependert on a  None 
membership  years of residence between the  given rise to contributions  contribution record of the last 15  (1) 
ag•  of 15 and 67  years, including at least 2 years 
2. Supplementary pension: none  in the 8 irrmediateiy preceding  (1)  In addition to the stalutory 
retirement.  old-age insurance scheme ttiere 
As from 1 August 1985, the rrinimum  are the supplementary retire-
contribution record is 1  0 years  ment ache~  which, pursuan to 
pius haH the time between that  the agreement of 8 December 
date and retirement, where the  1961 between the French Nario-
period thus determined exceeds the  nal Employers' Council (CNPF) 
15 years required by Law No 26185  and the trade union organiza-
In force since 1 January 1985  tiona, must be set up in aU 
occupational sectors covered 
bytheCNPF 
Conditions:  0 
Legal retirement age  Men:  65  1.Men:  67  Men and women: in prq,le 65  Men:  65  Men:  65  Men:  60 
Women:60  2. Women:  67  Wornen:60  Women:65  Women:60 
(1) 
(1)  In addition to the statutory 
old-age insurance scheme there 
. are the supplementary retire-
ment ache~  which, pursuan to 
the agreement of 8 December 
1961 between the French Nalio-
nal Employers' Council (CNPF) 
and the trade union organlza-
tions, must be set up In an 
occupational sectors covered 
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Conditions: 
Minimum period of  1. Retirement pension:  15 years of contribution  120 months of Insurance 
membership  (~  must have become Insured 
before the age of 55; 
(II)  at least 156 c:ontrbulion 
weeks of Insurable 8fTllloy-
ment for which the appro-
prlate contributions have 
been paid; 
(H~ annual average of at 
laaat 24 contriMion 
weeks registered (paid 
or credited) 
2. Old-age pension: 
(~  must have become Insured 
before the age of 56 (60 
in certain cases); 
(H)  at least 156 contrbutlon 
weeks of insurable 8f11lloy-
ment for 'Atlich the appro-
prlate contributions haw 
been paid; 
(H~ annual average of at 
least 20 c:ontrbution 
weeks registered (paid or 
credited) 
Conditions: 
legal retirement age  1. Retirement Pension  Men:  60 (3), (4)  Men:  85 
Men:66  Women: 55 (3), (4)  Women:85 
Women :65 
2. Old-Age Pension 
Men:es  (3) A 'seniority pension' is gran-
Women :es  ted after 35 years cl contri-
buttons irrespective of age. 
provided that the pensioner is 
no ionga' working 
(4) Those workers who •e  not en-
entitled to a full pension 
(40 y8818' contribution) can 
continue working until they 
Netherlands  Portugal 
None  Contributions paid or cradled for 
120months 
Men:  65  Men:  85 
Women:65  Women:62 
Table  VII 
United Kingdom 
1.  Flat-rate  pension 
(I)  at  least  50  weekly  flat-rate 
contributions paid at any tl me 
ri- before  6  April  1975, or cont 
buttons paid in any tax year f  rom 
6 April  1978 amountlng to  at 
least 52 times (50  times for 
years from 6  April 1975 to 5 
April  1978) the minimum co  n-
tribution  for that year; 
(II)  requisite  number of  qualify  ing 
r's  years  during the contributo 
working life 
Length  of  wor- No.  of years req  'd 
king  life  for  full  pension 
31-40  years  L.  of  work.  life  - 4 
41  or more  L.  of  work.  life - 5 
2. Graduated pension : none 
3. SERPS- must have paid more 
contributions than those due  at 
the minimum weekly rate  for 
the year. 
Men:85 
Women: eo 
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(Continued) 
bytheCNPF 
Benefits: 
Amount of pension  For each year taken into cons ide- 1. National pensions  Pension formula:  Basic pension:  Percentage of reference figure  Pension at full rate (50 %) at 60 
ration, a pension amount is paid  Basic amount: DKR 44.508 per  1.5%x nxExc  Earnings percentage for each of 22  corresponding to claimanrs  after 37.5 contribution years.  If 
as follows:  year  n • Nurrber of years of insurance  insurance categories, correspon- contribution record, on a scale  less than 37.5, pension based on 
(i)  single or married without  Married persons: DKR 42.408  (see invalidity)  ding to average gross earnings in  running from 50% for 10 years to  1/150 for as many three-monthly 
dependent spouse:  (for each spouse of married  E • The general basic eamings,  previous 2 years. This percentage  100% for 35 years, with increase  periods of insurance and reduction 
man:Sx60%x 1/45  couple)  which were fixed for 1990 at  varies between 70 and 30 in  of 2 % for each year within this  of 5 % for missing years 
woman: S x 60% x 1/40  A full pension is paid if 40  OM 31 661  p.y.  inverse relationship to earnings.  range  Minimum pension: FF 33261,76p.y. 
(i~ married with dependent spouse:  years of residence after the  c •  Individual coefficient - Supplement:  Maximum pension:  for 37.5 contribution years 
man:S x 75%x 1/45  age of  15 and before the age  average ratio for each year of  After 3 000 days of insurance,  PTA 20~  152 per month  Reduction of this amount for 
woman: S x 75% x 1/40  of 67, otherwise pension is  the gross earnings of the  supplement of 1 % of earnings for  minimum pension: PTA 39 950 per  incomplete careers (7) 
where S • earnings:  reduced.  person concerned and the  every 300 contribution days (after  month; annual pension •  14 x  Minimum (means tested): FF 14 800 
1. Before 1 January 1955:  General increase (pension  average gross earnings of all  7 800 days, this percentage varies  monthly figure (minimum for  peryear(6) 
BFR356997  supplement) (19) DKR 11448 p.y.  those insured (max. 2) (5)  between 1.5 to 2.5 of earnings,  pensioner with dependent spouse: 
2. After then but before 1 January  2. Supplementary pension  depending on their amount)  PTA 47 010 per month) 
1981:  DKR 7 224 p.y. if affiliated to  Minimum amount: 20 times basic  Reference wage obtained by  (6) FF 17 710 can be added to this 
Manual workers: gross eamings  complementary scheme since its  (5)  If exceeded, possibility of  wage or DR 58 220 per month  dividing by 112 the sum of the  minimum in the form of an al-
without ceiling  start on 1st of April1964  obtaining increases  contribution assessment figures  iowance from the National 
Other ef"11)1oyees: gross earnings  for the 96 months immediately  Solidarity Fund 
with ceiling (except for 1955- (  19) Under the condition that the  preceding retirement.  (7) This reduction is not applied 
57, flat-rate amount)  income of the pensioners and  The figures for the 72  to certain groups (e.g. emplo-
3. Years after 1980: gross  his/her spouse do not exceed  contribution months most distant  yees with 50% i~. 
earnings with ceiling  a certain ceiling  from retirement are adjusted in  manual workers having raised 
Guaranteed minima for complete  Hne with consumer price trends  at least 3 children) 
schedule of contributions:  between the month in question and 
households:  BFR345121  that 25 months from retirement 
single:  BFR2761n  This system is being introduced 
)  gradually over a three-year 
transitional period running from 1 
August 1985 
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(continued)  reach such entitlement but 
cannot stay in employment 
beyond65. 
Benefits: 
Amount of pension  1. Retirement Pension  Pension formula: 2% x n x E  Pension: Comprises lump sum  Pension:(10)  Monthly pension:  1. Flat-rate pension: 
IR£61.50 per week (max) (9)  n - nurmer of years of insurance  supplements of 1/40 per year of  Single person: HFL 1 317,89per  for each calendar year covered by  UKL 46.90 per week (reduced I 
(IR£65.50 (max) where the pen- (maximum: 40 years)  insurance (max. 40 years) and of  month  contributions, 2.2% of average  number of years is less than 
sioner is aged 80 or over)  E • Average annual reckonable  proportional supplements  Married and unmarried persons,  monthly wage for the 5 years with  maximum but at least a quarter 
If average number rl  annual  earnings during the last 5 years  Lump sum supplements: LFR 76 716  both 65 and over (also 2 men and 2  the highest remuneration rl the  of the requisite figure) 
contributions weeks registered  (adapted to API of first 4 years)  p.y. for 40 years' insurance  women sharing a household):  last 10 years  2. Graduated pension: 
is more than 24, but less than  Minimum: LIT 6 578 650 p.y.(12)(13)  Proportional supplements: 1.6 % of  HFL 918.60 per month for each  Maximum eo%  and minimum 30% of  UKL 0.0614 per week for each 
48, a reduced pension is  Social Security pension:  total earnings:  person  this average wage, in any case  UKL 7.50 (man) or UKL 9 (women) 
payable  LIT 156 000 (12 000 x 13) of the  earnings adjusted according to  Pensioners with a partner younger  ESC 13 000 per month  contributed 
2. Old-Age Pension  annual contributory pension is pro- index and trend in earnings level  than 65: HFL 1,317.89  In case of employment injuries and  Minimum far a person on their 
IR£61.50 per week (max) (9)  vided by the Social Fund in the  Minimum pension: LFR 329 892 p.y.  Full pension payable after 50  of certain diseases leading to  own contributions: 
(IR£65.50) (max) where the pen- form of a social security pension.  in case of 40 years. If this  years of insurance, otherwise  complete invalidity, 2.5 % of the  UKL 0.06 per week 
sioner is aged eo or a.~er  Persons aged a.~er 65 without  condition is not fulfilled but  reduced.  wage mentioned for every year  Maximum: UKL 528 per week (men) 
If .average number of annual con- income are entitled to a social  there is at least 20 years  Supplement: Pensioners with a  covered by contrbutions  UKL 4.42twe#!ll< (women) 
trlbutions weeks registered is  pension, paid by the State, of LIT  insurance, rrinimum reduced by 1/40  partner younger than 65 who earn  3. SERPS pension: 
more than 20, but less than 48,  3 764150 (12)(21)(20)  for each missing year  less than HFL 1,116.90 gross per  From 6 Aprl1978 introduction 
a reduced pension is payable.  (non-revertble).  month, can receive a supplementary  of an earnings-related pension 
Beneficiaries of a minimum pension  benefit of maximum 30 %of the  based on 1.25 % of each year's 
(9) An extra allowance diAL  3.80  receive a yearly pension  mininum wage.  revalued earnings between the 
per week is granted to a pen- supplement of:  Pension + maximum supplementary  l4lP8f and lower earnings limit 
sioner aged 66 or a.~er living  LIT 650 000 if aged 65 or more  benefit:  Annual adjustment 
alone.  LIT 390 000 if aged between 60 and  HFL 1,837.20  No upper or lower limit 
66  Single-parent family: HFL 1 652,44 
Beneficiaries of the social  per month 
pension receive a supplement of 
LIT 1 625 000 p.y. 
(10) In addition a 'holiday allo-
(12) From 1  Na.~ember 1990  wance' amounting to 
(13) The pension is not Increased  HFL 113,58 per month for 
to the rrinimum if the benefi- couples (each partner HFL 
ciary has an income (not in- 56,79), HFL 79,50 per month 
eluding rent) of twice the  for single persons and HFL 
minlmlm pension.  102.22 per month for one-
(20) The social pension is not  parent family is paid. 
paid if the beneficiary has 
an income (not including 
rent) of twice the social 
pension. 
(21) The social pension is not 
paid if the beneficia'Y has 
an income (rent not included) 
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Benefits: 
Annual earnings ceiling  BFA 1181242  DM75800  DR 222 875 per month  PTA3113360  FF 129800 
Benefits: 
Supplement for 
dependants: 
(i)  spouse  See above  1.None  1 112 rnnim.tm earnings (DR 4 367  See Table X 'Family benefits'  Spouse aged 65 (60 If incapacita-
2.None  per day)  ted): FF 4 coo p.y. (means or 
spouse tested) 
(ii) children  See Table X 'Family benefits'  1. See Table X 'FamHy benefits'  See Table X 'Family beneli1s'  1st child: 20%, 2nd: 15%, 3rd:  See Table X 'Family benefits'  10%  of the pension to BIIY pen-
2.None  Mothers or fathers bom during or  10 ""or pension  Beneficiaries whose pension does  sioner who has at least 3 chHdren, 
before 1921, increase per child  Maximum total amount for all  not exceed the minimum retirement  including chHdren whom he has 
(under certain conditions) of one  children: DR: 47 000  pension for persons over 65 are  brought up for at least 9 years 
year of insurance  entitled to a family income  before their 16th birthday (8) 
supplement of PTA 1 050 per month  Mothers: credit of 2 years 
for each dependent child  insurance per child 
(8) Accumulation of supplements 
for children with family al-
lowanc:es. 
Adjustment:  Automatic adjustment of pensions  1. Nallonal pension: see Table VI- Twofold adjustment to econonic  Automatically indexed three times  Old-age pensions are adjusted at  Annual adjustments with effect 
' 
by 2 % when the retaH price index  Invalidity  situation:  a year (1 January, 1 May and 1 Sep- the beginning or each year in line  from 1 January and 1 July by 
varies by more than 2 % in  2. Only adjusted when sufficient  (i)  by automatic incidence of  tember) by API  with forecast changes in the  statutory instrument fixing the 
relation to the preceding index  funds  general basic earnings (see  consumer price index for the year  coefficient of increase 
Rates of pensions are adapted in  above) when the amount of the  in question. Adjustment is automa-
line with the evolution or the  pension to be paid is fixed;  tic 
general standard of living by  (ii) by adjustment of the pension 
fixing an annual adjustment  according to a coefficient 
coefficient for increases or flat- which Is fixed once a year by 
rate adjustment via an allowance  Jay 
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(Continued)  exceeding the social pension. 
Benefits: 
Annual earnings ceiling  - Lit. 44 848 000  LFR 1506696  - -
Benefits: 
Supplement for  Retirement Pension and Old-Age 
dependants:  Pensions 
(i)  spouse  (a) Spouse aged under 66 :  See Table X 'Family benefits'  Varying amounts - see above  ESC 2 750 per month (autonomous  1.(  ~ UKL 28.20 per week 
IR£39.1 0 per week  benefit not a rnajoration) 
(b) Spouse aged 66 or over : 
IR£45.70 per week 
(ii) children  1st & 2nd chHd: IR£12.80 per  See Table X 'Family benefh'  See Table X 'Family benefits'  Periods that will count towards  1.(  I~ Each child for whom child 
week  pension entitlement: unpaid  benefit is received: UKL 
3rd & subsequent children :  parental leave of 6 months  9.66aweek 
IR£11.00 per week  (extension possible up to 2 years)  2.-
to care for chldren under 3  3.-
Adjustment:  Pensions are normally Increased  Quarterly adjustment for coat of  Automatic adjustment of pensions  There is ministerial provision for  Normaly Increased once a year by  Adjustment by legislation at least 
once a year  living. For pensions above the mi- whenever the Index varle8 by 2.5 %  pensions to be adjusted in line  government decision  annually In Hne with mcwernents in 
nimum, this adjustment Is partial:  In relation to the preceding Index  with the trend In legal rrinlrnum  the general level of prices 
(I)  up to twice the minimum:  Adjustment of pensions to leYel of  wage on 1 January and 1 July 
100%,  earnings 
(H)  from 2 or 3 times minimum: 
90%, 
(ii) for the amount above 3 times 
rrinlrnum: 75"" 
Annual adjustments on 1 January 
equal to average rise of average 
earnings of workers In private and 
public sectors. 
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Early pension:  1. Men only: given a certain  1. For persons OY8I' 50 In bad  1. Men and 'M)men:  1. With full pension:  As a transitional arrang81l'1811t, 
length of career, at the re- health or for social reasons  (~  at the age d 63 (14) (or  (I)  From60 (55 for woman) I  persons who Mlf8 Insured under the 
quest d the person concerned,  Amount: 888 basic amount of  60 in the case of wat pen- .Ouous or unhealthy 'AOrk;  schemes may choose to retire at 
in which case reduction of 5 %  national pension and pr ..  sioners, occupalional cir  construction workers: from  age 60. In such a case the amount 
for each year before normal re- tirement amount, 888 Table  other Invalidity) after 35  58 (for men)(53 for woman);  d pension is reduced by means of 
tirement age(except for persons  VI - Invalidity.  years of Insurance (15)  ~~  From 62 (57 for women) I  a scale of correction coefficients 
enjoying status d  national  2.None  (II) a1 the age d 60 II unem- 10 000 days of insurance 
recognition, prisoners of w•  pioyed for a year in last  or from 58 (men and women) 
and political prisoners).  18 months and 118 years  for 10 500 days 
Earliest possble age: 60 (men)  contributions in last 10  2. With pension reduced by 8 % per 
2. Men: at the age of 64 where  years(15)  year (11200th per month) from 
there 18 proof that they have  2. Women: at age 60, If predoml- 60 (55 for women) in other 
been in salaried efl1)ioyment  nantly corrpulsorily insured in  cases 
for 45 years or in hard or  the last 20 years 
dirty work 
3. An early retirement pension may 
be payable at 60, without  (14) Up to the age of 65 e.nings 
reduction, for a man erJl)loyed,  must not exceed OM 1 000 per 
on condition that the employer  month. 
replaces him with someone  (15) Uptotheageof63e.nlngs 
seeking 'M)rk  must not eocceed OM 4  70 per 
month. 
Deferment:  Possble, but after 1980 without  None  A supplement of 0.6 % is added to  insured persons may choose to  From 65, II 150 insurance qu.ters 
increase in full pension.  Can be  the old-age pension per calendar  continue working beyond retirement  are not reached, inaease of 2.5 % 
used to complete incomplete  month between 65 and 67  age (65 for both men and women),  per quarter 
pension career.  Before. a  in which case their pension 
supplement was given for each  entitlement wUI increase by 2 % 
additional year of work (max. 5),  d  the reference wage per year 
equal to 1/45th (men) or 1/40th  worked, up to the maximum of 100% 
) 
(women) d 60% d e.nings during 
the year (75% for households) 
Accumulation with  Forbidden, except for authorized  1. Permitted for basic .nount when  Possible  Possble with monthly earnings  Pension suspended in event d  Normally forbidden 
earnings:  work which does not however bring  paid to persons over 70 years  limited to 35 times daily minimum  earnings from employment/self 
in more than BFA 229 028 p.y. or  old (18)  earnings (DR 2 911  x 35 •  employment 
BFA 19 085 per month gross (em- General pensions supplement 18  DR 101885) 
pioyee) or BFA 183 222 p.y. (self- reduced by 30 %for  e.nings In 
elfl)loyed). These amounts are  excess of DKR 46.600 p.y. for 
Increased by 50 % when the  married persons each and 
pensioner has dependent children.  DKR 23.300 for others 
If the gross income Including  2. Permitted 
increase for dependent children Is 
above the maximum amounts, only 
two thirds of pension Is paid  (18) Otherwise reduced by DKR 60 
If the occupational revenue is  for every DKR 100 e.ned in 
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Early pension:  See table XI· UnefTl)loyment  • (17)  menat60  For une01)1oyed workers as from age 
Benefits for older ufl8!Tl)loyment  women at eo  60. 
Conditions:  In case of heavy or unheahhy work, 
(  17) Workers in enterprises having  cessation of all professional  as a rule, from the age of 55. 
economic difficulties can ask  activity excluding Insignificant 
for early retirement five  or occasional work; 
years before normal retiring  480 months of insurance 
age.  The missing years are 
deemed to be covered by con-
trbutions 
Deferment:  Possibility of obtaining pension  1. Pension is increased by 
supplements every 2 years where  approximately 7 112% for each 
the pensioner continues to work  year of deferment 
and pay contributions 
Accumulation with  1. No accurrulatlon permitted  1. T  olal accumulation for rrinirrum  Possible  Possble  Accurrulation possible.  Earnings do not affect pension 
earnings:  2. Accumulation permitted  pension  The amount of supplement depends  Contrbutions on earnings. Pension  entitlement 
2. No accumulation for that part  on earnings of the partner younger  Increased by 2 % p.y. 
of pension above the minirrum  than 65 
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Belgium 
higher than twice the above 
amouma, the pension corresponding 
to the month In which work has 
been performed is not~ 
Old-age 
Denmark  FR of Germany  Greece  Spain  France 
exC888 of DKR 57 000 p.y. Old-age  Table  VII 
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legislation 
1. First law  See Table VII 'Old-age'  See Tables Vl'lnvalidlty' and VII  See Tables Vl'lnvalldlty' and VII  See Tables VI 'Invalidity' and VII  Law d  23 Septet'l"ber 1939  See Tables Vl'lnvalldlty' and VII 
'Old-agee'  'Old-age'  'Old-age•  'Old-age' 
2. Basic legislation  Law of 11 July 1985  General Law on Social Security of 
30 May 1984 and other provisions 
Field of application:  See Table VII 'Old-age'  See Tables Vl'lnvalidity' and VII  See Tables Vl'lnvalldity' and VII  See Table& VI 'Invalidity' and VII  Employ888 in industry and the  See Tables VI 'Invalidity' and VII 
'Old-age'  'Old-age'  'Old-age'  services  'Old-age' 
Conditions: 
1. Deceased insured  To be insured  Supplementary pension: 10 years of  60 montt. cl insurance  See Table Vl'lnvalidlty' or Table  N. the time d death:  For revision pension, for invalid 
person  insurance  VII 'Old-age' according to the  (0  affiliated to social security  widow's (Widower's) pension and 
case  scheme;  for widow's (Widower's) old-age 
(10 either:  pension: one trimester of 
(a) enjoying active contrbu- Insurance. 
tor or equivalent status; 
(b) In receipt of provisional 
invalidity benefit; 
(c) In ~t  cl an invali-
dtty or old-age pension; 
(d) nut  have contrbuted for 
a! least 500 days in 5 
years preceding death 
)  only If the death Is pro-
voksd by a non-prclessio-
nal disease. Otherwise. 
no prelirrinary contrbu-
tion record 
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Legislation 
1. First Law  1935  See Tables VI 'lnvaldlly' and VII  188 tables Vl'lnvaldlty' and VII  1959  Oecr8e-law No m  or 18 June 1970  1925 
'Old-age'  'Old-age' 
2. Basic legislation  · Social Welfare (Consoldallon) Ad  Law of 9 April 1969 Introducing  See table VI 'Invalidity' and, In  Ad or 1975 and regulations 
1981, as amend~  general Insurance scheme for  addillon, Ministerial Order or 23  thereunder 
widows, as amended  Dec:eniler 1970 
Field of application:  With some exceptions, all persona  See Tables VI 'Invalidity' and VII  See Tables Vl'lnvalldlty' and VII  See Table VII'Oid-age'  See tables Vl'lnvaldily' and VII  See table VII 'Old-age' 
aged 16 years and over el11)1oyed  'Old-age'  'Old-age'  'Old-age' 
under a contract of service or ap- < 
prentlc:eshlp. 
Since 6 April1988 self-ef11)1oyed 
aged 18 and over. 
Conditions: 
1. Deceased insured  1. At least 156 weeks of lnsura- Normal pension: 5 years of cont~  12 months or membership, during 3  To be Insured at the time of death  Contributions paid or credited for  WidOW's Pension and Widowed 
person  ble errployment for which con- butions or which 3 during the last  years prior to death  38months  Mother's Allowance: 
trbutlons were paid.  5 years  No qualifying period If death due  (I)  at least 50 weekly flat-rate 
2. (a) An annual average of 39  Privilege pension (In case of  to any kind of accident or to work- contrbutions or any class 
weekly c:ordlutlons paid  death occurring In service which  related IUneas  paid at any time before 6 
or credited in elth•  the  does not give rise to an oc:cupa- Aprl1975, or earned wages 
3 or 5 contribution years  tionallnjury pension): no  of •  least 50 tirrBS the 
before dale of death or  contrbution conditions  lower eanlngs lt'nl in .,Y 
agees,  one tax year In the 3 tax 
or  years between 6 AprH 1975 
(b) An annual average or 48  and 5 Aprll1978 and paid Nl 
weekly contributions paid  contributions on those wages 
or crediled since entry In- or earned wages of at least 
to insurance (reduced pen- 50 tina  the lower earnings 
sion Is paid If annual av.  Hmlt In any one tax Y'8a" 
rage of contribution weeks  from 6 Aprll1978 and paid 
Ia more than 24 but leas  Nl contributions on those 
th., 48 weeks).  ~ 
These conditione may be fulfilled  (I~ for tul benefit, requlaile 
on either spouse's Insurance re- nUfli)er or reckonable years 
cord.  during the contributor's 
working lie 
WidOW's Payment: 
(I)  25 flat-rate contributions 
paid at any time before 6 
AprU 1975; or 
(I~ after 8 April1975 he must 
have paid contributions in 
any one tax year on wages or 
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Conditions: 
2. Surviving spouse  Spouse married to the deceased for  Supplementary pension :  Married to the deceased at the  Widow (or disabled widower without  Widow or widower: rn.Jst have lived  (a) For reversion pension: widow 
at least 1 year (unless there is a  Marriage lasted at least 10 years.  time of his/her death, or divorced  means) whose marriage lasted at  with deceased Insured on a regular  or widower (with Insufficient 
child of the marriage or a  Widow or widower 62 years old.  before1 July 1977 or financially  least 6 months (2 years II widow  basis  means of existence), aged 55, 
dependent child, or death is due  dependent upon the deceased (  1)  of pensioner)  In case of separation or divorce,  of a beneficiary of old-age 
to an accident or occupational  pension is shared between benefi- pension (marriage having 
disease after the date of marriage)  ciaries in proportion to the  lasted for at least 2 years, 
- aged at least 45 or bringing up  (1)  If divorce occurred after 30  lenght of period of cohabitation  except if child born from 
a child or being an invalid;  June 1977 acquired rights are  marriage) 
- having ceased all work with the  divided up between spouses for  (b) Invalid widow's (widower's) 
exception of authorized work.  old-age and invalidity insu- pension: widow or widower aged 
ranee.  55, disabled, of insured per-
son entitled to or beneficiary 
of invalidity or old-age 
pension 
(c) Widow's (widower's) old-age 
pension: widow or widower aged 
55, disabled, of insured per-
son entitled to or beneficiary 
of invalidity or old-age 
pension. 
Benefits: 
1  . Surviving spouse  80 % of the actual or nypotheticai  Supplementary pension: 50% of  6/10ths of pension for occupatio- 70 % of old-age pension  45 %of reference wage for Insured  (a) Reversion pension: 52 %of 
retirement pension of the Insured  real or hypothetical pension of  nal invalidity with reference to  Minimum amount:  person (see Table VII 'Old-age' as  real or hypothetical old-age 
person calculated at the rate for  the Insured person.  actual period of rnerrbership - for  DR 52 400 per month (18 x the ba- regards calculation of reference  pension of the deceased person. 
a married couple where the spouse  widows under 45 6/1 Oths of general  sic wage)  wage)  Minirn.Jm: FF 14 800 p.y.ll60 
is dependent (guaranteed minimum  invalidity pension with reference  Minirn.Jm pension:  trimesters of insurance. 
for fully ensured: BFA 271  539)  If necessary to a nominal period  0)  widows over 65: PTA 36 680  Reduced II Insurance is less. 
of mermership longer (4) than the  per month;  10%  supplement where the per-
actual period - for widow (widower)  0~ widows between 60 arid 65  son concerned had or educated 
rNer 45, or disabled or with depen- years : PTA 28 040 per month  at least 3 children for 9 
dent children  Oi~ widows under eo: PTA 26 290  years before their 16th birth-
Where replacement earnings of  per month  day. 
widow/widower exceed a certain  Annual pension 14 times monthly  (b) arid (C) 
amount (1.7.1990: OM 1 050 plus  figure  Invalid and old-aged widow's 
amounts for children) survivor's  Where deceased insured was In  (widower's) pensions: 52% of 
pension is reduced by a rate of 40  receipt of an Invalidity or  real or hypothetical invali-
%of the excess amount (5)  retirement pension, reference  dity or old-age pension of 
(transitional measure)  wage will be the same as was used  deceased person. 
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(Continued)  at least 25 times the lower 
earnings lirrit for that year. 
Conditions: 
2. Surviving spouse  Woman :Must be  widowed and not  Widow or widower (2)  1. Widow (or dependent widower)  Widow with dependent unmarried  Widow:  For fuH widow's pension: must be 
living with a man as hus- married to the deceased for at  children, or disabled or aged at  (Q  married to deceased for at  aged 50 or over at her husband's 
band and wife.  least 1 year, unless there Is a  least 40 at the time of her hus- least one year, except where  death or when widowed mother's. 
Man : Survivors pension may be  (2)  In case of divorce, a widow  child of the marriage or death  band's death. At 65 the survivor's  there are children either  aHowance ceased. Reduced pension 
paid to an Invalided widower  receiving maintenance can ob- Is caused by an accident  pension Is replaced by an old-age  bom or conceived or death  payable If aged between 45 (40). 
whose wife was receiving,  tain (wholly or partly) the  2. Assimilated to surviving spouse:  pension. (17)  was due to an accident;  and 55 (50)·. 
immediately before her death,  survivor's pension at the  parents and relateds in direct  (ii) aged at least 35 (otherwise  For Widowed Mother's Allowance 
an old age or retirement  discretion of a judge.  line, collateral family up to  pension entitlement limited  Must have a child for whom Child 
pension which Included anal- second degree and adopted chit·  (17) As a result of judicial de·  to 5 years), except where she  Benefit Is in payment, or be expec-
lowance for him as an adult  dren if minor at time of adop- cisions widowers are equally  has dependent children or is  ting late husband's baby. 
dependant.  tlon, slbject to certain condl- permanently Incapacitated for  For Widow's Payment 
lions  work  Must be under 60 or, if r:Ner 60, 
widower: aged at least 65 or  husband must not have been entl· 
permanently Incapacitated for work  tied to a category A Retirement Pension 
(3)  when he died. 
• For women widowed before 11 
Aprll1988 
(3) Surviving spouses meeting the 
above conditions who were se-
parated or divorced at time of 
death are entitled to a survl-
vor's pension If they were re-
ceivlng maintenance payments. 
Benefits: 
1. Surviving spouse  Benefit amount :  60 % of the Insured person's  Total of supplementary lu,..., sums  Widow only: 1,580.54 per month  eo % of retirement or invalidity  Widow's Pension : paid on the hus-
IR£56.00 (under age 80)  Invalidity or old-age pension In  to which Insured person was or  Widow with dependent children  pension which insured was drawing  band's death or at the end of en-
IR£60.00 (age 80 or over)  accordance with the minimum and  would have been entitled and 66,66  under 18: (7) HFL 2,262.99 per  or would have been entitled to at  tltlement to Widowed Mother's AI-
Additional allowance paid to a  maxii'TIJm levels laid down for the  % of proportional supplements (6)  month  that time of death  lowance, provided in both cases 
widow(er) aged 66 or over living  Insured person's pension  If insured person dies before 55,  that certain conditions as to age 
alone : IR£4.1 0 per week  total of speciallurf1) sum  are fulfilled (see above) 
supplements to which, he/she was/  (7) In addition, a 'holiday allo- A fuN pension is granted to wi-
would have been entitled and 66,66  wance' equal to HFL 99,96 per  dows aged 55 or over; rate : UKL 
% of special proportional  month is paid for a widow  46.90 per week.  If the widow is 
supplements (6)  without children and HFL  aged 45 (40) ••  55 (50). the pen-
142.81 with children  slon Is reduced by 7 % of the full 
rate for each year under 55 (50)*. 
(6) see Table Vl'lnvalidity'  Widow's Payment : lurf1l sum of UKL 
1 000 (on husband's death) 
Widowed Mother's Allawance : paya-
ble, from the Tuesday after the 
husband's death. 
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(Continued)  for calculation of that pension,  Minimum: FF 14 800 p.y. 10% 
(4) Where the deceased insured  but subject to such Increases Md  s~ement  where the penson 
person II not 55 or over, the  14)Ward adjustments in correspon- concerned had or educated at 
actual merrbership period Is  ding death and survivor's benefits  least 3 children for 9 
Increased by the period t»  since date on which Invalidity or  years before their 16th 
tween dealh and age of 55,  retirement pension was awarded  birthday. 
subject to certain conditions. 
(5) Untll31 Decerrber 1988 COI.4)1es 
over 50 may opt for the old 
system 
Benefits: 
1. Surviving spouse  Pension maintained for 12 months  Pension is discontinued; grant of  Pension is discontinued  Entitlement to survivor's pension  Invalid widow's (widower's) 
Widow's remarriage  2 year's pension  ceases on remarriage. If this  pension is discontinued, but not 
happens before age 60, beneficiary  reversion pension, nor widow's 
will receive a luf11) sum payment  (widower's) old-age pension. 
corresponding to 24 times monthly 
pension 
Benefits: 
2.0rphans  No orphan's pension; see special  See Table X 'Family benefits'  1/101h of general Invalidity  20 % of old-age pension for each  Where there is a spouse with  Reversions pension, Invalid 
(i) children having  family allowances scheme  pension (see table VI) plus  child under 18 (except If Invalid)  entitlement to a survivor's  widow's (widower's) pension and 
lost one parent  children's supplement as for  or 24 (in the case of a student)  pension:  widow's (widower's) old-age 
general old-age or Invalidity  1  child - 20 %; 2 - 40 %; 3 or  pension are Increased when 
scheme (8)  more • 55 %of reference figure  surviving spouse has at least the 
Age limit: 18 years (25 for study  (sum of widow's and orphan's pen- charge of one child.  lnaease: 
or occupational training) (9)  sions paid may not exceed refe- FF 424,31 per month and per child. 
renee figure used for calculating  See also: Table X 'Family benefl18'. 
those pensions, except as regards  ., 
(8) No restriction on combination  the minimum amount laid down) 
with farrily allowances.  Where there is no spouse with 
(9) No accumulation with any study  entitlement to a survivor's 
earnings or sirrilar beyond a  pension: 
certain level.  1 child • 20 %; 2.  40 %; 3.  60 %; 
4·  80%;5ormore•100% 
Minimum orphan's pension: 
PTA 9 940 per month 
Annual pension •  14 x monthly 
figure 
Pension may be combined with 
family benefits. 
Beneficiaries whose pension does 
not exceed the minimum retirement 
pension for persons over 65 are 
entitled to a famUy income 
sl.4)plement of PTA 1 050 per month 
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(continued)  Amount : UKL 46.90 per week paid 
as long as the widow has a qual-
fylng child in her charge. 
An earnings related Additional Pen-
sion may also be  paid with WP & 
WMA.  The amount depends upon the 
husband's earnings from April 1978. 
• For women widowed before 11 
April 1988 
Benefits: 
1  . Surviving spouse  Pension is discontinued  Pension is discontinued; grant of  Pension is discontinued; grant of  Pension is discontinued; grant of  Pension is discontinued  Pension is discontinued 
Widow's remarriage  2 year's pension  60 month's payments if remarried  1 year's pension 
before 50 (38 months' payments 
over 50), not including special 
supplements 
Benefits: 
2.0rphans  The amount of widow's weekly pen- 1. In conjunction with surviving  33,33 % of flat-rate supplements  Same pension as for orphans having  Children under 18 (21 or 24 in the  1. The amount of the Widowed Mo-
(i) children having  sion Is increased by £15.00 for  spouse's pension: 20 % per  to which Insured person was or  lost both parents, if on the death  case of further or higher educa- ther's Allowance is increased 
lost one parent  each dependent chHd under 18  child; but for 3 or more  would have been entitled + 20 % of  of the father, the mother Is not  tion): 20% of pension for 1; 30%  by UKL 9.65 per week for each 
years of age (or under 21 years  children 40 % divided by the  the proportional supplement.  In  child's guardian. Amount: see  for 2; 40 %for 3 or more. No age  qualifying child for whom Child 
of age H  the chHd is in full- number of children (10)  caseofdeathoftheiMured  below(11)  limit in the event of permanent  Benefit is payable 
time education).  (11) (12)  2.  H  the surviving spouse does  person before 55, 33,33 % of  total incapacity for work. Amount  2. Child's Special Alowance: paid 
not have a pension: 40 %for  special flat-rate supplements to  doubled where there is no entitled  to a woman whose marriage has 
(11) No restriction on combination  each orphan. For 3 or more  which the Insured person was or  (11) No restriction on combination  surviving (ex-)spouse.  been dissolved or annulled if 
with family allowances.  children, 100%  of the pension  would have been entitled + 20 % of  with family allowances.  on the dealh of her former 
(12) (a) for pensioners under 66;  divided by the nurrber of  the special proportional  husband she has a child towards 
(b) for pensioners 86 or over  children  supplements.  See Table VI  whose support he was contrb~ 
"Invalidity"  ting or was liable to contribu· 
te. 
(10) No entitlement to family al·  Amount: UKL 9.65 per week for 
lowances unless the spouse  each child (11) (no benefit in 
works.  case of remarriage or cohabl-
talion) 
(1 1) No restriction on cormlnation 
with famHy allowances. 
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(Continued)  for each dependent child. 
Benefits: 
2.0rphans  No orphan's pension; see special  See Table X 'Family benefits'  One fillh of the general invall- 60 o/o of old-age pension but maxi- 1 child: 65 o/o al reference figure;  No orphan's pension: see Table X 
(ii) children having  family allowances scheme  dity pension (see Table VI) + one  mum of 80 o/o H  several orphans  2 Children: 85 o/o; 3 or more: 1  00%  'Family benefits' 
lost both  tenth of the general basic salary  Minimum orphan's pension: PTA 
parents  on which the insured person's  11  805 per month plus product of 
pension is calculated (8)  dividing PTA 26 290 by nuiTtler of 
Age limit: 18 years (25 for study  entitled children 
or occupational training) (9)  Annual pension •  14 x monthly 
figure 
Pension may be corrbined with 
(8) No restriction on combination  family benefits 
with family allowances. 
(9) No accumulation with any study 
earnings or similar beyond a 
certain level. 
Benefits: 
3. Other benefi- Dependent parents or grandchildren:  Pension (under certain conditions): 
ciaries  20o/oolpension  20 o/o of reference figure for grand-
children, brothers/sisters, 
parents, grandparents, children or 
brothers/sisters of retirement or 
invalidity pensioners (for calcu-
lation of reference figure see 
Table VII'Oid-age') 
Temporary allowance: 20 o/o al old-
age pension. 
Reference figure for 12 months for 
children or brothers/sisters over 
18 but under 45 years of age 
Minimum pension for beneficiary: 
PTA 11  805 per month; for sole 
beneficiary over 65, PTA 30 435 
per month; for sole beneficiary 
under 65, PTA 26 290 per month. 
Annual pension •  14 x monthly 
pension 
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Benefits: 
2.0rphans  An orphan's allowance Is paid H  :  40 % per child. 3 children and  Double the pension for fatherless  ChHdren (11) aged:(13)  Same rules as for children having  Guardian's Allowance is a payment 
(ii) children having  (I) the orphan is under 18 years  more: 1  00 %divided by the nuni>er  or motherless children (  11)  under 1  0:  HFL FAJS,n per month  lost one parent  of UKL 9.65 per week to a person 
lost both  of age (or under 21 years d  of children  10-16:  HFL 758,66 per month  who takes Into his family an 
parents  age H  In full-time education)  16-27:  HFL 1 011 ,55 per month  orphan child, one d  the child's 
(iij 26 contribution weeks of in- (11) No restridion on combination  (student or child at home)  parents rrust have satisfied a 
surable 8f1llloyment were paid  with family allowances.  From 16 to 17 years only for  residence condition (14) 
by a parent or step-parent  invalids: HFL 1,011.55 per month 
Amount (paid to guardian) : 
IR£35.00 per week  (  14) On condition that the bene-
(  11) No restriction on combination  ficiary has a right to child 
with famly allowances.  benefit for the orphan. 
(13) In addition a 'holiday allo-
wance' is paid. 
Benefits: 
3. Other benefi- For parents, brothers or sisters  Persons treated as widows.  A divorced wile under certain 
ciaries  15 %of the Insured person's pen- Children treated as orphans  conditions 
sion If there are no other sur-
vivors 
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Benefits: 
3. Other benefi-
ciaries  - 100 % of the Insured person's fuH  1  00 %of  old-age pension  The sum of benefits must not  -
general invalidity pension (see  exceed 100 % of relevant reference 
Maximum for all  Table VI) without lnaeases for  wage 
those entitled to  child ran 
benefits 
Benefits: 
4. Other benefits  Survivors' pension granted or  Death grant: DKR 3 196,17  The lnsurecl person's ful pension  Contrbution of Insurance organl- Death grant: PTA 5 000  (a) Dlgresslva widow's or 
maintained ~ly:  Maintenance allowance can be paid  Is paid to the widow (or wldowar)  zation to general expenses (see  widower's alowances: 
(I)  12 months grant to spouses  out under the Social Assistance  for the 3 months following the  Table IV 'Sickness-cash benefits')  1st year: FF 2 653 
who do not qually for survi- Ad of 1974 (In case of need)  lnsurecl person's death. See also  2nd year: FF 1 743 
Yor'S pension;  Special aid under the Social  allowances for funeral expenses  3rd year. FF 1 ~ 
(I~ maintaining the pension fNer  Assistance Ad In cases of study  under Table IV  (means tested) 
a maximlm of 12 months:  or vocational training necessary  The divorced spouse (after 30 June  No sax dlsainination. Age 
(a) when the spouse remarries,  to enable Integration Into a  1977) who has not remarried has a  condition: less than 55. 
(b) when, being under 45, the  working life  right, on the death of the ex- Family conditions: be raising 
surviving spouse does not  spouse and during the upbringing  or have raised a1 least 1 
qualify any more for the  of their children, to a pension  child for 9 years before its 
early grant of a survi- based on his and her own Insurance  16th birthday. Not remarried 
vor's pension  Conditions: 60 months of Insurance  or living as married. 
See Table IV for funeral expenses  before the dealh, iiJ1)0SSble to  (b) Dealh Insurance 
work because of children (apart  Grant of capital sum on death 
from light work)  equal to 90 times the basic 
dally eaming to the survivors 
(order of preference: spouse, 
children, parents, ... ) of In-
' 
surecl persons who have been 
gainfully 8r11)1oyed or In 
assimUated situation (unem-
pioyment, sickness or mater-
nity allowance, temporary 
Incapacity) for 200 hours 
during the calendar month or 
the month prior _, death, or 
120-hours during the calendar 
month or the month prior to 
death. 
Minimum: 1 %of annual 
earnings, subject to ceiling 
MaxirnJm: 3 times the monthly 
eamlngs, subject to ceiling. 
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Benefits: 
3. Other benefi-
ciaries  100 %of the Insured person's  100 % of the Insured person's  100 % d the Insured person's 
pension  pension  pension 
Maximum for all 
those entitled to 
benefits 
Benefits: 
4. Other benefits  1. Benefits and pensions which In·  Allowance to survivors If the  The Insured person's full pel'lslon  The Insured person's full pension  Death grant: granted to same 
~ 
elude an Increase for an adult  Insured person was not yet  Is paid for 3 months to survivors  Is paid to the widow for the 2  beneficiaries and on same 
dependent are payable In ful  entitled to a pension: 45 times  who have lived with him in the  months following death (  15)  conditions as survivor's pension. 
to the dependent for 6 weeks  the total contributions paid  same household  Te,orary benefit (6 • 19 months)  Amount: 6 times average monthly 
after the death of the Insured  Minimum: LIT  43200  If the deceased was not entitled  to widows with no pension rights:  wage for the best 2 years in 
person.  Maximum: LIT  129600  to a pension, survivors' pension  HFL 1,580.54 per month (16)  preceding 1  0. Shared-out In same 
2. A death grant Is paid on the  Order of priority: spouse, chif.  paid to survivors who lived  proportions as survivor's pensions, 
death of an Insured person, the  dren, parents  with him In the same household for  except that 50 %goes to widow 
spouse d an Insured person or  the month of death + 3 subsequent  (15) By virtue of the sickness and  Conditions: deceased Insured must 
a child under 18 years of age.  months for an amount equal to the  incapacity for work insuran- have been a member of the scheme 
To qualify for payment the In- pension to which the deceased  ca, a death grant is allowed  for at least 6 months and contri· 
sured person or the spouse of  would have been entitled. If, at  (see tables IV a  v~.  butioi"B must have been paid or 
the Insured person must have :  age 65, insured does not have  (16) In addition a 'holiday aJio.  credited for at least 3 months (In 
(I) 26 contrbutlons paid be- sufficient (120 months) contrbu·  wance' Is paid.  the case of accidents, at least 1 
tween 1 October 1970 and  tlons to qualify for old-age  day In the preceding 180) 
the dale of dealh and  pension, those contributions,  Supplement paid to severely 
(I~ 48 contrlbutioi"B paid or  except those destined for  disabled persons permanently 
credited In the apprcprl- public funds, are reirrbursed  incapacitated for gainful erJ1)1oy-
ate contribution year be- ment and requiring constant 
fore the death occurs or  attendance 
an annual average d 48  Christmas bonus: equal to pension 
contrbution waeks paicl or  for December 
credited since 1 October 
1970 or since start wor-
king If this date Is later. 
A reduced grant Is payable 
where the annual average is 
more than 26 weekly contrbu· 
tions but less than 48 contrf. 
but ions. 
Benefit rate : 
• child under 5 years : 
IR£20.00 (max) 
• child aged 5-18 years : 
IR£60.00 (max) 
·Adult : IR£100.00 (max) 
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AND  OCCUPATIONAL 
DISEASES Table  IX  Employment injuries and occupational diseases 
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Legislation: 
1. First law  1898 
{i)  Employment  (~24 December 1903  (1)6 July 1884  No particular Insurance exists,  (~EI'\1)Ioyment Injuries Law of 30  (~9April1898 
injuries  the risk being covered under sick- January 1900 
{ii) Occupational  (1~24 July 1927  (ii)12 May 1925  ness, Invalidity and survivors by  (H)Decree of 10 January 1947  (1~25 Octcmer 1919 
diseases  specKle regulations  establishing cover for oocupa-
tiona! diseases 
2. Basic legislation  Law d 8 March 1978, as amended 
{i)  Employment  (i)law of 10 April1971  (i)'Reichsversicherungsordnung'  (~Revised text of legislation and  (i)Social Security Code Book IV, 
injuries  (Social Insurance Code) of 19  EI'J1)1oyment Injuries Regulation; 
{ii) Occupational  (i~Laws coordinated by Royal De- July 1911, most recently changed  Decreed 22 June 1956  (i~Decree of 31  Decerrber 1946, as 
diseases  cree of 3 June 1970  by Act of 18 Dec. 1989.  (ii)General Law on Social Security  amended 
(ii)Social Code: General Part of 11  of30 May 1974;Royal Decree No 2609 
December 1975; Corrmon rules d  23  d 24 Septerrber 1982 
December 1976, IT106t recently amen-
ded 20 December 1988 
Risks covered: 
1. Industrial injuries  Injuries occurring during and as a  Injury arising during work or as a  Injuries occurring in the enter- Accident occurring because of and  Any physical injury suffered by an  Any injury occurring as a result 
Definition of em- result d  the execution of the work  result of the condition In which  prise and/or in connection with an  during employment  81'J1)1oyee In the course or as a con- of or in connection with work, 
ployment injuries  contract and which cause a  the work Is carried out  occupation dependent on the enter- sequence of his/her employment,  regardless of its cause 
lesion  prise on the basis of a contract  and any disease not constituting 
Injuries sustained  of ei'J1)1oyment, hire or apprentice- an occupational disease but con-
while travelling  ship, or any other insured actl- tracted by an ei'J1)1oyee by reason 
between home  vity  d  his/her ei'J1)1oyment 
and place of work  Covered(1)  Not covered  Covered (1)  Covered  Covered (1)  Ccwered (1) 
This definition covers any injury 
suffered by an employee on the way 
(1) Such Injuries are those oc- (1) Such injuries are those oc- 10 or from his/her place of work  (1) Such Injuries •e  those oc-
curring on the journey to or  curring on the journey to or  curring on the journey to or 
from work along normal and  from work along normal and  from work along normal and 
habitual route between the  habitual route between the  (1) Such Injuries are those oc- habitual route between the 
place d work and the worker's  place of work and the worker's  curring on the journey 10 or  place of work and the worker's 
residence. Legal precedents or  residence. Legal precedents or  from work along normal and  residence. Legal precedents Or 
81/en legal provisions extend  even legal provisions extend  habitual route between the  81/en legal provisions extend 
this definition to cases other  this definition to cases other  place of work and the worker's  this dallnition to cases other 
thM the travelling defined  than the traveHing defined  residence. Legal precedents or  thNI the traveling defined 
above (10 eating-place, doc- above (to eating-place, doc- even legal prcwlsions extend.  above (10 eating-place, doc-
tor's surgery, pay-office,  tor's surgery, pay-office,  this definition to cases other  tor's surgery, pay-office, 
etc.); these extensions vary  etc.); these extensions vary  than the traveling deli  ned  efc.); these extensions vary 
from country to country.  from country to country.  above (to eating-place, doc- from country to country. 
tor's surgery, pay-office, 
etc.); these extensions vary 
from country to country. 
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Legislation: 
1. First law  1897  1. 
(i)  Employment  (~17 March 1898  (Q5 April1902  There is no specific insurance  (1)1960  (01897 
injuries  agailst 8f11)1oyment injuries and 
(ii) Occupational  (11)13 May 1929  (IQ17 Oecamber 1925  occupational diseases; under the  (ii)1962 
diseases  Law of 18February 1966these 
risks are oovered by sickness 
2. Basic legislation  Social Welfare (Consolidation) Act  insurance (cash benefits and bene- Law No 21 '0  of 3 August 1965 as 
(i)  Employment  1981, as amended  Law of 17 Deceni:Jer 1925 (Books  fits in kind), Insurance against  since amended on several occasions  2. 
injuries  II and IV of the Social Insurance  incapacity for work (invalidity)  (i)Social Security Act of 1975, 
(ii) Occupational  Code) with numerous amendments  and survivor's insurance  as thereafter amended by regula-
diseases  tions in 1985 
Risks covered: 
1. Industrial injuries  Injury arising out of and in the  Eflllloyrnent injury produced by a  e,.,.,loyment injury occurring as a  See above  Accident occurring at the place ol  Personal injury by accident 
Definition of em- course ol ef1l)loyrnent  violent cause in connection with  result of or in connection with  work and during the en1Jioyrnent,  arising out of and in the course 
ployment injuries  work  work  giving rise directly or Indirectly  of e,.,.,loyed earners' 8fll)loyrnent 
to a physical injury, functional 
Injuries sustained  disorder or disease leading to 
while travelling  death or a partial or totaiiO&s 
between home  or earning capacity 
and place of work  Ccwered  Injuries occurring during the  Covered(4)  SUch Injuries are those occurring:  As a general rule, not covered 
journey between the place ol work  (Q  outside the place of work 
and the horne do not usuaRy  and working hours, but in 
occasion co,.,.,.nsation; exception:  (4) Such injuries are thO&e oc- the course ol duties ordered 
unavoidable use of a very long or  curring on the journey to or  or authorized by the e~ 
bad and dangerous route, the  from work along the normal and  ployer; 
transport of heavy tools, harbour  habitual route between the  (ii)  on the way to or from work, 
vessels, the enterprise's own  place of work and the worker's  where the means of transport 
means of transport, etc.  residence. Legal precedents or  are provided by the e,.,.,loyer 
even legal provisions extend  or the Injury results from a 
this definition to cases  special danger inherent in 
other than the travelling de- the normal route 1011rom 
fined above (to eating place,  work or from other circum-
doctor's surgery, pay-office,  stances increasing the risk 
etc.); these extensions vary  associaled with the journey; 
from country to country.  (ii~ in the course of any task 
undertaken on the worker's 
own initiative but to the 
econorric benefit of the 
8fT1)Iofer 
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Risks covered: 
2. Occupational 
diseases  List of occupational diseases  List of prescribed diseases  list of 59 occupational diseases  list of occupational diseases  Ust of occupational diseases and  95 tables of occupational diseases, 
(a) prescribed  (Royal Decree of 28 March 1969, as  and noxious agents (8 December  Nnks with the main activities  noxious agents or groups (tables 
diseases  amended)  1976)  liable to give rise to such  annexed to Decree of 31 December 
diseases (Royal Decree No 1955 of  1946, as amended) ((2), (3)  • 
12 May 1978) 
(2) Every doctor ITl.ISt give notice 
of a disease which Is not in-
eluded in the tables but which 
he considers as having an oc-
cupalional origin: this is for 
preventive purposes and to 
expand the tables. 
(3) Employers using processes 
liable to cause occupational 
diseases ITl.ISt give notice 
thereof. 
Risk covered: 
2. Occupational 
diseases 
(b) Conditions: 
(i)  enterprises,  (I)Have been exposed to risk- risk is  (~None  (!)Given In the list of occupa- (i)- (~Only in exceptional cases  (i)Given in tables; restricted In 
work  presumed to exist when the  tiona! diseases; restrictions im- the case of a certain number of 
person works in an enterprise so  posed for some diseases  diseases 
(ii)  periods of ex- descrbed in a list contained in a  (ii)None. circumstances taken into  (i~None, circumstances taken into  (II)- Q~None  (ii)No fixed period except forcer-
posure to risk  Royal Decree  consideration  consideration  taln number of diseases, such as 
(II)None  pneumoconiosis: (5 years with 
(iii) periods of lia- (II~ No statutory periods  (iii)None  (ii~None, circumstances taken  (II~- (lii)None  exceptions), deafness (1  year. in 
bility (periods  into consideration  certain cases 30 days). diseases 
between discon- linked with vinyl chloride (6 
tinuance of ex- months), byssinosis (5 and  10 
posure to risk  years). 
and appearance  (iii)Absolute periods given in the 
of disease)  tables (between 3 days and 40 
(jv)  time-limit for  (iv)May be fixed by decree  (iv) 1 year; special circumstances  (iv)2 years time-limit for decia- (lv)- (iv)None  years) 
declaration  excepted  ration for retroactive payments  (iV)2 years (time-limit) 
(after appear-
anceoffirst 
symptoms)  (5) The conditions concerning the 
liability and exposure periods 
may be waived as regards sili-
cosis and asbestosis subject 
to the opinion of a panel of 
3doctors. 
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Risks covered: 
2. Occupational 
diseases  list of 58 prescr[bed diseases set  list of 49 occupational diseases  Table of 55 occupational diseases  See above  list of occupational diseases  Schedule ~  62 prescrbed 
(a) prescribed  out in Social Welfare (prescrbed  for Industry and agriculture (see  and noxious agents (see Grand- industrial diseases 
diseases  diseases) (occupational injuries)  Law of 9 June 1975, Nr. 482). Also  Ducal Decree of 26 May 1965)  Special law for pneumoconiosis and 
Regulations, 1983 and in Social  special law for siUcosis and  byssinosis 
Welfare (occupational injuries)  asbestosis of 27 December 1975, Nr. 
(prescrbed diseases) (Amendment)  780. 
Regulations, 1985. Special  Possibility of COI'Jl)ensation for 
conditions for pneumoconiosis,  diseases not in the list. 
byssinosis, occupational deafness 
and occupational asthma, and 
'white finger' caused by vbration 
and viral hepatitis 
Risk covered: 
2. Occupational 
diseases 
(b) Conditions: 
(i)  enterprises,  (I) Errployment in occupations  (~- (I)Given in the list, mostly in  (Q- (~Indicated in the list of  (i)Occupation involving exposure 
wort<  involving exposure to risk as  general terms  occupational diseases  to specified substances 
Indicated in the Regulations 
(ii)  periods of ex- (10  No prescribed periods, except  (ii)None, circumstances taken into  00- (II)- (H)Idem  (IOMinimum of 10 years for occu-
posure to risk  for occupational deafness but must  consideration  pational deafness. Others:no limit 
have been in specified occupation 
(iii) periods of lia- at some time since 1 May 1967 (oc- (iiQPeriods given in the list  (iii) No statutory periods  (iiO- (IH)Idem  (iii) No limit, but disease must be 
bility (periods  cupational deafness: 10 years)  (with a rriniiTIJm ~  2 months)  shown to be due to nature of per-
between discon- (iii) No limit except for occupa- son's work in erf1)ioyed earners' 
tinuance of ex- tlonal asthmas (10 years)  erJl)loyment from 5 July 1948 
posure to risk 
and appearance 
of disease)  (lv)3 years (time-limit) 
(iv)  time-limit for  (iv) None  (lv)- (iv)- (lv)One year from formal communi- (lv)None 
declaration  cation of diagnosis (8) 
(after appear-
anceoffirst 
sympiDms)  (8) Once this deadline has passed, 
benefits will only be paid as 
from the month of appiicalion. 
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Risk covered: 
2. Occupational 
diseases 
(c) Mixed system(6)  .  Yes  Yes  No cover for diseases not  Only for pneumoconiosis 
appearing on list, unless adjudged 
(6) Mixed system:Juxta- an ef11)1oyment injury, I.e. contrac-
position of the list  ted exclusively by reason of 
system (Presumption  vldim's ef11)1oyment 
that diseases are oc-
cupational in ori-
gin where these dis-
eases can be found 
in a limitative list 
if, should the condi-
tion arise, certain 
conditions are met) 
and of the proof sys-
tern for cases which 
cannot benefit from 
presumption (Commis-
sion's recommanda-
tions of 23 July 
1962 and 20 July 
1966) 
Field of application:  EJTl)loyment injuries: workers who  El'!llloyed and certain self-8flllloyed  EIT'ployed persons, some self- EJTl)loyees and assimHated  E!l1)1oyees in Industry and the  Persons working In any capacity in 
are submitted to social security  persons in fishing and shipping  eJTl)loyed, schoolchildren, students,  services  any place for one or more 
and apprentlcee and those to whom  industries  kindergarten children, persons  ef11)1oyers 
the Crown has granted status.  Trainees who because al their  undergoing rehabilitation and 
Occupational diseases: as above  study or vocational training find  others 
(excepting those to whom the Crown  themselves at a workplace. 
has granted eJTl)loyment injury  Children atfeded with a disease 
stalus) and also trainees, even  or a birth defed caused by the 
unpaid, pupils and students  work al their father or mother. 
exposed to risk because of their 
instruction 
Benefits: 
1. Temporary incapacity 
(a) Benefits in kind: 
(i)  free choice of  (i)Free choice, unless for eJTl)loy- (~See  Table III'Health care'  (i)ln prlndple: no free choice.  (~See Table III'Heallh care'  (~Free choice of dOdor but not  (~Free  choic:e 
doctor or hos- ment accident the enterprise has a  The patient must as soon as  of hospital 
pital  recognized, COI"J1)rehenslve medical  possible visit the spedalist 
department  appointed by the trade cooperative 
association (Ourchgangarzt). Any 
(ii)  Payment of  (ii)EJTl)loyment accident: I free  (ii)Medical treatment (see Table  subsequent medical treatment is  (ii)Full payment by the COJTl)8tent  (It) No fees to be paid by bem~  (i~Direct payment by the primary 
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Risk covered: 
2. Occupational 
diseases 
(c) Mixed system(6)  Diseas• which are not Included In  Yes  Y86  Yes  Diseas• which are not Included In 
the list are not covered except  the Hat are not covered except 
(6) Mixed system:Juxta- when they result from occupational  when they satisfy the el'fl)loyment 
position of the list  accident  injuries definition 
system (Presumption 
that diseases are oc-
cupational in ori-
gin where these dis-
eases can be found 
in a limitative list 
if, should the condi-
tion arise, certain 
conditions are met) 
and of the proof sys-
tern for cases which 
cannot benefit from 
presumption (Commis-
sion's recommanda-
tions of 23 July 
1962 and 20 July 
1966.> 
Field of application:  EI'T"Pioyed persona and some trainees  Workers providing their services  Manual workers, assistants, mates,  See Table IX-1  AI91'T"Pioyees  El'fl)loyed earners 
for hire to third parties.  apprentices and  doi'T198tic servants, 
office staff, operational staff, 
foremen and technical staff. 
Kindergarten children, school-
children and university students, 
participation in public services, 
or in social services recognized 
by the Stale. 
Benefits: 
t. Temporary incapacity 
!  .1)  Benefits in kind:  See Table Ill: Health Care  See Table IX-1 
(i)  free choice of  (i)See Table Ill 'Health care'  <nFree choice  <n 1.EI'fl)loyment Injuries: lnsu- (i)See Table Ill 'Health care' 
doctor or hos- ranee COI'fl)Miea prCNide for 
pi tal  all forms of care 
2.0ccupational diseases:care 
provided by Health Service 
(ii)  Payment of  (IOCoata of medical care which  (In By the insurance association  (h) 1. and 2. Paid in full by res- (lOSee Table III'Health care' 
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costs; fees  choice allowed, refund subject to  Ill 'Health care')  carried out by approved ape- institution  ficiary. Cost of treatment borne  social security fund; for agri-
an official scale. If organized  cialists (9)  by social security scheme.Officiai  cultural friendly societies 
department: free care  (ii)When the victim Is not insured  scale for all Items of treatment 
Occupational disease: according to  under sickness insurance payment  by health professionals and esta-
official rate and specWic  Is made from the trade cooperative  biishments not forming part of, or 
(iii) contribution  nomendature  (iii)Costs of prostheses, artifi- association from the beginning.  (iii)None  operating under agreement with the  (ii~None, except in certain cases, 
by person in- (iii) None, unless special case  cial limbs, orthopaedic equipment  Otherwise the trade cooperative  National Health Service  where treatment by a doctor 
volved  and wheel chairs are COJ'I1)1etely  association has to refund the  (iii)None, even for acquisition  outside the commune, a more 
covered by the injury insurance  sickness Funds for all expenses  and replacement of vehicles and  expensive hospital, etc. is chosen 
(iv)  duration  (iv)Unlimited  (iv)Unlimited  paid which were caused by an  (iv)Unlimited  prostheses  by the patient 
industrial accident or an  (iv)Unlimited  (iv)Unlimited 
occupational disease. 
(ii~None 
(iv)Unlirrited 
(9) A doctor who has discovered an 
occupational disease rrust no-
tWy without delay the employ-
ment medical inspector or com-
patent health service at the 
workplace. 
Benefits: 
1. Temporary incapa-
dty 
(b) Cash benefits 
(i)  waiting period  (i)EJ'I1)1oyment accident: none  (·~None  (~one  (~None  Q)None  (~None 
Occupational disease: 15 days of 
(ii)  duration  Incapacity  (li)See Table IV 'Sickness· cash  (li)Untll cure or permanent condi- (ii)See Table IV 'Sickness· cash  (ii)Maximum 6 years (temporary in- (i~Until cure or permanent condi-
(i~Untll cure or permanent condi- benefits'  tion  benefits'  capacity plus provisional invali- tion or relapse 
tion  dity); thereafter benefits for per-
(iii) basic earnings  (ii~Yearly earnings in the year  (iii)- (iii)Basic earnings used for sick- (Iii) See Table IV 'Sickness • cash  ma.nent invalidity apply  (iii)Actual earnings during the 
used for cal- preceding the accident or the  ness insurance (but up to a  benefits'  (iii) Determined by applying to the  pay period (1  month, 112 month, 1 
culation  start of incapacity. Max.:  ceiling)  special contribution assessment  week) prior to cessation of work 
BFA TMJ7 480, Min. for minors and  basis for eJ'I1)1oyment injuries the  divided by the nui'11Jer of working 
(iv) amount  apprentices:  (iv)See Table IV 'Sickness· cash  (iv)See Table IV 'Sickness· cash  (iv)See Table IV 'Sickness - cash  formula set out in Table IV-2  days in that period 
BFA 161496.  Afler9.1.1990:  benefits'  benefits'  benefits'  (iv)75 %of reference figure  (iv)50% of basic earnings for 28 
taking into account of wages of  days; thereafter 66 213 %. No re-
adult workers, when minors become  ductlon for hospitalization 
of age. 
(iv)Total incapacity: per calendar 
day 90 % of basic earnings divided 
by365 days. 
Partial incapacity: benefit 
equal to the difference between 
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costs; fees  are not payable under the General  ponsible institution 
Health Scheme may be paid from the 
Occupational Injuries Fund, H  con-
sldered necessary and reasonable 
(iii) contribution  (iii)Eil'llloyee's contribution in- (iii) None  (II~ 1. and 2. None  (lii)See Table III'Health care' 
by person in- eluded in 1,25% contribution to 
volved  General Health Service (See Table 
11.1 Financing) 
(iv)  duration  (iv)Unlimited  (iv)Unlirrited  (iv)1. and 2. Until victim's  (iv)Unlimited 
health and earning capacity are 
restored 
Benefits:  Terf1)0rary incapacity-Injury Bene-
1. Temporary incapa- fit paid 
dty 
(b) Cash benefits 
(i)  waiting period  (I)None, H  incapacity last more  (~3 days (10)  (~None  See Table IX-1  (~1. and 2.- (i)3days 
than 3 days (Sundays excl.) 
(ii)  duration  (I~  Maximum of 156 days (Sundays  (ii)Until cure or permanent condi- (ii)Until cure or permanent condi- (ii) 1. and 2. Whilst vidim is un- (i~Maximum  of 168 days (exduding 
excl.)  tion  tion but annuity after 13 weeks  dergoing medical treatment or occu- Sundays) 
pational rehabilitation 
(iii) basic earnings  (iii)Not applicable  (ii~Average daily earnings re- (iii)Actual earnings during a spe- (iii) 1. and 2. E • 80 % of lost  (iii)-
used for cal- calved during the 15 'M>rking days  cified period (maximum: ceiling  earnings above national minimum 
culation  prio~ to cessation of work  for earnings on whi~  contribu- wage for insured person's sector 
tiona are paid) 
(iv)amount  (iv)lnjury benefit :IRL 64.80 per  (iv)60 % of basic daily earnings  (iv)Gross salary which the  (iv)1. and 2. Total incapacity:  (iv)See Table IV 'Sickness- cash 
week(13)  for 90 days; thereafter 75 %  91T1lloyee 'M>Uid have earned H  he  two thirds of reference wage (one  benefits' 
Pay-related benefit : payable pro- had continued to work  third for first 3 days following 
vided there is an underlying title  (10) From the dayfoiiCMring the  accident) 
to sickness benefit  injury. In practice the em- Partial incapacity: two thirds of 
ployer pays compensation fof  reference wage (one third during 
(13) Additional allowances payable  that period (  1  00 % for the  hospitalization and any period for 
for dependants.  day of the injury and 60 %  which cost of medical treatment 
for the following three  and maintenance is borne by 
days).  responsible institution, unless 
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(continued)  earnings before the accident or 
the beglmlng of Incapacity due to 
occupational diseases, and the 
earnings in partial efT1)1oyment 
Benefits:  EIT'ployment injuries: Agreement  National Office of 8fT1)1oyment  Ascertained In each case by  The COfT1)8tent Institution after an  Incapacity Assessment Boards  The social sean~  fund, on the 
2. Permanent incapa- between Insuring body concerned  Injuries and occupational diseases  medical exanination as required by  opinion from the medical corrmlttee  advise of the consultant doctor. 
dty  and person involved; approval by  insurance.  trade cooperative association 
(a) fixing level of  Fund for EfT1)1oyment Injuries 
incapacity (= t)  COfT1>Uisory (after 1.1.1988; 
for accidents before 1.1.1988 
approval by the labour court). 
review oft  Appeal posable to labour court.  Review possible at any time during  During first 2 years after injury,  On request by the person concerned  Review posable at any time  ~.p to  Review posable at any time during 
Occupational diseases:  the 5 years after the annuity Is  review Is possible at any time;  every 6 months  rriniiTl.lm retirement age; first  the first 2 years after t Is fixed. 
administrative notification  fixed If greater changes in  after permanent annuity is fixed,  review may not, however,take place  Thereafter normally at intervals 
Appeals: EfT1)1oyment trbunal  circumstances. The Office can  at Intervals of at least 1 year.  until a1  least two years have  of at least one year 
Review posable :  however, before this period has  The increase or decrease of t must  elapsed from onset of incapacity; 
(a) errployment injuries :during 3  passed, extend the 5 years linit  be at least 10%  for subsequent reviews, minimum 
years from the date of the  once if there are special  Interval is one year from final 
agreement between the parties  circumstances  decision resulting from preceding 
or the final decision.  review application. 
(b) occupational diseases : at any  Where a review is requested by the 
time  social security authorities, there 
is no such minimum interval 
Minimum t giving  15%  2.0%  33.33%  See Table Vl'lnvalidity'  No ninirnJm 
entitlement to 
compensation 
Benefits:  Total earnings (possibly reoonstl- Total earnings in year before  Actual earnings in the 12 months  See Table Vl'lnvaHdity'  Real earnings for normal working  Adual earnings in the 12 months 
2. Permanent incapacity  tuted) of year prior to accident  Injury (maxiiTl.lm: DKR 265 000)  prior to cessation of work. In any  day at time of accident ITl.lltiplied  prior to cessation of work 
(b) Basic earnings  or cessation of work because of  case 60% (persons aged over 18)  by 365, plus annual total for  Minimum E • FF 80 001,89 
used for cal- occupational disease.  or 40% (up to 18) of the rete- bonuses, special payments and  Maximum E • FF 640 015,12 
culating annuity  On 1.1.1990:maximum-BFR 807 480  renee amount (1990: OM 39480) (11)  other reckonable elements of  Only one third of the actual 
(=E). Possible  For ninors: earnings of majors  Maximum E- OM 36 000, or more If  remuneration  earnings In excess of twice the 
reduction of E  laid down in statute or by decree  miniiTl.lm Is counted  ~.p to the 
(= E reduced)  maxiiTl.lm (• E reduced). H  t is 
less than 10%, no ninimum E 
(11) For children, the following 
proportions apply: 1/4 (chil-
dren under 6) or 1/3 (chil· 
dren 6- 14) of average gross 
earnings in the year before 
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(continued)  claimant has dependants) 
Benefits:  Disablement is assessed by the  t fixed for injuries on the basis  Assessment by annuities joint  See Table IX-1  1. Labour Trbunal  Medical boards and medical appeal 
2. Permanent incapa- Departmert of Social Welfare  of a table for assessing permanent  corrmittee based on the medical  2. Labour Tribunal or National  trbunals 
city  following medical examination  incapacity; for occupational  examination of the social security  Occupational Diseases Fund 
(a) fixing level of  diseases on the basis of opinion  organization  within their respective 
incapacity (= t)  of the consultant doctor  spheres d corT1>9tence 
review oft  At end of any provisional  Review possible during the 4 years  Review possible only during the 3  1. and 2. Review possible either 
assessmert period or earlier H  alter the annuity Is fixed at  years following the fixing of the  on initiative of responsible 
circumstances alter  intervals of at least one year;  annuity unless deterioration of  institutions or at request of 
thereafter at intervals of at  more than 10%  beneficiary 
least 3 years. No further review 
alter 10 years (no limit for 
silicosis and asbestosis) 
1. and 2. Indicated in scale of 
Minimum t giving  1%  11%  incapacities  14%, except for pneumoconiosis, 
entitlement to  No rrinimum for silicosis or  diffuse mesothelioma and byssino-
compensation  asbestosis col'li>ined with  sis: 1% 
tuberculosis 
Benefits:  Not appHcable  Average earnings In the year prior  Actual earnings in the year prior  .  1. and 2. E-80% of lost  None, not earnings-based 
2. Permanent incapacity  to cessation of work:  to cessation of work or, if more  earnings above national minimum 
(b) Basic earnings  Industry: Minimum LIT 12 786 000  favourable, the customary daily  wage for Insured person's sector 
used for cal- Maximum: LIT 23 709 000  earnings In the last post  d employment 
culating annuity  Agriculture: fixed amount of LIT  multiplied by the average nurmer  1. In the event of incapacity 
(•  E). Possible  20317000  d days d work completed In the  below 50 % E reduced - 70 % 
reduction of E  Reduction of basic earnings  erterprise. For insured persons 
(= E reduced)  according to a table of basic  receiving monthly salaries: 12 
percentages corresponding to  times the monthly salary at the 
incapacity levels: between  11  and  time of injury. 
64 %. percertage - 35-98 % between  Legal minimum wage in application: 
65 and 100%, percentage- 100%  social minimum wage valid at the 
time of the aocident.Maxlmum wage: 
LFR 1 506 696. 
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(Continued)  the accident. 
Benefits:  S x t, except after 1st April 1984  Total incapacity: pension equal to  Ext x66.7%  See Table Vl'lnvalidity'. At  Permanent partial incapacity for  E reduced x t reduced 
2. Permanent incapacity  for permanent incapacity below 10%:  80 %of annual earnings d reel- least 60 % of the reference  habitual occupation: 24 times  Reduced level •  Incapacity level 
(c) Amount of formula  reduced by haH between 0 %and 5%,  pient up to an amount of DKR  earnings for the Insurance cate- monthly reference wage  reduced by haH for the portion 
and by one quarter betWeen 5% and  265 000, which amount is read jus- gory of the person concerned  Permanent total incapactty for  under 50% and Increased by haH 
10%  ted following general wage rises  habitual occupation: 55 o/o of  for the portion over 50 o/o 
Partial incapacity: pension propor- reference wage; in the case d  1) t -tower than 10 o/o 
tiona! to the degree of invalidity  workers over 55 this is increased,  Corrpensation in the form of a 
subject to certain conditions, by  capital payment; amount between 
20 o/o of reference wage  FF 2001 and FF 20 001  according 
Examples  66.7 o/o dE  when t • 100 o/o  Permanent total incapactty for  to rate dt. 
,._100%:100%  50.0 o/o of E when t •  75 o/o  mrk: 100 o/o of reference wage  2) t • higher than 10 o/o 
, •• 50%: 50%  33.3 o/o of E when t •  50 o/o  Severe disablement: as for 
,._ 20%: 20%  16.7%ofEwhent- 25%  preceding category, + 50 %  100.0 o/o of E reduced when t •  100% 
T· 8%:  6%  62.5 o/o d  E reduced when t •  75% 
T· 4%:  2%  25.0 o/o ol E reduced when t •  50% 
12.5 o/o d  E reduced when t •  25% 
Benefits:  (~Allowance d  (maximum) 12  (i)Vary according to individual  (i)See Table Vl'lnvalidtty'  (i)Abovementioned 50 o/o increase  (i)40 %of the annuity with a 
2. Permanent incapacity  times average monthly wage, accor- case from OM 450 to OM  1 802 per  for severe disablement. This  minimum of FF 57 983,70 per year 
(d) Supplements  ding to degree of necessity; not  month  supplement may, on applicalion 
(i) for care by an- during hospitalization.  by beneficiary or his/her legal 
other person  representatives and subject to 
authorization by the administering 
(ii) for dependants  (ii)See Table X-4 under 'Pen- (li)See Table X 'Farrily benefits'  (ii)See table Vl'lnvalidtty'  body or employers' mutual benefit  (I~See  Table X 'Family benefits' 
sioners' - allowances for children  association, be replaced by 
of invalidity pensioners  residential care in a weHare 
instttution 
(ii)See Table X 'Family benefits' 
Beneficiaries whose pension does 
not exceed the minimum retirement 
pension for persons over 65 are 
entttled to a family income 
supplement of PTA 1 050 per month 
for each dependent child 
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Benefits:  Permanent incapacity-Disablement  E reduced xt  Extx80%  1. and 2. Permanent total incapa- The rate of benefit depends on the 
2. Permanent incapacity  benefit paid  city for gainful ei'I"Pioyment:  degree of disablement: 
(c) Amount of formula  The rated disablement benefit  annuity amounting to 80 %of E  Up to 18 %:No amount, except pen-
depends on the degree of  Permanent total incapacity for  sions for pneumoconiosis, byssino-
disablement (physical or mental):  usual occupation: annuity amoun- sis and diffuse mesothelioma 
Disablement degree ol1 to 19 %:  ling to between half and two  UKL 7.66 per week when t •  1 %to. 
gratuity paid (see 'Redemption')  thirds of E depending on residual  10% 
Disablement degree of 20 %to 100%:  functional capacity to pursue  UKL 15.32perweekwhent-11% 
weekly pension paid. The level of  another suitable occupation  to19% 
Examples  pension depends on the degree of  100.0%d Ewhent-100%  80%dEwhent·100%  Permanent partial incapacity: annu- 14%to19% 
disablement  75.0%d E whent• 75o/o  60%o!Ewhent- 75%  ity amounting to two thirds of E  20to 100%: pension, amount depen-
50.0%dEwhent- 50%  40%o!Ewhent• 50%  ding on degree of disablement 
IRL 72.50 per week when t - 90% to  132%dEwhent• 25%  20o/oo!Ewhent• 25%  See (b) above  Payable from 91st day after date 
100% (14)  of industrial accident or onset of 
prescribed disease 
UKL 76.60 per week when t •  100% 
(14) Higher rates H  beneficiary  UKL 38.30 per week when t •  50 o/o 
is 66 or over.  UKL 15.32 per week when t •  20 o/o 
Benefits:  (!)Constant attendance allowance  (Oin cased permanent total  (i)Upto EX 100%  (01. and 2. Up to 25% d pension,  (i)Constant attendance allowan-
2. Permanent incapacity  lor a beneficiary receiving 1  00 o/o  Invalidity: personal assistance  subject to ceiling d E • 80 o/o  ce lor a person with 1  00 o/o dis-
(d) Supplements  disablement pension who requires  allowance of LIT 421 000 per month  ablement assessment who needs 
(i) for care by an- regular attendance  someone to attend him regularly 
other person  Standard rate:  IRL 29.40 per week  Minimum UKL 15.35 per week 
Reduced rate : IRL 14.90 per week  Normal maximum UKL 30.70 per 
(ii) for dependants  Exceptionally disabled  (li)For spouse and each dependent  (II) 10 o/o supplement lor each  (ii)1. and 2. In the event of  week (exceptionally UKL 61.40) 
: IRL44.10perweek  child: 5 o/o supplement, and  dependent child H  t • at least  permanent total incapacity lor  (15) 
Exceptionally severe cases  corri>ination with any family al- 50%; maximum: 100% of E  gainful employment, annuity is  2  Exceptionally severe disable-
: IRL 58.80 per week  lowances  Age-limit as lor !arTily allowances  increased by 1  0 o/o d E (subject to  ment allowance: 
(14)  ceiling d  E •  1  00 o/o) per family  UKL 30.70 per week if there is 
(II) Increases are payable to a  member treated as giving rise to a  entitlement to constant atten-
recipient of disablement benefit  family benefit entitlement  dance allowance above the 
who is also receiving unempioya- normal maxlrrum rate of UKL 
bility supplement (see Benefits 3 :  30.70 and the need for 
other benefits below).  attendance at such rate is 
The rates:  likely to be permanent 
Adult dependant:IRL 31.00 per week  (iONone 
1st & 2nd child:IRL 11.40 per week 
(.tl) 
3rd & other chHdren :IRL 11.00  (15) People who cannot work be-
per week (each)  cause they have to stay at 
home to care for a severely 
(14) Higher rates if beneficiary  disabled relative receiving 
is 66 or over.  constant attendance alio-
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Benefits:  E,..,loyment accidents: posable, at  If the level of invalidity Ia  Rede~ion  Is posable with the  lu~aum  payment for permanent par- Immediate co,ulaory red8fl1)tlon If 
2. Permanent inca- the request of the victim, for one  fixed conclusively at below 50 %,  insured person's consent If t Ia  tlal incapacity (see Table Vl-3).  t Is leas than 1  o  % and If the 
pacity  third or more of the capital  the pension will be c:o,ulaorily  leas than 30 %. lbove 30 %  Permanent total Incapacity  annuity Is less than 1/801h of 
(e) Redemption  representing the annuities, If at  redeemed by the payment of a lu,..,  rederrlltlon Ia posable under  pensions may be commuted to a lu~  minimum earnings 
least 10 "'  incapacity.  sum  certain conditions  sum payment amounting to 84 times  Optional fuH or partial rede~ 
RedefTl)tlon ~ory  for  At the age of 67 the pension Ia  monthly pension (claimants under  tion under certain conditions -
annuities for incapacity below 10%,  redeemed by the payment of a lu,  54) or 12 time& monthly pension  not before 5 years after ascertain-
reduced by one qu.-ter or one half,  sum equal to 2 years pension  (claimants under 59), in certain  ment of permanent condition 
after 1.1.1988.  cases 
Occupational diseases: no rede~ 
tion possible 
Benefits: 
2. Permanent inca-
pacity 
(f) Accumulation: 
(i) new earnings  (i)FuU accumulation with new  (~Full accumulation  (~FuU accumulation possible with  (~See Table VI 'Invalidity'  (~Permanent  partial incapacity:  (i)FuU accumulation possible with 
earnings  new earnings  co~ble  na.v earnings 
(ii) other pensions  (li)Limitationa with sickneaa,inva- (II)- (H) II combined with old-age or  (H)See Table Vl'lnvalldity'  (I~  Permanent total incapacity for  (ii)Cont>ination with an invalidity 
lldity, retirement and with other  invalidity pension the latter is  habitual occupation: compatble  pension restricted to 80 % of 
pensions for occupational acci- reduced when the total pensions  Permanent total incapacity for  actual earnings at time of Injury 
dents or diseases  exceed 80 % of the annual earnings  VIIOrk and severe disablement:  if that pension is granted as a 
taken into account for the  pensions no ifl'l)edlment to pursuit  result of the injury. No Hmlts 
employment injury pension or 90 %  of activities compatible with the  for old-age pension 
of invalidity basic earnings used  invalid's condition 
to calculate old-age/invalidity 
pension 
Benefits: 
3. Other benefits  Handicap allowance: allowance for  eo,ensation for non-disabling 
permanent handicap in dally life  permanent injuries: compensation 
(for 100% handicap, allowance is  paid on a scale reflecting degree 
DKA32000)  of physical impairment (from 
PTA6000toPTA 112000) 
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(continued)  wance a1 the normal maxirrum 
rale or more can be paid in-
valid care allowance a1 the 
rale rl UKL 24.75 a week. 
Benefits:  if the level rl disablement is  Special provisions permt  Redemption if T  is less than 40%  See Table IX-1  1. and 2. Special conditions 
2. Permanent inca- under 20 %, payment is normally a  redemption of certain annuities.  under special conditions.  permitting commutation of certain 
pacity  I~  sum gratuity calculated  Coi11)Uisory reder11)tion if 1  0 years  ~ulsory  ~ion  if tIs less  pensions at request of beneficiary 
(e) Redemption  according to the level of  after settlement of the annuity T  than 10%  or responsible institution 
disablement and to its probable  is between 11 %and 15%  Comrrutation COI'Jl)Uisory where 
duration  invalidity is 10 % or less and 
amount due does not exceed 
specified percentage of national 
rmimum wage. 
Benefits: 
2. Permanent inca-
pacity 
(f) Accumulation: 
(i) new earnings  (i)FuH a:cumulation permitted  (~Full accumulation posable with  (~Accumulation possbie with new  (~Full accumulation of permanent  (i)Ful accumulation,except with 
new earnings  earnings  incapacity pensions with earning  Income Support 
(ii) other pensions  (i~Full accumulation permitted  (II) Invalidity and old-age pen- (i~ln case of a:cumulation with  from new erTl)loyrnent  (li)Full accumulation,except with 
sions may be corrbined with employ- invalidity pension, latter is  (li)See Table VI 'Invalidity'  Income Support 
ment injury or occupational  reduced if together with~-
diseases pensions. The sum of the  ment injury pension it exceeds the 
corrtlined pensions may not exceed  average of the five highest annual 
the last earnings where the inva- earnings or, if more favourable, 
lidlty pension is paid for the  the earnings on which injury 
same reason as the injury annuity  pension was based 
Benefits: 
3. Other benefits  Several supplements are avaHable  See Table IX-1  Christmas bonus:  Disablement benefit may be 
in cases of disablement:  1. Annuity for permanent  increased by Reduced Earnings 
(I)  sickness benefit in cases of  incapacty or survivor's pen- ARowance payable to claimants 
~for  work (see  slon: 1112th of annual pension  unable to folow their pre-
Table IV);  2. Amount equal to pension for  accident regular occupation or to 
(i~ unerrployability s~lement  if  Decerrber  do suitable alternative work of 
sickness benefit not payable.  Pension supplement for severely  similar standard. Rate: difference 
The rates are the same as for  disabled persons requiring  between earnings in the regular 
sickness benefit  constant  attendance:  occupation and the suitable 
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Death: 
(i) Surviving  Widow 01 widower: Ex 30% d  Pension: 30 % d  annual salary of  Widow aged under 45: E x 30%  See Table VIII 'Survivors', but no  Reference figure in the case of  Widow aged under 60: E reduced x 
spouse (16)  basic earnings d  the victim  deceased (calculated on the basis  Widow aged over 45 01 with over  time-interval in marriage  errpoyment injury remains  30% 
Divorced 01 separated: annuities  of a maximum amount of DKR  50 % Incapacity level or with one  unchanged (see Table IX-3).  Widow aged CNer 60 or with at 
(16) As a general rule,  under special conditions.  265 000 during a period d  10  child receiving orphan's pension:  Where deceased spouse was in  least 50 % Incapacity level: E 
widows neither di- Cohabitant: no benefit  years maximum (same rules for  E x 40 'Yo. Widowers receive the  receipt of old-age or Invalidity  reduced x 50 % 
vorced nor separa- Remarriage after entitlement to  widows and widowers).  same amount  pension, reference figure will be  Widower: see widow 
ted as guilty par- benefit: no Influence.  It is a condition that the survl- If earnings or replacement ear- the one used to detemine that 
ties. In the eventh  vor was supported by the deceased  nlngs of wldON/er exceed a certain  pension; this amount is Increased 
of remarriage, the  or that the survivor's economic  level, the survivor's pension is  by old-age pension adjustments for 
pension is replaced  situation has otherwise deteriora- reduced by 40% of excess amount  period between date on which old-
by payments equal  ted because of this decease.  (transitory measure)  age or Invalidity pension first 
to several years'  A person who was cohabiting with  fell due and date of death. 
pension  the deceased at the time of the  Percentage applied to reference 
accident and for at least 5 years  figure is 45% (see Table Vlll-2) 
at the time of death has the same  See same table for minimum amounts 
rights as a spouse 
Death: 
(ii) Orphans  Each child: Ex 15 %, with maximum  Pension of 10 % d  annual earnings  Each child to age of 18, 01 25 if  See Table VIII 'Survivors'  Reference figure calculated  1 child: E reduced x 15% 
(children  of 45 %for group of children.  of deceased (up to 18 years old)  undergoing vocational training:  according to procedure set out in  2 children: E reduced x 30 % 
having lost  Annuities due until age 18, or  Ex20%(17)  Table IX-3, as in the cased  3 children: E reduced x 40 %, etc 
one parent)  until end of entitlement to family  surviving spouse 
benefit, and, after 1.7.19871n  For percentages and minimum 
case of handicapped orphans: lor  (17) No accumulation with training  amounts see Table Vlll-2 
IHe (or duration of handicap).  01 similar earnings abCNe a 
certain amount. 
Death: 
(iii) Orphans  Each orphan: E x 20 % (max: 60 %)  pension of 20 % of annual earnings  Ex30%(17)  See Table VIII 'Survivors'  Reference figure: see Table IX-3.  Each orphan: E reduced x 20 % 
(children  Annuities due until age 18, or  of deceased (up to 18 years old)  Percentages and minimum amounts:  Accumulation with family 
having lost  until end of entitlement to fami- see Table Vlll-2  allowances 
both parents)  ly benefit, and after 1.7.87 in  (17) No accumulation with training 
case of handicapped orphans: for  01 similar earnings abCNe a 
life (or duration of handicap)  certain amount. 
Death: 
(iv) Dependent  Father and mother E x 20 % each,  H  total benefits to spouse and  E x20%(E x 30%f01 a couple)  See Table VIII 'Survivors'  See Table Vlll-3, except that  E reduced x 1  0 % for each parent 
parents  or E x 15 % for surviving spouse  children amount to less than  Parents and grandparents, with  reference figure is  calculated  and grandparent 
and other  without children. Also grand- E x 70 %, an annuity can be  priority to the parents  according to formula in Table IX-3  Maximum for total parents and 
relatives  children, brothers and sisters and  granted under special circumstan- grandparents: 
grandparents  ces to other dependants such as  E reduced x 30% 
parents, brothers, sisters, grand-
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(continued)  1. and 2. Up to 25% of pension  alternative occupation. Maximum: 
UKL 30.64 per week 
Death: 
(i) Surviving  Widow: pension of IRL 71.00 a week  Widow or widower: 50 'Yo d  the  wtOr:1N E X 40 'Yo  See Table IX-1  1. and 2. Widow: Until age 65:  See Table VIII 'Survivors' 
spouse (16)  (20)  annuity (19)  With at least 50 % incapacity  Ex30% 
Widower: pension d  71.00 a week  level: E X 50 %  After age 65 or in the event of 
(16) As a general rule,  if incapable of supporting him- (  19) In the case of divorce, a  physical or mental illness: 
widows neither di- self by reason d  illness or inva- widower receiving maintenance  Ex40% 
vorced nor separa- lidity.  can obtain, wholly or partly,  IMdower (21) 
ted as guilty par- If widower is not invalidated but  the survivor's pension at the 
ties. In the eventh  was dependant on the deceased  discretion of the judge. 
of remarriage, the  spouse (20), a lufll) sum of 
pension is replaced  IRL 3,690 is paid.  (21) The publication is expected 
by paymeniS equal  A pension supplement of IRL 4.10  dan aclestablishing equal 
to several years'  is paid to widow(er) aged 66 or  treatment 
pension  over who is living alone. 
(20) Higher rates if beneficiary 
is aged 66 or over. 
Death: 
(ii) Orphans  The wldow(er)'s pension Is in- 20 %of the annuity for each chUd,  Children (up to 18, or 25 if  1. and 2. Children under 18 (21 or  See Table VIII 'Survivors' 
(children  creased by IRL 15.00 per week for  until age 18 (21  if studying, 26  continuing studies or vocational  24 in the event of further or 
having lost  children uder 18 years of age (un- if at University)  training and with no limit for  higher education): 
one parent)  der 21  years if the child is in  handicapped children): E x 20%  1: E x20 %; 2: Ex 40%; 3or 
full-time education)(20)  Accumulation with family  more: E x 50. No age lirrit in the 
allowances  event of permanent total 
(20) Higher rates if beneficiary  incapacity for work 
is aged 66 or over. 
Death: 
(iii) Orphans  Orphans allowance IRL 36.90 per  40 %of the annuity for each  As aboYe  Ex40%,80%or 100%  See Table VIII 'Survivors' 
(children  week for each child  orphan, untU age 18 (21  if  respectively for 1, 2 or 3 or more 
having lost  studying, 26 if at university)  children subject to same condi-
both parents)  lions as above, but limited to 70% 
of victim's earnings 
Death: 
(iv) Dependent  Dependent parents maintained by:  20 % of annuity for each parent,  For all dependants of the vidlm:  1. and 2. Ex 15%  for each 
parents  (~  Unmarried worker:  grandparent, grandchild, brother  Ex30%  relative In ascending line under 
and other  IRL 71.00 per week for one  or sister if no other beneficiary  The sum of E x 20 % for certain  age65 
relatives  parent (20)  exists  other persons who fuHU other  Ex 20% as from age 65 or in the 
IRL 31.90 per week for other  conditions  event d physical or mental 
parent (20)  illness leading to incapacity for 
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(continued)  children, etc. It is a condition 
that the deceased took care of the 
upkeep of the dependant 
Death: 
(v) Maximum tor all  E x 75 %with order of priority  Ex70%  E x 80 %, excluding, where appll- See Table VIII 'St1rvlvors'  100%  of reference figure In each  E reduced x 85 % 
beneficiaries  cable, parents and grandparents  case 
Death: 
(vi) Capital sum  Rederrption possible of maximum  L~  sum of DKR 84 000 for survi- 1112th of the annual earnings  Funeral anowance (see Table IV  Dealh grant of PTA 5 000  Refund of funeral expenses limited 
on death  1/3d of capital representing  ving spouse  (ninimum OM 400)Cost of trans- 'Sickness • cash benefits'  Specialluf'l1)-sum payment equal to:  to a maximum sum 
annuities of parents or spouse;  porting the body to the place of  6 x monthly reference figure for 
only lor surviving spouse in case  interment is covered  wldow(er) ; 1 x monthly reference 
of accident after 1.4.1984.  In  figure for each child entitled to 
that case: capital representing  a pension (where there is no 
annuity of 30 % of basic earnings  entitled surviving spouse the 
of deceased.  relevant payment will be shared 
Indemnity for funeral expenses:  between the children); 9 x monthly 
30 x avery daily earnings, le.  reference figure for each parent 
30 x E/366 with a minimum corres- (or 12 x monthly reference figure 
ponding to the minimum guaranteed  for both), where neither is 
in sickness and invalidity insu- entitled to a survivor's pension 
ranee. 
Reimbursement of real expenses for 
transfer of body to place of 
burial. 
Adjustment:  1. Adjustment for annuities which  Annual adjustment according to  Annual adjustment by decree  See Table VII'Oid-age'  Employment injury and occupation  Annual adjustments on 1 January 
for specified categories of  change in average wage level  according to rules governing  disease payment are normally  ,  and 1 July by decree fixing the 
Invalidity rates do not reach a  pension insurance  adjusted once a year. There is no  coefficient of increase 
specific sum. The adjustment is  automatic adjustment 
equal to the difference between 
the annuity and the said sum. 
These sums are fixed by royal 
decree and are pegged and 
adjusted annually 
2. In other cases: adjusted 
annually with indexation 
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(continued)  (ii) married worker:  work 
IRL 31.90 per week for each  Where there is also an entitled 
parent (20)  spouse/child (ren): Ex 10%  for 
each relative in ascending line 
(20) Higher rates if beneficiary 
is aged 66 or rw«. 
Death: 
(v) Maximum for aU  NoUrrit  Ex 100%  Ex SO%  Ex SO%  None 
beneficiaries 
Death: 
(vi) Capital sum  Funeral grant of IRL 250  Luf'll) sum of LIT 1 685 000  1/15th of the annual earnings  See Table IX-1  1. and 2. Funeral expenses grant:  See Table VII-Survivors - survi-
on death  30 x daily remuneration (or twice  ving spouse 
this amount in the event of the 
body having to be transferred) 
Adjustment:  Benefits are normally increased  Auton:-tlc two-yearly adjustments  Adjustment by special !aw  Adjustment by govemment decision  All long-term and short-term ben• 
once a year  linked to changes in industrial  according to changes In wage level.  fits are adjusted by legislation 
earnings  The sums adjusted by this means  In line with general level of 
are pegged to the cost-of-living  prices 
Index and at the same time as pensions. 
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Return to active life:  There is a possibility of new  Rehabilitation: see Table VI  Functional rehabilitation as part  See Table VI 'Invalidity'  See TableVI-4  Functional rehabilitation subject 
Rehabilitation,  errployment and measures of social  'Invalidity'  of medical care on the Initiative  In addition to general  to medical opinion at the expense 
retraining  and professional readaptation, If  Retraining in special retraining  and at the expense of the trade  rehabilitation Institutions, there  of the primary fund 
necessary. The 'Fonds national de  centres authorized by the National  cooperative associations  are certain institutions intended  Vocational retraining in special 
reclassement social des handlcapes'  Office. Costs paid by Insurance  Retraining: where necessary, adap- specifically for ei'Jl)loyment injury  vocational retraining centres (23) 
deals with the rehabilitation and  coi'Jl)anies If retraining Is In  tation to a new occupation with  and occupation disease victims  or establishments; cost Is respon-
retraining of handicapp8d workers  continuation of treatment of  vocational guidance; financial as- sibility of the primary fund, 
with at least a 30 % Incapacity  casuallty  sistance for the insured person  aHowances or annuities being 
level (mental: 20 %). The Fund may  and his family for the retraining  continued or, in some cases, 
set up or help to set up  period  increased 
rehabilitation centres.(22) 
(Rehabilitation may also be paid 
for by the Occupational Diseases  (23) Retraining centres COI'Jl)ulsory 
Fund)  for enterprises errploying 
01er 5 COO workers. 
(22) Such measures have been in 
operation for many years for 
disabled servicemen and other 
groups c:A handicapped workers. 
Return to  Enterprises ei'Jl)loying a staff of  Public authorities have to give  Obligation to errploy seriously  For certain categories (e.g. the  Quotas may be established for the  Preferential ei'Jl)loyment c:A 
active life:  more than 20 must take on a nurrber  preference to handicapped persons  disabled persons in all enterpri- blind)  ei'Jl)loyment c:A  handicapped workers  handicapped persons on staff up to 
Preferential  of handicapped persons registered  who cannot get ei'Jl)ioyment in  ses as a 6 % quota of the staff or  (24). Firms taking on handicapped  6%  c:A total.(22) 
employment  with the Fund. During the rehabill- private enterprises, but who are  to pay OM  150 per month corrpulsory  workers are eligible for 
of handicapped  tation period, allolovances and  considered capable of executing  COI'Jl)ensation for each reserved job  incentives taking the form of  (22) Such measures have been in 
persons  supplementary earnings are paid to  the work in question  that is unfilled  social security contribution  operation for many years for 
them by the Fund (22)  relief  disabled servicemen and other 
Encouragement is given in the  groups c:A  handicapped workers. 
shape of subsidies and tax/contri-
(22) Such measures have been in  bution relief to schemes involving 
operation for many years for  the creation by firms of sheltered 
disabled servicemen and other  ei'Jl)loyment centres for handicapped 
groups c:A handicapped workers.  workers 
(24) Obligation for errployers with 
a permanent workforce of over 
50 people to set a side 2 % 
of posts for handicapped wor-
kers. 
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Retum to active life:  Rehabilitation services and  Functional rehabilitation in  The insurance association may  1. and 2. Possible for benefi- Ef11)1oyment rehabilitation centres, 
Rehabilitation,  vocational training are available  specialized heahh e&tablishments  prescribe C0!'11>Uisory medical  ciaries aged 50 suffering from  disablement resettlement officers 
retraining  free of charge to disabled persons  and vocational retraining  treatment to irTprove the working  permanent total incapacity.  and vocational training facilities 
under the Health Acts.  Convalescence in recognized  capacity of the recipient of an  Pension is suspended and a special  throughout the country, all 
Contrbutions may be made from the  hospitals or homes is financed by  annuity.  allowance paid during attendance  financed by the government, and 
Occupational Injuries Fund  the regions  The agency for the placing and  at vocational training courses  available to disabled people in 
vocational retraining of  general 
handicapped workers gives its 
opinion upon the advisability of 
measures 
Retum 10  Public authorities reserve up to  Persons disabled by industrial  Certain jobs suitable for their  1. and 2. Firms ellllloying a staff  Obligation for e!'11>ioyers of over 
active life:  3 % of suitable positions for  injuries are placed and «f1lloyed  abilities are reserved for persons  of at least 20 are obliged to give  20 people to efTl)loy 3 % of 
Preferential  disabled persons  in enterprises with a staff of 50  affected by ellllloyment injuries at  priority as regards recruitment to  registered disabled people. Car 
employment  and over (one such person for each  a fair and reasonable wage  handicapped persons permanently  park and passenger electrical IHt 
of handicapped  50 workers). 40 % minimum level of  incapacitated as a result of  attendants must be registered dis-
persons  incapacity for such guaranteed  accidents occurring in their  abled people 
ellllioyment  service.  In the case of temporary 
in~city,  firms ellllloying a 
staff of at least 1  0 are obliged 
to give victims work corresponding 
to their capabilities 
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Retum to active 
life:Change of  In cases of occupational disease  In the event of risk of aggrava- In the 8Y8nt of risk of occupa- In cases where a doctor diagnoses  SIUcosla and asbestosis 
employment  risk, on the advise of the  tion or relapse of an occupational  tional diseases, aggravation or  ayrrptoma of an occupational di-
(i) condition  occupational doctor and with the  disease, the National Office of  relapse, in particular dermato- aease which, whilst not consti-
agreement of the e!T1Jioyee (who can  E111>ioyment Injuries and Occupatio- ala and silicosis, the profesaio- luting t..,orary incapacity, may 
be assisted by a doctor of his  nal Diseases Insurance can induce  nal association must recommend a  be prevented from worsening by the 
choice)  the insured person to change oc- change of occupation  transfer of the victim to ancther, 
cupation  risk-free job, a transfer to that 
end must take place within the 
same firm 
Retum to active 
life:Change of  Temporary cessation: temporary  Occupational diseases: for a  In certain cases, occupational  After examination by a specialist 
employment  incapacity allowance during the  maximum of 5 years transitional  disease victims forced to change  a standard rate ~ion 
(ii) compensation  period  annuity (two thirds of E) or a  jobs as a result of their condi- payable in 25 or leas monthly 
Permanent cessation: full parma- iu.,  sum of one year's fun  tion receive temporary OOI'l1>9na•  Instalments and equal to a maximum 
nent incapacity aHowance for 90  annuity  tion from the social security  of 300 times the average dally 
days  E111>ioyment injuries: allowance  scheme for the consequent loss of  earnings of workers in the same 
The person Is also granted a~  equal to sickness benefit (see  earnings, including the difference  category when the insured 
riod of professional readaptation  Table IV 'Sickness-cash benefits')  between subsequent earnings and  person was erf1Jioyed during 
in the course of which he or she  the payments due in the event of  exposure to the risk or, where 
receives salary and indemnity pay- termination or suspension of the  applicable, for each year of 
menta equal to aHowance for 10tal  8111>ioyment relationship  exposure 60 times the earnings 
incapacity  taken as reference, payable in a 
proportionally smaller number of 
monthly instalments 
Conditions: not to be entitled to 
an annuity for pneumoconiosis; to 
leave the post in 6 months; to 
change e.,loyment. H  entitlement 
to an annuity or allowance 
subsequently occurs, the change of 
employment allowance is deducted 
therefrom for the corresponding 
period. 
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Return to active 
life:Change of  As under' Rehabilitation,  Silicosis and asbestosis  In the 8Y8flt cA  risk of occupatio- As under •  Rehabilitation, 
employment  retraining' above  nal disease, aggravation or r•  retraining' above 
(i) condition  lapse, an allowance may be gran-
ted to the worker to facilitate 
hisre-~ment 
Return to active 
life:Change of  TerJl)Orary annulty.for disabled  A te!'ll)OI'ary annuity to compensate  As in permanent incapacity 
employment  persons whose incapacity does not  for loss of earnings may be 
(ii) compensation  exceed 80 %. The annuity is paid  granted 
for 1 year and is equal to two 
thirds of the difference between 
earlier average daily earnings and 
the daily earnings received in the 
new jab I the latter are lower 
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 Table  X  Family benefits 
Belgium  Denmark  FR of Germany  Greece  Spain  France 
Legislation 
1. First law  4 August 1930  Law of 31  March 1950  13 Noverrber 1954  1958  Law of 18 July 1938  11  March 1932 
2. Basic legislation  Coordinated la'NS (Royal Decree of  Law of 3 June 1967, as amended  Federal Farrily AHowances Act of  Decrees d  20-23 Dec:errber 1959 and  General Law on Social Security of  Social Security Code, Book V; 
19 December 1939)  Law d  19 March 1986 on general  14 April1964, most recently  Nos 527/1984 and 41211985  30 May 1974; Law of 19 June 1971  Decreed 10 Decerrber 1946, as 
family allowances  amended by act of 30 June 1989;  on the protection of large !ami- amended. Laws of 3 January 1975, 
social code, general part, 11  lies; Decree No 3158 of 23 Decem- 12 July 1977, 17 July 1980 
Decerrber 1975 most recently  ber 1966 and Decree No 56 d  9 
amended 20 Decerrber 1988.  January 1971; Law No 26 of 31 July 
1985; Royal Decree No2364 of 18 
December 1985 
Family allowances(1 ): 
Conditions:  1st  1st  1st  1st  1st  1st and 2nd (3) 
first child 
giving entitlement 
(1)  In the countries of the Euro- (1) In the countries of the Euro- (1)  In the countries of the Euro- (1) In the countries of the Euro- (1) In the countries of the Euro- (1) In the countries of the Euro-
pean Corrmunities the following  pean Conmunities the following  pean Comrrunities the following  pean Corrmunities the following  pean Comrrunities the following  pean Corrmunities the following 
give entitlement to family al- give entitlement to family al- give entitlement to family al- give entitlement to !arTily al- give entitlement to family al- give entitlement to family al-
lowances: legitimate and legi- lowances: legitimate and legi- lowances: legitimate and legi- lowances: legitimate and legi- lowances: legitimate and legi- lowances: legitimate and legi-
timized children, stepchil- timized children, stepchil- timized children, stepchil- timized children, stepchil- timized children, stepchil- timized children, stepchil-
dren, recognized natural chil- dren, recognized natural chil- dren, recognized natural chit- dren, recognized natural chil- dren, recognized natural chil- dren, recognized natural chi-
dren, ad~ed  children and  dren, adopted children and  dren, adopted children and  dren, adopted children and  dren, adopted children and  dren, ad~ed  children and 
children given a home. Nor- children given a home. Nor- children given a home. Nor- children given a home. Nor- children given a home. Nor- children given a home. Nor-
malty, dependent children  many, dependent children  malty, dependent chHdren  malty, dependent children  malty, dependent children  malty, dependent children 
although the definition of  although the definition d  although the definition of  although the definition d  although the definition d  although the definition of 
this varies between countries.  this varies between countries.  this varies between countries.  this varies behveen countries.  this varies between countries.  this varies between countries. 
In Belgium, Greece and Italy  In Belgium, Greece and Italy  In Belgium, Greece and haly  In Belgium, Greece and Italy  In Belgium, Greece and haly  In Belgium, Greece and italy 
legislation also provides for  legislation also provides for  legislation also provides for  legislation also provides for  legislation also provides for  legislation also provides for 
other cases: brothers, sis- other cases: brothers, sis- other cases: brothers, sis- other cases: brothers, sis- other cases: brothers, sis- other cases: brothers, sis-
tars, nephews and nieces; in  ters, nephews and nieces; in  ters, nephews and nieces; in  ters, nephews and nieces; in  ters, nephews and nieces; in  tars, nephews and nieces; in 
Germany dependent brothers,  Germany dependent brothers,  Germany dependent brothers,  Germany dependent brothers,  Germany dependent brothers,  Germany dependent brothers, 
sisters and grandchildren; in  sisters and grandchildren; in  sisters and grandchildren; in  sisters and grandchildren; in  sisters and grandchildren; in  sisters and grandchildren; in 
Greece and Portugal orphaned  Greece and Portugal orphaned  Greece and Portugal orphaned  Greece and Portugal orphaned  Greece and Portugal orphaned  Greece and Portugal orphaned 
grandchildren or (Portugal)  grandchildren or (Portugan  grandchildren or (Portugan  grandchildren or (Portugal)  grandchildren or (Portugal)  grandchildren or (Portugal) 
those not entitled to family  those not entitled to family  those not entitled to famHy  those not entitled to family  those not entitled to family  those not entitled to family 
allowances through a parent  allowances through a parent  allowances through a parent  allowances through a parent  allowances through a parent  allowances through a parent 
In Italy, the benefit for the  In haly, the benefit for the  In italy, the benefit for the  In Italy, the benefit for the  In italy, the benefit for the  In italy, the benefit for the 
family has replaced the family  farrily h•  replaced the !arTily  family has repl.:ed the family  family has replaced the !arTily  family has replaced the !arTily  famHy has replaced the family 
benefits for workers and pen- benefits for workers and pen- benefits for workers and pen- benefits for workers and pen- benefits for workers and pen- benefits for workers and pen-
sioners slnce1.1.1988;the  sioners since 1.1.1988; the  stoners since 1.1.1988; the  sioners since 1.1.1988; the  sioners since 1.1.1988; the  sioners slnce1.1.1988;the 
beneftt Is allocated to the  benefit is allocated to the  benefit is allocated to the  benefit is allocaled to the  beneftt is allocated to the  benefit is allocated to the 
family in inverse function to  family In inverse function to  family in inverse function to  family in inverse function to  famHy in inverse function to  family in inverse function to 
the family income and In dl- the family income and in di- the family income and in di- the family income and in di- the family Income and in di- the family income and in di-
rect function to the number of  rect function to the number d  rect function to the nurrber of  rect function to the number d  rect function to the number of  rect function to the nurrber of 
family members.  No conditions  family members.  No conditions  family merrbers.  No conditions  family members.  No conditions  family members.  No conditions  !arTily members.  No conditions 
of actual charge.  of actual charge.  of actual charge.  of actual charge.  of actual charge.  of actual charge. 
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Legislation 
1. First law  Lawol1944  17 June1937  Law of 20 October 1947.  23 Dec:erri>er 1939  1942  Ad of 15 June 1945 
2. Basic legislation  Social Welfare (consoHdatlon) Ad,  Consolidated Law; Decree of 30 May  Law of 20 June 1977, as amended  26 April 1962  IJecree..Law No 197 of 7 May 1977,  Ads of 5 August 1965 and 7 August 
1981, as amended  1955; Law ol17 Odober 1961  Law of 19June 1985.  as since amended on sev•al  1975. and regulations thereund• 
Law No 153 of 13 May 1988 (family  occasions 
benefits) 
Family allowances(1 ): 
Conditions:  1st  1st  1st  1st  1st  1st 
first child 
giving entitlement 
(1) In the countries of the Euro- (1) In the countries of the Euro- (1) In the countries of the Euro- (1) In the countries of the Euro- (1) In the countries of the Euro- (1) In the countries of the Euro-
pean Cornnunities the following  pean Cornnunities the following  pean Commmities the following  pean Cornnunities the following  pean Comm.mities the following  pean Cornnunilies the following 
give entitlement to family al- give entitlement to farnly al- give entitlement to family al·  give entitlement to farnly al- give entitlement to farnly al- give entitlement to family al-
lowances: legitimate and legi·  lowances : legitimate and le- lowances: legitimate and legi- lowances: legitimate and legi- lowances: legitimate and legi- lowances: legitimate and legl-
timized children, stepchll- gitimized children, stepchil- tlmized children, stepchH·  tirnzed children, stepchil- timized children, stepchil·  timized children, stepchil-
dren, recognized natural chil·  dren, recognized natural chil- dren, recognized natural chil- dren, recognized natural chil- dren, recognized natural chil- dren, recognized natural chll· 
dren, cmopted children and  dren, adopted children and  dren, adopted children and  dren, adopted children and  dren, adopted children and  dren, cmopted children am 
children given a home. Nor- children given a horne.  Nor- children given a horne. Nor·  children given a home. Nor·  children given a horne. Nor·  chHdren given a home. Nor-
mally, dependent children  mally, dependent chHdren al·  mally, dependent chUdren  many, dependent children  mally, dependent children  mally, dependent children 
although the definition of  though the definitiOn of this  although the definition of  although the definition ol  although the definition ol  although the definition of 
this varies between countries.  varies between countries.  In  this varies between countries.  this varies between countries.  this varies between countries.  this varies between countries. 
In Belgium, Greece and italy  Belgium, Greece and laly le- In Belgium, Greece and italy  In Belgium, Greece and italy  In Belgium, Greece and italy  In Belgium, Greece am italy 
legislation also provides for  . gislation also provides for  legislation also provides for  legislation also provides for  legislation also provides for  legislation also provides for 
other cases: brothers, sis·  other cases : broth•, sisters,  other cases: brothers, sis- oth• cases: brClthers, sis- other cases: broth•s. sis·  other cases: brothers, sis-
ters, nephews and nieces; in  nephews and nieces; in Germany  ters, nephews and nieces; in  t•s. nephews and nieces; in  ters, nephews and nieces; in  ters, nephews and nieces; In 
Germany dependent brOihers,  dependent brothers, sisters  Germany dependent brothers,  Germany dependent brothers,  Germany dependent broth•s.  Germany dependent brOihers, 
sist•s and grandchildren; in  and grandchildren; in Greece  sisters and grandchildren; in  sisters and grandchildren; in  sisters and grandchildren; in  sisters and grandchildren; In 
Greece and Portugal orphaned  and Portugal orphaned grand- Greece and Portugal orphaned  Greece and Portugal orphaned  Greece and Portugal orphaned  Greece and Portugal orphaned 
grandchildren or (Portugal)  children or (Portugal) those  grandchildren or (Portuga~  grandchildren or (Portugal)  gra'ldchildren or (PortugaQ  grandchildren or (Portugal) 
those not entitled to family  not entitled to famHy allo- those not entitled to family  those nClt entitled to family  those not entitled to family  those not entitled to family 
allowances through a parent  wances through a parent.  In  allowances through a parent  allowances through a parent  allowances through a parent  allowances through a parent 
In italy, the benefit for the  italy, the benefit for the fa- In Italy, the benefit for the  In italy, the benefit for the  In italy, the benefit for the  In Italy, the benefit for the 
family has replaced the family  mily has replaced the farnly  family has replaced the family  farnly has replaced the farnly  farnly has replaced the farnly  family has replaced the famly 
benefits for workers and pen- benefits for workers and pen- benefits for workers and pen- benefits for workers and pen- benefits for workers and pen- benefits for workers and pen-
sioners since 1.1.1988;the  sioners since 1.1.1988; the  sioners since 1.1. 1988; the  sion.s since 1.1.1988; the  sloners since 1.1.1988; the  sioners since 1.1.1988; the 
benefit is allocated to the  benefit Is alocated to the  benefit is allocated to the  benefit is allocated to the  benefit is aRocated to the  benefit is allocated to the 
family In inverse function to  family in inverse function to  farnly in inverse function to  famNy in inverse fundion to  family in inv•se function to  family in inverse function to 
the family income and in di·  the family income and in dl- the family Income and in dl- the family income and in di- the family income and in di- the farnly income and in di· 
rec:t function to the number of  rec:t function to the nurrtler  rect function to the nurrber of  red function to the number ol  red fundion to the nurmer of  rec:t function to the number of 
family rnerrtlers.  No conditions  of family members.  No condi- farrily mel'l"bers.  No conditions  family members.  No conditions  family rnerrt.a. No conditions  family members.  No conditiona 
of &dual charge.  tions of &dual charge.  ol actual charge.  of adual charge.  of actual charge.  of adual charge. 
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(Continued)  (3) Family col'fl)lement: 1st child 
if under 3 years old.  Family 
allowances: 2nd child. 
Family allowances(1 ): 
Age limit: 
(i)  Normal  18years  18years  16years (4)  18years  18 years  17 years 
(ii)  Vocational  21  years  27 years (5)  20years 
training 
(iii) Further edu- 25 years  27years  22 years  20 years 
cation 
(iv)  Girls remaining  25years (6)  27years  20years 
athane 
(v)  Serious  21  years (8)  Nolirm  Nolimtt  Nolirm  20 years 
infirmity 
(1) See Table X (Family  (6) Boys and girls.  (4) Prolongation to 21  possible 
Allowances -Condi- (8) No Nrm for those who were  for those registered for occu-
lions  already aged 21 on 1 July 1987.  palionaltralning, or availa-
ble for work as unei'J1)1oyed, 
and whose Income from work or 
from beneli1s does not exceed 
DM 400 per month. 
(5) No accumulation with income 
from study allowance of a1 
least DM 750, or with malnt• 
nance money or translation al-
lawance d at least DM 610 
Family allowances(1 ): 
Monthly amounts:  1st child: BFA 2 310  General family beneftts:  1st child: OM 50  1st child:  DR 920  PTA 250 per child (see Table X-2)  1st child: see 'Family corrplernenr 
(i) In national  2nd child: BFA 4 274  For child of 0-3 years: DKR 550  2nd child: DM  130  2 children: DR 3 170  2nd child: FF 566.45 
aJrrencies  3rd child and slbsequent children:  For child of 4- 18 years:  3rd child: OM 220  3 children: DR 6 920  3rd child and subsequent children: 
BFR6380(7)  DK 466,66 (DKR 1 400 per trimester)  4th child and slbsequent children:  4 children: DR 8 000  FF725.n 
(1) See Table X (Family  (see Table X-2)  DM240  For each following child an 
Allowances -Condi- (see Table X-2)  additional DR 1 500 plus DR 1 000 
lions  for third child born after 1 
(7) Reduction of BFA 375 per month  January 1982 
per attributee unless earnings 
are lower than BFA 33 348 or 
child is handicapped. 
150 Family benefits  Table  X 
Ireland  Italy  Luxembourg  Netherlands  Portugal  United Kingdom 
Family allowances(1 ): 
Age limit: 
(~  Normal  16 years  18 years  18years  17 years  14 years  16 years 
(ii)  Vocational  25years  24 years (12)  19 years 
training 
(iii) Further edu- 18 years  25years  24 years (12)  25 years 
cation 
(iv)  Girts remaining  24years (9) 
at home 
(v)  Serious  18 years  No limit  No limit  17years  Extension in certain cases up to 3 
infirmity  years 
(1) See Table X (Family  (9) Boys or girls. 
Allowances -Condi- (  12)0nly if not entitled to stu-
~ons  dent grants. 
Family allowances(1 ): 
Monthly amounts:  1st to 4th child: IRL 15.80 (11)  The amount or benefit for the  1st child: LFR 1 893  Basic amount by child aged 6 to  11  Each child: ESC 1 550  Each child: UKL 31.42 
(i) In national  5th and subsequent children:  family Ia In Inverse function to  2nd child: LFR 5 no  In farrily  See also Table X-2 'Supplements  From 08.04.1991, the amount for 
rurrencies  IRL 22.90 (11)  the family income and in direct  3rd child: LFR 12 694  with:  which vary with income'  the oldest child will increase 
In cases of triplets and quadru- function to the nurmer of family  4th and subsequent children:  1 child:  HFL 112.64  toUKL35.75 
(1) See Table X (Family  pleta the allowance for each child  meiTibera, I.e. for a farrily of four  LFR5678  2 children: HFL 141.88 
Allowances -Condi- Is doubled  with an Income of  (see Table X-2)  3 children: HFL 150.46 
~ons)  LIT 21  000 000 to 24 000 000 p.y.  4 chUdren: HFL 163.53 
(11) Rates valid from August 1988.  the benefit Ia LIT 11 0 000 per  5 children: HFL 171.36 
month. H  the Income Ia between  6 children: HFL 180.06 
LIT 30 000 000 and 33 000 000, the  7 children: HFL 186.28 
benefit Ia 20 000.  8 children: HFL 193.n 
Income aver LIT 33 000 000: no  (see Table X-2) 
benefit 
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Family allowances(1 ): 
Monthly amounts  1st child: ECU 54,47  General family benefits :  1st child: ECU 24,21  1st child: ECU 4,56  Each child: 1,97  2nd child: ECU 81,71 
(ii) In European  2nd child: ECU 100,78  For child 0-3 years : ECU 70,02  2nd chHd: ECU 62,95  2 children: ECU 15,72  3rd child and stbsequent chHdren: 
currency units  3rd child and stbsequent children:  For chid 4-18 years : ECU 56,86  3rd child: ECU 106,53  3 chHdren: ECU 34,32  ECU 104,69 
(ECU)  ECU 150,44  (  178,234 per trimester)  4th child and stbsequent children:  4 children: ECU 39,67 
116,21 ECU  For each following child an 
additional ECU 7,44 + ECU 4,96 for 
third child bom after 1 January 
1982 
Exchange rate  ECU 1 • BFR 42,4088  ECU 1 • DKR 7,8548  ECU 1 • OM 2,065134  ECU 1 • DR 201,6347  1 ECU • PTA 127,7427  ECU 1  • FF 6,9324 
(1.1.1990) 
(1) See Table X (Family 
Allowances -Condi-
tions 
Family allowances(1 ):  from  0-6 :  BFR 803  See monthly amounts  Supplements from the 2nd child: 
Supplements which  from  6-12:  BFR 1187  over 10: FF 159.31 
vary with age  from 12-16:  over 15: FF 283.22 
a) children In 1st order usual 
(1) See Table X (Family  levels except handicapped : 
Allowances -Condi- BFR1234 
tions  b) other children handicapped 
included : BFR 1 440 
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Ireland  Italy  Luxembourg  Netherlands  Portugal  United Kingdom 
Family allowances(1 ): 
Monthly amounts  1  at to 4th child: ECU 20.51  1st child: ECU 44,61  Basic amount by child aged 6 to 11  Each child: ECU 8,52  Each chUd: ECU 44,33 
(ii) In European  5th and stbsequent children: ECU  2nd child: ECU 135.99  In fanily with:  From 08.04.91,the amount for the 
currency units  29.73  3rd child: ECU 299,17  1 chlld:ECU 52,76  oldest child wiD Increase to 
(ECU)  4th and subsequent children:  2 chHdren: ECU 61,()3  ECU50,43 
ECU 133,82  3 dllldren: ECU 64,73 
4 chHdren: ECU 70,35 
5 chftdren: ECU 73,72 
6 children: ECU n,46 
Exchange rate  ECU 1 •  IRL 0,7702  ECU 1 • LFR 42,43  7 children: ECU 80,13  ECU 1 • ESC 181,4882  ECU 1  • lJKl 0,7088 
(1.1.1990)  8 chHdren: ECU 83,35 
ECU 1 • HFL 2,32408 
(1) See Table X (Family 
Allowances -Condi-
tions 
Family allowances(1 ):  Supplements for children:  -
Supplements which  from 6 years: LFR 462  Children up to 5 yea"&: 70% of 
vary wilh age  from 12 years: LFR 1 385  basic amount 
children 12-17: 130 % of basic 
(1) See Table X (Family  amount 
AllaNances -Condi- chHdren 18-24: 100% of basic 
tions  amount 
Double amounts are payable for 
Invalid children or students 
(stll mainly supported by 
applicant) If: 
(I)  under 16 nat living at home, 
(I~ 16 or 17 nat living In 
applicanrs nor In another 
adult household 
Double amounts also payable for 
ages 18 to 24 for students, those 
In occupational training or 
household tasks and mainly 
supported by appUcant 
Treble amounts are payable for 
children 18 to 24 studying or In 
occupational training no longer 
living In the household and 
supported for at least 90 % by 
applicant (16) 
(16) If eligible, invalid youths 
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Family allowances(1 ):  None  Progressive reduction to OM 70  Progressive reduction according to 
Supplements which  (2nd child) and OM  140 (each eldra  increase In gross family income: 
vary with income  child) if the annual income of the  if latter exceeds DR 1 400 001 p.y. 
parents is greater than OM 26 600  allowances are as follows: 
(1) See Table X (Family  (OM 9 200 eX1ra for each child)  1st child:  DR  625 
Allowances -Condi- Supplement to family allowances up  2 children: DR 2 050 
tions  to OM 48 per month, H  the tax  3 children: DR 3 920 
allowance for children cannot be  4 children: DR 5 340 
used in a sufficient way, because 
of low income. 
Other benefits:  None 
Allowances for other 
dependent persons 
Other benefits:  large families: st.pplements  Slbject to means test: FF 737 for 
Family complement(13)  ranging between 25 %and 35 %,  families with 1 child aged under 3 
('Complement  depending on number of children  years or at least 3 children 
familial1  (normally 25 %) 
(13)  In other countries 
e.g. France and the 
United Kingdom, 
there also exists a 
minimum household 
income, subject to 
a means test 
Other benefits:  The general benefits are st.ppl•  Increase of DR 1 250  for each  Guarantee of minimum family income 
Allowance for single  mented by DKR 337,33 per month and  child if parent is widow/er,  for single persons with at least 1 
parent  per child (14) (DKR 1 012pertri- invalid or soldier as long as  child. Monthly amount: 
mester).  Moreover, an allowance  survivor's pension does not exceed  FF 2 65527 plus FF 885.09 per 
of DKR 257 p.m. (DKR n3  pertri- a certain amount  child 
mester) and per houshold.  The allowance equals the 
dHference between this amount and 
the beneficiary's income (15) 
(14) The allowance is reduced by 
154 Family benefits  Table  X 
Ireland  Italy  Luxembourg  Netherlands  Portugal  United Kingdom 
(Continued)  of 18 or more are entitled to 
a benefit on account or inca-
pacity for work (see Table VI 
Invalidity'). 
Family allowances(1 ):  See Table X-1 'Monthly amounts'  If family income is less than  See "Family Credlr 
Supplements which  1 112 times national minirnJm wage, 
vary with income  the monthly amounts for the 3rd 
and subsequent children is 2 350 
(1) See Table X (Family  per child 
Allowances -Condi-
tions 
Other benefits: 
Allowances for other 
dependent persons 
Other benefits: 
Family complement(13) 
('Complement 
familial') 
(13)  In other countries 
e.g. France and the 
United Kingdom, 
there also exists a 
minimum household 
income, subject to 
a means test 
Other benefits:  Single parent with 1 child and  1  at child: UKL 24.26 per month 
Allowance for single  income not over IRL 6.00 per week :  (One Parent Benefit) 
parent  IRL 66.50 per week (amounts 
reduced if income over IRL 6.00 
per week) 
For each subsequent child: IRL 
13.50 per week 
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Belgium  Denmark  FR of Germany  Greece  Spain  France 
(Continued) 
an amount corresponding to 6 
%of that part of farrily in- (15) Advances may be made towards 
come exceeding DKR 180 000  ur.,a.id alirrony. 
per year. 
Other benefits:  None 
Prenatal allowance 
Other benefits: 
Birth grants  BFA 31  289 for first binh  DKR 5 000 p.y., up to the 4th  See 'Other allowances'  See Table V 'Maternity'  Allowance payable as follows: 
BFA 21  580 for second and each  binhday of the children, in case  FF 813 per rronth per child 
subsequent birth  of binh of more than one child.  Paid as from 4th month of 
May be obtained in advance two  pregnancy to 3rd rronth after binh, 
months before the probable date of  no means test; then until 3 years 
birth  of age - with means test 
Other benefits:  A housing allowance is paid to a  Accommodation: beneficiaries: 
Accommodation  lodger or owner in own dwelling W  those receiving one of the various 
allowances  housing costs are too onerous  forms of family allowances: 
and removal grants  elderly, handicapped, young 
workers, young households; the 
allowance is given for rents over 
a rrinimum, which varies according 
to the income of the person concer-
ned and the number of children. 
It can be increased for beneficia-
ries with low incomes 
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Ireland  Italy  Luxembourg  Netherlands  Portugal  United Kingdom 
Other benefits:  LFR 16 583 on condition that the 
Prenatal allowance  IT'Dther can prove that she has had 
the medical examinations 
preacrbed and that her legal 
domicile was in the Grand Duchy 
during the year before the birth 
Other benefits: 
Birth grants  IRL 300 in cases of triplets  LFR 16 583 on condition that one  Once-off payment of ESC 16 600 per  Maternity Payment (£ 100) from the 
IRL 400 in cases of quadruplets,  ol the parents had legal domicile  live birth  Social Fund. 
quintuplets etc.  in the Grand Duchy during the year  Allowance for nursing mothers: ESC  Available to those in receipt of 
(See also Table V 'Maternity')  before the birth and that the  3 050 per month for first 1  0  income-related benefits (Income 
IT'Dther had the prescribed post- months (subject to monthly medical  S~rt.  Family Credit). 
natal examination  examination of child) 
LFR 16 583 as a post-natal 
allowance on condition that the 
child had the prescribed medical 
examinations (19) 
(19) A maternity allowance is paid 
to women domiciled in Luxem-
bourg (see Table V 'Matern!-
ty'). 
Other benefits:  Rel110\lal Grants available from the 
Accommodation  Social Fund. 
allowances  Housing Benefit. 
and removal grants 
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Other benefits: 
Special allowances  Supplementary allowance ol BFR  Parent of handicapped chHd: DR  PTA 3 000 per month  Special allowance for persons with 
for handicapped  1  0 390 per month for each  1 250 per month  Other benefits varying In amount  a 50 %or more handicap, up to 20 
children(17)  handicapped child under 21 (18)  depending on the needs of the  years: FF 566.45 per month 
handicapped chHd  Supplement for children with at 
(17) Handicapped adults  Special education aBowance for  least 80 % incapacity who are not 
may benefit from  large families with handicapped  taken into care by the special • 
special allowances  (18) Handicapped persons having  children  education service: 
if the pension or  attained the age of 21 before  (i)  constant attendance by 
the unemployment  1st July 1987 may continue to  another person 
benefit is the prin- receive the supplementary be- FF 1274.52 per month; 
cipal family income  nefit until age 25 if they  (ii) discretionary daily help: 
fulfill the conditions.  FF 424 per month 
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Ireland  Italy  Luxembourg  Netherlands  Portugal  United Kingdom 
Other benefits:  See "Invalidity" (Attendance AI-
Special allowances  IRL 83 per month In respect rl  If one fani  ly 11'18tT'ber Is  Supplerrentary allowance of LFR  1. Additional allowance to  lowance) 
for handicapped  children between 2 and 16 years  handicapped, the ceiling of the  1 893 for each child under 18 with  children and young handicapped 
children(17)  living a1 horre  family Income is Increased by LIT  an Insufficiency or permanent  people under 25 - children (or 
(Dornicilary care Allowance)  10 000 000 p.y.  reduction of at least 50 % of  equivalent) of the Insured 
(17) Handicapped adults  physical or mental ability by  person or his spouse, fulfil-
may benefit from  co,_lson  with that of a chHd of  ting one rl  the following 
special allowances  the same age. Maintenance without  conditions: needing specialized 
if the pension or  an age III'Tit If the child Is  Individual treatrrent of a 
the unemployment  unable to care for itself unless  pedagogic or therapeutic nature; 
benefit is the prin- In receipt r1 a benefit from the  attending special training 
cipal family income  nalional solidarity lund or  Institutions or fulfilling 
another social security body  their conditions; 
capacities permanently 1111>8ired 
to such an extent thai they 
cannot prcwide for themselves 
when of age to perform an 
activity (ESC 4 1  00 per month 
up to 14 years; 6 000 per month 
up to 18 years; 8 000 per 
month up to 24 years) 
2. Monthly life allowance granted 
to children or equivalent of 
the insured person entitled to 
the additional allowance as 1. 
above, but over 24: ESC 11 200 
3. Special education allowance to 
chHdren or equivalent of the 
Insured person, up to 24 years 
of age, attending an official 
educational establishrrent or 
receiving another klnd of 
support recomrrended for their 
social rehabilitation. (Amounts 
varying in line with cost of 
the specialized education and 
family resources) 
4. Allowance for help by other 
person, for handicapped persons 
who need the help of another 
person: ESC 6 250 per month 
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Other benefits:  Education allowance: OM 600 per  (a) Allowances for:  Child care at home allowances: 
Other allowances  month for first 18 months  I.  Non working mothers  FF2000 
following the child's birth  married with soldiers or  Allowance ar beginning of school 
Account taken of income from  prisoners  year: children aged 6-16 FF 354.03 
seventh month  II. Greek lrrmlgrants reesta·  (means tested) 
bllshed In Greece 
(b) Special allowances: 
DR  500 for the 3rd child 
DR  750 for the 4th child 
DR 1000 for the 5th child 
Special cases: 
Unemployed persons  Un81'fl)loyed persons, from 7th month  There are no special rules In  The unerfl)loyed are entitled to  (a) Normal allowances H  50 days  Unemployed persons are entitled to  Unerfl)loyed persons are entitled to 
of unemployment, are entitled to  resped of unernployed persons  child benefits  work In preceding year  family allowances. See also  family allowances under certain 
family benefits at the following  (b) Normal allowances for persons  'Family supplements' In Table XI  conditions 
rates:  who receive unernployment bene- 'Un81'fl)loymenr 
1st child: BFA 3 359  fits for 2 months at least, 
2nd child: BFA 5 003  persons who are unable to work 
3d child and subsequent children:  for 2 months contlnualy, women 
BFA 6 508 (20) (+ supplements  who did not work for 2 months 
varying with age)  because of maternity leave. 
(20) On condition that the pension 
or erfl)loyment allowance Is 
the main source of income. 
Special cases: 
Pensioners  Entitled to family allowances to  Special allowances of DKR 647 per  Entitled to family allowances  Entitled to pension increases (see  Recipients of pensions are  Entitled to family allowances 
the following rates:  month for each child when one or  relevant tables and single parent  entitled to family allowances  (under certain conditions as 
1st child: BFA 3 359  both parents are pensioners.  allowance above)  See also 'Family supplements' in  regards Invalidity or ernployment 
2nd child: BFA 5 003  The general benefits are supple- Table VI 'Invalidity', Table VII  Injury pensioners) 
3d child and subsequent children:  mented by DKR 337,33 per month for  'Old-age' and Table VIII 
BFA 6 508(20)  child when both parents are pen- 'Survivors' 
(+ supplements varying with age)  sloners (21) 
Invalid workers are entitled to 
family allowances to the following 
rates:  (21) The allowances are reduced by 
1st child: BFR4 839  an amount corresponding to 
2d child: BFA 5 003  6 % of that part of family 
3d child and subsequent children:  income exceeding DKR 156 000 
160 Family benefits  Table  X 
Ireland  Italy  Luxembourg  Netherlands  Portugal  United Kingdom 
Other benefits:  Allowance at the beginning of  A quarterly supplementary  Marriage grant: ESC 13 800 paid 
Other allowances  school, for chHdren over 6.  allowance of HFL 17,69 is paid to  once for each Insured spouse 
Amount:  families with one chHd, and of  Funeral grant: ESC 19 300 on dealh 
1) For one child:  HFL 35,38 to famHies with two  of: 
• LFR 1 846 (0118r 6 years old)  children or rmre.  -children or equivalent dependants 
• LFR 2 770 (0118r 12 years o~  co~ferrlng entitlement to family 
2) For a group of two children:  allowances even H  stillborn; 
• LFR 3 693 (011er 6 years old)  -relatives in ascending line (or 
• LFR 4 616 (over 12 years old)  equivalent dependants) of insured 
3) For a group ol three or more  person or his/her dependent spouse 
children:  (means tested); 
• LFR 6 001  (0118r 6 years old)  -spouses; 
• LFR 7 386 (over 12 years old)  -insured person (paid to the per-
son who proves to have taken over 
the funeral expenses) 
Special cases: 
Unemployed persons  Unerrployed persons are entitled to  Unemployed persons are entitled to  Unemployed persons are entitled to  UnerJPoyed persons are entitled to  Family allowances are paid to  Fanily allowances are paid 
normal family benefits  allowances for the famHy  family allowances  family allowances like other  persons drawing unerrployment  concurrently with all other 
residents  benefit. Unerrployed persons not  national insurance benefits and 
entitled to unelfllloyment benefit  all industrial injury benefits and 
nevertheless receive family  the increase for dependent 
allowances for at least 12 months  children therewith 
following last payment of 
contributions 
Special cases: 
Pensioners  Pensioners are entitled to normal  Entitled to allowances for the  Entitled to family allowances  Entitled to family allowances like  Pensioners are entitled to family  Entitled to family allowances 
family benefits  family  other residents  allowances 
161 Table  X  Family benefits 
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(Continued) 
BFA 6 508(20) (+ supplements  per year. 
varying with age) 
(20) On condition that the pension 
or employment allowance is 
the main source d income. 
Special cases: 
Orphans (including  Orphan's allowances: BFA 8 872 for  Special allowances of DKA 647 per  Normal allowances  See Table VIII 'Survivors'  Normal family allowances  Allowances for orphans and certain 
motherless or  each child (plus supplement  month for each child are added and  Person who has dependent orphans:  See also 'Family supplements• In  children dependent on one parent: 
fatherless children)  according to age)  for total orphans special allo- increase of DR 1 250 per month  Table VI 'Invalidity', Table VII  FF 531.05 a month for total orphan; 
wances amount to DKR 1 294  'Old-age' and Table VIII  FF 398.29 a month for a child 
'Survivors'  raised by a single parent 
Special cases:  Allowance paid to parents who 
Educational allowance  interrupt their activities to 
for parents  educate a child under 3, the 
number of dependant children being 
thus 3 or more 
FuH-tlme:  FF 2 524 
Half-time:  FF 1 262 
162 Family benefits  Table  X 
Ireland  Italy  Luxembourg  Netherlands  Portugal  United Kingdom 
Special cases: 
Orphans (including  Normal family allowances are paid  Usual family allowances  Fatherless or motherless chHdren:  Orphans are entitled to family  Guardians Allowance payable In ad· 
motherless or  concurrently with orphan's  normal allowances (but see also  allowances (as are children  dition to Child Benefit.  Usually, 
fatherless children)  benefits (see Tables VIII  Table VIII 'Survivors')  already conceived a1 the time of  both the child's parents must be 
'Survivors' and IX 'Employment  Orphans under the general  the insured person's dealh)  dead.  One Parent Benefit not 
injuries and occupational  insurance scheme for widows and  payable for a child for whom GA 
diseases')  orphans: (22) see  Table VIII  is in payment. 
'Survivors' 
(22) Also holiday allowances paid. 
Special cases:  The education allowance is granted 
Educational allowance  to the parent who educates a child 
for parents  below 2 years of age, and has 
either no occupational or 
replacement income, or, together 
with his or her spouse, such an 
income not exceeding 
• LFR 94 168 if educating one 
child 
• LFR 125 558 if educa!ing 2 
children 
• LFR 156 947 if educa!ing 3 
children 
Amount of the benefit: LFR 9 232. 
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 Table  XI  Unemployment 
Belgium  Denmark  FR of Germany  Greece  Spain  France 
Existing schemes:  Insurance  Insurance (optional)  (a)  Insurance  Insurance  (a) Unerrployment Insurance  (a) Insurance scheme 
(b) Assistance  (b) Unerrployment assistance  (b) Solidarity scheme (assistance). 
benefit 
legislation 
1. First law  Decree of 18 February 1924  Law of 4 AprH 1907  (a) and (b) 16 July 1927  1964  Law No 62 of 22 July 1961  Law of 11 Oc:tober 1940 
Agreement al31 Decermer 1958 
2. Basic legislation  Decree of 20 Decerrber 1963  Law of 24 March 1970, as amended  Law of 25 June 1969, most recently  Deaee-Law of 1954  Law No 51  al8 October 1980 on  (a) Insurance: Art. L. 351-3- L. 
(amended)  amended by ac1 of 30 June 1985;  unefl1)1oyment protection, as  351-8 ol Labour Code: 
social code, general part, 11  amended by Law No 31 of 2 August  Conventions ol 24 Feb. 1984, 
Decerrber 1975 most recently  1984. Royal Decree No 625 of 2  19 Nov. 1985,30 Nov. 1987, 
amended 20 December 1988.  April1985 irrplementing Law No  6 July 1988 and 1st Jan. 1990; 
Social Code, General Section, of  31  of 1984  (b) Solidarity: Art.  L. 351-9 and 
11  Decerrber 1975 last changed by  L. 351-10af Labour Code. 
kt  of 20 Decermer 1988. 
Field of application:  Ail errployees covered by social  Wage earners and self-erJl)loyed  (a) Ali ElfTl)loyees (Industrial and  ErJl)loyees who are insured against  a)Efl1)1oyees in Industry and the  (a) Insurance: all errployees. 
security  persons of 16-65 years of age may  non-industrial staff and  sickness with a social security  services  (b) Solidarity: unefl1)1oyed having 
Young persons who are unemployed  be adrritled as merrbers to an  'AOrkers undergoing vocational  institution  b)Errployees ov• 18 and under 65  exhausted their entitlement to 
following their training  unerJl)loyment fund.  Young persons  training Including young  Youngsters between 20-29 years of  who have exhausted their entitle- benefits, young  persons aft• 
having corrpleted vocational  handicapped persons)  age who have nev•  worked before  ment to contrbutory benefit and  training, oartain single women 
training ol  18 months at least.  (b) All efl1)1oyees  have farrily responsibilities  and certain special groups 
(released prisoners,expatriate, 
repatriated or stateless 
workers, political refugees 
and asylum seekers, victims of 
Industrial accidents or 
occupational diseases). 
Total unemployment:  To be without work and without  To be capable ol work  (a) and (b) To be available for  To be fit for work  To be able and willing to 'AOrk  (a) To be looking for work and 
(involuntary)  eamlngs  To be available for work  work, to have personally  To be unerrployed involuntarily  To be at the disposal of the  physically able to work. 
Main conditions  To be fit for work and registered  To have signed on a1 the  registered at the efl1)1oyment  To be regist•ed a1 an employment  ElfTl)loyment office  To be registered for 'AOrk. 
for ElfTl)loyment  errployment office  exchange as unefl1)1oyed and to have  exchange  To have lost previous job  To be less ttlan 60 years of 
applied for benefit.  To be at the disposal of the  Involuntarily  age; nevertheless, H  the 
exchange  To be affiliated to the social  person at thai age cannot 
security schemes and enjoy active  prove 150trimesters of 
contrbutor or equivalent status  insurance for old age pension, 
To have corrpleted the required  the benefit is maintained 
contrbution periods  until the 150 trimesters are 
166 Unemployment  Table  XI 
Ireland  Italy  Luxembourg  Netherlands  Portugal  United Kingdom 
Existing schemes:  (a)  Insurance  (a)  Insurance  Unerrployment insurance  Insurance cofTl)l'lsing:  (a)  Insurance  Insurance 
(b) Assistance  (b) Exceptional allowance  (a) general benefits  (b) Assistance (17) 
(b) extended benefits 
(c) follow-up benefits 
(17) Unemployment assistance Is a 
guaranteed benefit of the 
general scheme but depends on 
the condition of resources. 
Legislation 
1. First law  Law of 1911  Decree-Law of 19 October 1919  Law of 6 August 1921  1975  Act of 1911 
2. Basic legislation  Social WeWare (Consolidation) Act  (a) and (b) Decree-law of 4  Amended law of 30 June 1976  Law of 6 Noverrber 1986, as amended  Decree-law No 2()'85 of 17 January  Act of 1975 and regulations 
1981, as amended  October 1935 (several amendments)  1985  thereunder 
Field of application:  (a) Insurance scheme:  (a) All errployees  Employed persons  All employees under 65  (a) and (b) AN insured employees  All employed persons (2) 
with some exceptions, all per- (b) Workers in certain categories  Young persons, who are uner'J1)1oyed 
sons aged 16 years and over  and areas who do not fulfil  foHowing their training 
er'J1)1oyed under a contract of  the conditions required for (a)  Self-employed persons who have  (2) Except married women who chose 
service or apprenticeship  given up their trade and are in  before April 19n  not to be 
(b  )Assistance scheme :  search of paid employment  insured. 
Persons aged 18 or over 
Total unemployment:  (a) and (b)  (a) and (b) To have registered at  To be involuntarily unemployed  To have registered at the employment  (a) To be capable of and available  To be capable of v.oork 
(involuntary)  To be capable of v.oork  the errployment exchange  To be fit to work  exchange  for work  To be available for work with an 
Main conditions  To be available for and seeking  To have registered for er'J1)1oyment  To be capable of and available for  To have registered at the  er'J1)1oyer 
VloOrk  \\OI'k  employment office  To have signed on at the 
To have registered as unemployed  Not to have refused suitable  Nottobeln ~of  an  employment office 
To be free from disqualification  employment  Invalidity or old-age pension  To be actively seeking work 
(b) Same conditions as above plus:  Not to be unemployed due ID 
To have exhausted entitlement  voluntary leaving, misconduct or 
to unemployment insurance  strike action 
benefit 
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(Continued)  Claimants who have exhausted their  reached, or until age 65. 
entftlement to contributory  Not to be seasonally 
unefll)loyment benefft must:  un8fll)loyed. 
(~  sign on at the ei'T"ployment  Not to have left previous 
office;  employment voluntary, wfthout 
(ii)  have failed to find work for  good cause. 
30 days subsequent to  (b) For the solidarfty scheme, in 
exhausting entftlement to  addftion: 
contributory benefft;  - long term un91'T"ployed: 
(iii) not enjoy income from other  certain conditions of 
sources exceeding the  previous activity and of 
national minimum wage  means; 
- young persons: conditions of 
previous training, of 
military service or of 
previous activity; 
- other groups: means test. 
Total unemployment:  Period varies according to the age  To have OOfT1Jieted a minimum period  (a) At least 12 months' 9fl1)1oyment  At least 125 days or work during  (a) Minimum contribution period:  (a) 3 months Insurance in last12 
Qualifying period  of the Insured person: 75 working  of 8fll)loyment and insurance of 26  under insurance ccwer during  the 14 months preceding job loss  more than 6 months In the 4  months. 
days during the last 10 months and  weeks during the 3 preceding years.  the last 3 years  or, at least, 200 days of work (80  years Immediately preceding 
600 working days during the last  For insured person entitled to  (b) During the last year at least  days per year) during the 2 years  un~loyment 
36 months  social ok:l-age or lnvalk:llty  150 days' ei'J1)Ioyment under  preceding jdlloss  (b) None 
pension: 26 months In the last 18  Insurance cover or to have  For first time claimants, at least 
months.  received un9fl1lloyment  80 days of work per year during 
12 months of insurance with fund  allowance (for at least one  the 2 previous years 
day) 
Total unemployment:  65for men  67  (a)65  e5  (a) and (b) 65 where beneficiary  ED 
Maximum age  eo for women  (b)65  has COI'T"pleted qualifying  After 60, up to age when person 
contribution period for  justifies 150 trimesters of 
entitlement to a retirement  Insurance for old age pensions, 
pension  with maximum or 65. 
Young persons in the solidarfty 
scheme:25 
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Nat to have C01'11)1eted the 
(continued)  quallfylng period required for 
unel'l"ppovment ineurance benefit 
Total unemployment:  (a) Flat-rate benefit:  (a) N. least 2 years of insurance  N. least 26 weeks of eJ'Tl)loyment  (a) At least 26 weeks of paid  1. Insurance  Flat-rate benefit: 
Qualifying period  (I)  39 contributions paid;and  and 52 weeks' contrbutions  during the last year  8fT1lloYment during the last 12  At least 540 days of salary- (I)  contributions paid in one d 
(10 48 contrbutlone paid or  during the last 2 years  months  earning ~rnent,  or  the 2 tax years on which the 
credited during the con- (b) N. least 5 weeks or 1 month  (b) and (c)  3 years  of paid  assimilated situation, in 24  claim Ia based amounting to 
tm.lon year preceding  before 1949 or during the last  8fY1)Ioyrnent during the last 5 years  months prior to Ul'l8f11)ioymen  at least 25 times the mini-
the benefit year(4).  2yewa  2. Assistance  mum contribution fort~ 
If the niJI'l1)er d con- AI. least 180 days' wag&'salary- )'8111' 
triMions paid or cr.  earning full-time 8fT1)ioyrnent in  (10 contributions paid or credl-
dlled Ia less than 48 but  the 360 days preceding  ted in both the apptq)riate 
more than 39, a reduced  commencement of une111)1oyment  tax years amounting to a to-
benefit Ia payable  tal of at least 50 times the 
Pay-related beneflt:Beneficiary  minimum contrbution for that 
must have a right to flat-rate  )'881' 
benefit and must have had 
reckonable earnings over IRL 72 
per week In the relevant tax year. 
(b) No qualifying contribution 
period:incorne test applies 
(4) See Table IV-1, foolnote 3 
T  'ltal unemployment:  (a) and (b) 86 years  84  a;  - Men 65, women eo 
MaximUTI age  Can aJao be paid at pension rate 
up to age 70 (men) and 65 (women) 
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Total unemployment: 
Resources  - (a)- (a) None  (b) Solidarlly scheme: maximum of 
(b) Stare of need  (b) Must not enjoy Income from any  resourca: 
other source axceeding 1he  -long term~: 
national ninlm.lmwage  4 780.30 FF for single 
currently In force  persons, 9 560.60 FF for 
<Xq)le 
-single women: 7 866 FF 
- other g1'014)1: 3 933 FF for 
single person 7 866 FF for 
aJt4)1e 
Total unemployment: 
Waidng period  None  None  None  &days  None  (a) Not during paid holidays 
(b) For young persons: 1, 3 or 6 
months, according to category. 
Benefits: 
Days for which  Working days and unpaid Plbllc  6daysaweek  (a) and (b) 6 days a week  25 days per month  Every day  Everyday 
allowance  holdays 
is granted 
Benefits: 
Duration of payment  No limit (except for certain cases  Not more than 2 and a half years 
(a)  Proponional  to  periods  ol 
(a) 12 months for at least 250  (a) Depending on contrbution  (a) Duration of benefits (basic) 
where u~t  Is protrac:ted  An Insured person who h•  received 
employment and to age  : 
days of work  period over preceding 4 years  benellt and alowancea for end 
for unusual duration).  an offer of (vocational) training 
Employment  Age (3)  Durallon 
1  o  months for at least 220  duration of payment c:orres- of entitlement) varies 
of efll)loyment wiU always remain 
t2 months  156  days 
daysofwork  ponds to one half of the  according to length of 
entitled to dally aHowances untU  7 mon1hs for at least 180 days  active period  Insurance and 10 age:  mlrrum 
the day when 1he training or 
16  months  208  days 
ofM:Irk  (b) 6 months, with possibility of  3 months, maximum 60 mon1hs. 
20  months  260 days 
employment starts.  24  months  312 days  5 mon1hs for at least 150 days  extension in 6 months periods,  (b) long term unemployed: beneflls 
For the Insured entllled to an old- ofM:Irk  up to a total of 18 months  given by periods of 6 months, 
28  months  42  yrs  364 days 
age or Invalidity pension: llmlled  32  months  42  yrs  418  days  4 mon1hs for at least 125 days  Extension for another 6 months,  for Indefinite time. 
to 12 months.  36  menths  42  yrs  468  days  ofM:Irk  for long-term unemployed rNer  ~oung  persons and special 
40  months  ....  yrs  520  days  (b) n  age 49 or rNer: 12 months  age 45, or after two years of  groups: maxlrrum 1 year. 
44  months  44  yrs  572 days  for. least 210 days of 'Mirk  unemployment. In the case of 
48  months  49  yrs  624  days  (c) - In all cases, 3 additional  workers rNer 52. 14) 10 age of 
52  months  49  yrs  676  days  months at reduced rate  retirement. 
56  monlhs  54  yrs  728  days  - 12 rnot'ths for 4 050 days of  In the case of workers not 
60  monlhs  54  yrs  780  days 
wori(  entitled to contributory 
64  monlhs  54  yrs  832  days  (d) 5 months for the newcomers on  benefit because they have 
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Total unemployment: 
Resources  (a).  .  (a)· 
(b)  Inadequate resources  (b) Average monthly Income not 
exceeding 70 %of mlnirnJm 
guaranteed wage or average per 
capita Income of family not 
exceeding, in total, twice 
that figure 
Total unemployment: 
Waiting period  (a) Flat-rate benefit: 3 days  (a) 7days  None  None  None  3days 
Pay-related benefit: 18 days  (b) 1 day 
(b)3days 
Benefits: 
Days for which  6 days a week ((a) and (b))  (a) and (b) Every day  Every day  Sdaysaweek  (a) and (b) Every day  6daysaweek 
allowa'lce 
is granted 
Benefits: 
Duration of payment  (a)  Insurance:  (a) 180 days a year (extended to  365 calendar days per 2-year  (a)  6  months  Under 25 years  10 months  Flat-rate benefit: limited to 312 
Flat-rate benefit: Limited to  360 days In the building  period  (b)  Depending on age and employ- 25/30  years  12 months  days excluding Sundays in any 
390days (5)  sector under transitional  182 extra calendar days for  ment record :  30/35  years  15 months  period of interruption of 
Pay-related benefit: limited  arrangements)  persons particularly 'difflcuh'  Employment  Duration  35/40  years  18 months  ~nt.  A claimant requallfies 
to375days  (b) 90 days, with possibility of  to place 
record  of  Bene- 40/45  years  21  months  for a further period of 312 days 
(b) Assistance: UnHmited provided  extension until180 days  For unet'fl)loyed of 50 years  fit  45/50  years  24 months  when he has worked for an et'fl)loyar 
benefiCiary is under 66 years  prolongation of 12,9 or 6 months 
0 to  5  years  6  months  50155  years  27 months  for 13 weeks within a presalbed 
of age (pension age)  respectively If 30, 25 or 20 years  5 to 10 years  9  months  55 years or more  30  months  period in each of which~ 
of affiliation to pension  10 to  15 years  1 year  has lasted for 16 hours or more. 
15 to  20 years  18 months  These weeks need not be consecu-
(5)  If applicant is 65, the allo-
20 to 25 years  2  years 
tive 
wance will be paid until 66 
25 to 30 years  2,5  years 
(pension age) H  156 weekly 
30 to 35 years  3  years 
contributions have been paid. 
35 to 40 years  4  years 
40 years and over  5  years 
(c)  1  year 
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(3)  Extended duration at age  44,  the jab market (youngsters  failed to co~Jl)iete  the 
49,  54 (7 years).  beCween 3)  • 29 years)  qualfylng period: entitled to 
Extended  duration of  entitle- unef11)1oyment assistance 
ment to  unemployment  assls- benefit for a period equallo 
lance.  that during which they 
contrbuted 
Benefits: 
Earnings taken as  Average daily earnings  Calculation usually based on  (a) and (b) Average hourly wage  Earnings at the time of job loss  (a) Average of 8f11)1oyee's  Earnings on which contrbutions 
reference  average earnings of preceding 13  for the last 60 days  contribution assessment bases  have been paid for last 12 months 
weeks/3 months  for preceding 6 months. 
These figures are brought up 
to national millrrum wage in 
force at the time when benefit 
falls due, where they were 
bela.v that level 
(b) National rrinlrrum wage 
Benefits: 
Earnings ceiling  BFR 1 908,34 per day  (a) and (b) OM 6 :m  per month  See below  220 % d  minimum lnterprofesslonal  FF 43 200 per month 
wages 
Benefits: 
Rate  Rates (&-day week)  90 % of reference earnings (not  Beneficiaries with children:  For manual workers: 40% d  dally  (a) 80 %of reference earnings for  (a) Basic alla.vance: 
A. Unef11)ioyment benefits  more than DKR 2 454 per week).  (a) 68 % of net earnings (benefits  wage  first 180 days, 70 %from 6th  -for insurance period between 
(a)cohabitant with dependents:  Maximum rates are fixed for  on a fixed scale)  For ei'T'Pioyees: 50 % d  monthly  to 12th month and  60 %  3 and 6 months: 30,3 % of 
60 % d  reference earnings  12 months at a time by each  (b) 58 % of net earnings (benefits  wage  thereafter  18Ckonable daily wages 
for first year of u~loy- Individual fund.  Young persons  on a fixed scale)  Minimum: Two-thirds daily rrinimum  Maximum: 220 %of interprofes..  + FF 37,14 per day (min. 
ment; Max. BFR 1 145 per  having COIT'Pieted education and  Beneficiaries without children:  wage (DR 2 911)  slonal mlnlrrum wage  FF 89, 72/day)(7) 
day, Min. BFR 973 per day  without 'MX'k: DKR 1 962 (maxirrum).  (a) 63 %of net earnings  Maximum (basic amount plus extra  Amount paid must under no  -lor Insurance period d  at 
(b) Single persons:  (b) 56 %of net earnings  lor dependants): 70 % of reference  circumstances be less than In·  . least 6 months: 40,4 % d 
60% in the 1st year d  earnings for the appropriate  terprdessional minimum wage  18Ckonable dally wages 
unemployment  insurance class  currently in Ioree  + FF 49,52 (min. FF 119.80 
max. BFR 1 145 per day,  After prescrbed payment period  (b) 75 % d  interprofessinal mini·  per day). 
Min. BFR 896 per day  has expired (see above) additional  mum wage  Allowance for end of entitle-
40 %from the 2nd year on.  benefit of 50 % d  allowance  For long-term unemployed over  ment: 
Max. BFA 763 per day, Min.  45, special six-months benefit  FF 76,64/day; FF 106,23/day 
BFA 896 per day  of 75 to 125 % d  lnterprdes- II over 52 years, under 
(c)Cohabitants without  sional rrinimum wage, according  certain conditlore.(8) 
dependents: 55%  In the 1st  to larrily size.  (b) Solidarity benefits: 
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Benefits: 
Eamings taken as  (a) Flat rate benefit:not appll- Average dally wages under  Gross earnings during the 3 months  (a) and (b) OaHy earnings lost  1. Insurance  . 
reference  cable  Insurance of the last 3 months  which precede unerrployment  (c) Statutory minimum wage  Average dally wage fOt" 6 months 
Pay-related benefit:gross  priOt" to unemployment  preceding the 2 months prior to 
taxable earnings In a previous  comnencement of unefrl)loyment 
Income tax year. Benefit Is cal- 2.  Assistance 
culated at 12% of weekly earnings,  Minlrn.lm wage 
subject to earnings ceiUng. 
(b)AHowance calculated according 
to clalmanrs current means 
Benefits: 
Earnings ceiling  (a)Pay-related benefit: IRL220  (a), (b) and (c) I-Fl270,60 per  . 
~week  day (5-day week) 
(b)· 
Benefits: 
Rate  (a) Flat-rate benefit: IRL48.00  20 %of average dally wages under  80 % of reference earnings, but  (a) and (b) 70 % c:l reference  1. Insurance  UKL37.35 per week 
~week  Insurance during the last 3 months  the Indemnity cannot exceed 2 112  earnings  65%  of  refetW~ce  wage  UKL46.90 II over pension age 
Pay-relaled benefit:  priOt" to unemployment  times or twice the minimum IOCial  (c) 70 % of the statutory minimum  Maxlrn.lm: 3 x rrinlmum guaranteed 
12%  c:l reckonable weekly  Where unanployment Is due to  salary H  unef11)1oyment lasts for  wage.  H  unefTl)loyment  wage 
earnings between IRL 72 and  redundancy because of cessation of  more than 182 calendar days during  benefits are less than the  Minimum: rrinimum guara1teed 
IRL220  the enterprise or of reduction In  a 12-month period  social minimum, a supplemen- wage unless worker's remunera-
The coiTDned ftal-rate and pay- staff a special unemployment  FOf the period c:l COJT1)Jen:lentary  tary benefit can be claimed  tion Is below thai level 
relat8d benefits plus income  allowanCe equal to two-thirds of  Indemnity, the ceiling Is fixed at  under the Supplementary Bene- 2.  Assistance 
tax rebate may not exceed 85 %  the last dally earnings Is paid  1 112 times the social minimum  fits Act (means tested).  70%110 100% of minlmJm wage 
of net weekly earnings before  for 180days  wage  The maximum amount of the  in line wlh nurrber of 
unemployment commenced  (contribution condition reduced to  60 % of reference earnings H  supplement Is 30 %of  the  dependants 
(b) Unemployment assistance (~  13weeks)  Income of unef11)1oyed person's wife  minim.lm wage for a couple, 27% 
week):  or companion living tMth him In  of this wage fOt" single 
Short-term:IRL45.00 max.  cohabitation is 2 112 times the  paren11, and21 %for  a single 
Long-term :IRL52.00 max.(11)  legal minimum Income  person. Lower rates apply to 
Rates are reduced according to  single ~sons  under 23. 
the Income of the applicant 
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Belgium 
year dun~. 
Max. BFA 1 050 per day, 
Min, BFA 574 per day 
35 %tor next 6 months. 
Max. BFA 668 per day, 
Min. BFA 574 per day 
Fixed sum d BFA 428 per 
day after 18th months,(&) 
Increased to BFA 571 
if mei'T'bers of household 
with only replaalment 
inoomes, not exceeding 
BFA 29 770 per month 
B. Waiting anowance (based on 
study record) 
(a)Cohabitant (household with 
only replacement Incomes) 
below age 18SFA 259 per day 
overage 18SFA417perday 
(b)Single persons: 
below age 18SFA 259 per day 
age 18-2DSFA417perday 
over age 21 :545 BFA per day 
(c)Cohabitants without 
dependents: 
below age 18SFA 245 per day 
over age 18SFA 390 per day. 
C. Supplement after 1st yetJI of 
uner!1)1oyment, to older workers 
with at least 20 years d 
working career: 
(a)heads of households: 
-age 50· 54:+BFA 99 per day 
-01er 56:+BFA 119 per day 
(b)slngle persons: 
-age 50.54: + 5 %of 
reference earnings 
-0181' 56:+ 12,5 "'d 
reference earnings 
(c) cohabhants: 
-age 50. 54:+ 5 %of 
reference etJinings 
-over 55:+ 7,5 "'of 
reference etJinings 
(6) The 18-month period Is however 
Unemployment 
Denmark  FA of Germany  Greece  Spain  France 
• special benefit tor long 
term unel'l"ployed: 
FF 68,29/day; FF 98,07/day 
if over 56 years or over 
57,5 years under certain 
conditions. 
-Insertion benefit: 
young persons  FF 41,40/day 
single women  FF 87 ,4Q'day 
other groups  FF 43, 70/day 
(7) More favourable measures for 
unel'l"ployed In regions effected 
by Industrial restructuring 
(8) FF 94.17 per day for certain 
older unef11)1oyed. Unemployment  Table  XI 
Ireland  Italy  Luxembourg  Netherlands  Portugal  United Kingdom 
(Continued)  (11) Higher rates are payable 
after 390 days benefit or 
•slstanoe have been received. 
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(Continued)  Increased by 78 days for each 
8I11JioYm8rrt period lasting 312 
. days.  This rale II not appll-
cable for workers who can 
prow 20 years ofwori( •  paid 
aswel as for workers with a 
permanent incapacity level of 
alleast 33 %. 
Benefits: 
Family supplements  None  Regulations applying to child  10 %Increase for each dependant  Unerrpoyed persons In receipt of 
See also Table X  benefit (see Table X 'Fanily  Maximum for benefit Including  unemployment assistance benefit 
'Family benefits'  benefits')  Increases: 70 % of dally wage  and those in r~  d health 
care benefits are entitled to a 
family income supplement of PTA 
1 050 per month for each dependent 
child 
Benefits for older 
unemployed and 
early retirement: 
Measure  1. Early retirement pension: see  Early retirement schema  Compulsory retirement of unem- 1. Early retirement (at age 64) on  Early retirement from State funds 
Table VII'Oid·age'  ployed at age 60 (see Table Vlll-3  fuR pension  after age 55 
2. Conventional early retirement  early retirement).  2. In accordance with the 
pension In case of dismissal  From 1st of January 1989: special  Industrial Restructuring Law, 
part-time work scheme (at least 18  workers in these sectors who 
tvweek) for workers aged 58 or  are ellgble are entitled to a 
over, H  provided for In collec- form d benefit financed under 
tlve agreements, enterprise agree- the relevant secloral 
rnents or Individual contracts of  restructuring plan rather than 
employment (9).  H  earnings for  by the social security scheme. 
such part-time work for older  These benefits are of 
workers Is increased by at least  particular significance for 
20 %. and contributions are paid  workers aged less than 55 at 
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Benefits: 
(a)  Adult  dependant  : 
Family supplements  IRL31.00 per week 
Increase of 5% d  earnings If  1 dependent adult: UKL 23.05 per 
See also Table X  1st & 2nd child  : 
dependent children  week or UKL 28.20 If claimant over 
'Family benefits'  IRL  11.40 per week 
pension age 
3rd & subsequent children  : 
1 dependent child : UKL 9.65 
IRL  11.00 per week each 
(only payable If claimant Is over 
pension age) 
(b)  Adult  dependant  : 
IRL31.00 per week 
Each child dependant : 
IRL  11.00 per week 
(11)  (12) 
(11)  Higher rates  are  payable 
after 390  days benefit or as-
slstance have been  received. 
(12)  Additional  amounts  for each 
additional child. 
Benefits for older 
unemployed and 
early retirement: 
Measure  Pre-retirement allowance Is pay•  See 'Early pension' In Table VII  Preretirement benefit (10)  1. Prolongation of benefits  Early retirement for u,_,.,yed  Jab release scheme (13) 
ble to persons between 60 and 66  'Old-age'  permitting enterprises to dismiss  duration tM alrrinlmum rate.  persons over 62 
years of age.  structurally redundant workers.  2. Possibly, early retirement  If the unerrployed Is 55 or older 
pension as part of agreements  at the time of ~  of benefit,  (13) Not considered as a social 
(10) The Indemnity Is paid by em- secured by collectlw ba'- It wtn be continued until age 60.  benefit In the UK. b~  as 
ployers and partiaDy reim- gaining  part d  errployment promotion. 
bursed by the unemployment 
fund. 
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(cortinued)  for legal pension insurance at  the time d  restructuring. who 
least at the level of the COI'Il)UI- may draw them urtH they reach 
sory contrbutions due on the dif·  65 years of age 
f•ence between the wage for the  3. Partial retirements 88 from age 
part-time work and 90 % d  a full- 62 stbject to a proportional 
time wage, the federal labour d·  reduction in retirement pension 
flee will refund the 8111)1oyer the 
wage supplement for 20 %, as wei 
88 the difference in the contri-
butions. 
(9) If the retir.nent benefit is 
at least 65 % of the last 
gross earnings and the job is 
given to someone else, the 
Federal E~oyment  Institute 
reimburses 35 % of the benefit. 
Conditions:  1. See 'Early pension' in Table  Aged between 60 and 67  Unei'Jl)loyed for at least 1 year  1. Existence of agre.nent  To be aged at least 55 
VII 'Old-age'  Merrber of unemployment fund for at  during the last 18 months  providing for such benefits  To have worked for at least 1 year 
2.General rule:  least 10 years within the last 15  A! least 8 el11lfoyed contrbutlon  Worker must meat all conditions  in the last 5 and have belonged to 
-to  be aged 58  years  years in the last 10 years  for entitlement to a retirement  social security organizations for 
- obligation of substitution by  Fulfilling the conditions for  pension except age criterion  last 10 years 
unef\1)1oyed MM'k8r  UnerTlJioyment benefit  Jobs freed to be filled  Not to be entitled before 60 to 
- to be made redunda'lt  Resident  Immediately by young workers or  old-age pension (anticipated) at 
-to retire from labour mark8l  Not recelvelng old-age pension  unei'Jl)loyment benefit  full rate 
When laid off in enterprise  Working for not more than 200  beneficiaries  Not to have asked for cash 
recognised to be In  hours a year  2. Claimant aged 55 or over  liquidation of retir.nent pension 
difficulties:  Application subrritted by firm  rights 
-to  be aged 50  to labour administration 
- no obligation of substitution  setting out details of crisis 
situation 
Declarallon of crisis Issued by 
labour administration 
3. Claimant aged 62 or over 
Need for rT18Jl)OWitr rationalizct: 
tion In firm In question 
rates:  1. See 'Early pension' In Table  During the first 2 112 years, In- See Table VII 'Old-age' (16)  1. 100 % d pension due at normal  65 % of rec:konable earnings until 
VII 'Old-age'  eluding ~iods  of unei'Jl)loyment  retlr.nent age  60 (plus 50 % beyond ceiling) 
2. A col'll)lementary indemnity (14)  benefit, same amount as unel'll)ioy- 2. From 55 to 60 years of age. 
is added to unemployment  ment benefit, same upper limit of  (16) In case of long service In a  80% d average wage for 6 
benefit equal to half the dH- DKR 2 454 per week.  firm, II is obliged to reim- months preceding restruduring 
terence between the net  Thereafter not more than 80 % d  burse benefits received by  declaration for sector in 
earnings (14JP8r limit) and the  the upper limit  the person unei'Jl)loyed.  question 
un81'11)ioyment benefit  From 60 to 65 years of age, 
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Conditions:  Claimants must satisfy a means- Age fil, and having fuHilled in  1. Aa for fuR une"l)loyment and  To have exhausted entitlement to  -
test and must be in receipt of  the three preceding years the  aged at least 57.5 and a~•  unemployment insurance benefit 
an unerrployment assistance pay- conditions for old-age or early  when beoorring una11)1oyed  To have applied tor an old-age 
ment for 15 months or longer.  retireiTWit pension, or fuHiHing  2. Vary according to industrial  pension 
Recipients must not engage in  certain conditions related to work  and professional sector 
insurable employment.  record. 
Have left e"l)loyment. 
rates:  IR£52 per week (rrax)  Percentage of previous gross  1. See "fuR employmenr  See Table VII'Oid-age' 
Rates vary according to the means  earnings, as follows:  2. Vary according to industrial 
of the claimant.  85 %during 1st 12 months  and professional sector 
80 %during 2nd 12 months 
75 % during 3rd 12 months 
Benefit taxed and insurance 
contributions payable 
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(Continued)  75 % of average remuneration 
for 6 months preceding early 
(14) The iridemnity is paid by the  retirement 
errpoyers.  3. Same formula as for ordinary 
retirement. 
Reduced pension payable In line 
with the pensioner's residual 
working hours 
Partial unemployment: 
Definition of partial  Days or haH days during which the  No special definition.  In reality:  Insurance only: unavoidable short- Provisions come Into play when  Reduction of hours usually worked 
unemployment  execution of the work contract Ia  more than 9 hours of reduction per  time working affecting at least  working day or nurrber of days  below legaiiiiTit, because of 
suspended  week.  one third of staff and at least  worked reduced by at least one  economic, accidental or technical 
10 %of normal working time (15)  third from normal level, providing  reasons. 
reduction accompanied by propor-
tional reduction In wages 
(15) In the building sector, in 
the event of un8fTl)ioyment due 
to weather conditions (1  No-
verrber to 31  March). 
Conditions:  See 'Total une!l1lloymenf  See 'Total un8fTl)loyment'  See'Total une!l1lloymenr, and over  In addition to those applying in  Conditions: 
10 %reduction of normal working  the case of total unefrl)loyment,  Weekly wages at least 18 times 
lime  entitlement to benefit tor partial  rrinim.lm wage 
unefrl)ioyrnent is dependent on  Not in seasonal unemployment 
decision by labour administration  Not because of strike. 
within the framework of a 
reorganization plan 
Compensation:  60 % of ceiling of reference wage  Proportional rate as for total  Per hour of unemployment, rate as  The benefit paid is In principle  Allowance paid by employer: 50 % 
unemployment  for total unemployment (official  calculated as for total unempioy- of gross wages per hour, with 
scale)  ment but in proportion to reduc- rrinimum of FF 27/hour. 
tion in working time  Reimbursement of elf1)1oyer by state 
of FF 10,32 per hour. 
Accumulation:  Benefit from a full early pension:  Pensions: accumulation permitted  Pensions: no accumulation  (a) With earnings from  No accumulation of insurance 
no unefJl)ioyrnent benefit  but duration of benefits is Mml- Sickness allowance: no aocurnula- unemployment: not permitted,  benefits with solidarity benefits. 
Benefit from a partial early  ted  tion  except in the case of short- (a)  Insurance: 
pension: benefit is reduced where  Sickness cash benefits: no accumu- time working benefit. Persons  Accumulalion possible of 
the accumulation exceeds 140% of  lation  drawing unell1lloyrnent  replacement income with old 
the total of unemployment benefit  Income from other gainful activity:  assistance benefit may take  age benefit after the age 
the general rule excludes accumula- part-time jobs  of 60, within certain limits; 
tlon. In a number of special ca- With other social security  no accumulation with benefh 
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Partial unemployment: 
Definition of partial  Short-time working Is eJ'11)1oyment  Additions to salary where the  Short-time working or two or more  no special definition  Arry day of un8f'11)1oyment on which a 
unemployment  In which the nui'T'ber of days  enterprise reduces or ceases  days ol  u1'18111J1oyment In a normal  person would normally work 
systematically worked In a  activities:  working week 
working week Is terrporarlly less  (~ because ol reasons olhs own 
than the normal nui'T'ber of days In  or terJl)Orarlly (ordinary 
the employment concerned  additions); 
(li) because of the sectoral or 
local econonic situation, 
reatrUduration or reconver-
slon ol the enterprise 
(extraordinary additions) 
Conditions:  See "Total unemployment :Quail- Request made by the employer.  Employees normally~  by the  See 'Total unemploymenr  See 'Total une111)1oymenr 
fylng period" for contrbutlon  Authorization by INPS or by decree  enterprise at the time of partial 
conditions  une!ll)loyment 
Compensation:  One fifth ol the weeldy unerrploy- 80 % of the total rerruneration for  80 % of the gross hourly earnings  See 'Total unemployment  .  See 'Total une!ll)loymenr 
ment benefit rate for each day of  Uri'M>rked hours between 0 and 40  although the benefit cannot exceed 
unemployment, but the sum of the  hours a week tor 3 months (ordin•  the 2 112 times ceiling for the 
nurmer of days 'M)rked and the num- ry additions) or 5 months (extra- ninimum hourly social salary. The 
ber of days benefit may not exceed  ordinary additions); this duration  first 8 hours of each month are 
5 in the week. No pay-related be- can be extended (maximum LIT  not Indemnified 
netit is payable  951  826 per month) 
Accumulation:  Norma.Hy not payable with other  (a) No accumulation of  (a) and (b) and (c) Arry compen- Not payable with sickness benefit, 
social insurance benefits  une!11)1oyment allowances with  satlon paid by the eJ'11)1oyers is  maternity benefit or equivalent 
exceptional allowances  deduded  benefits tor fathers, invalidity 
No accumulation with sickness  The amount of the supplement under  and old-age pensions 
allowance or Invalidity  the Supplementary Benefits Act 
pension  depends on any further income from 
No accumulation with pensions  or In connedion with work of the 
over guaranteed rrinlmum  beneficiary and/or eventual 
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ses, however, accumulation  I& pos-
sible 
Unemployment 
FR of Germany  Greece  Spain 
benefits: not perrritted as 
regards: retirement pensions, 
invalidity pensions and 
related family Income 
sl4lP!ements; provisional 
Invalidity benefits and 
related family sl4)plemen1S; 
sickness benefit. Pennllted In 
principle as regards: widow's 
and orphan's pensions, family 
benefits, death grants and 
other benefits 
(b) No accumulation ~h  Income 
from any source exceeding 
national ninlrrun wage 
France 
In cash of sickness Insurance. 
or with Invalidity pensions 
for total Incapacity to work. 
Accumulation possible with old 
age benefl1s I condition of 
maximJm of resources Is met 
(a) and (b): possibility of 
partial accumulation with earnings 
from reduced activity (conditions 
of accumulation are different). Unemployment  Table  XI 
Ireland  Italy  Luxembourg  Netherlands  Portugal  United Kingdom 
(Continued) 
(b) No acaJITl.llation with pensions  partner 
above guaranteed miniiTl.lm 
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